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Preface

Foundation of Project

Three years ago I stated in my UTEP enrollment application essay a desire to
write about the lives of Mexican American who harvested crops and provided industrial
labor in America after the second world war throughout the Midwestern states and in
Colorado. Their lives, histories, and the roles they played in America remain in legends, stories,
gossip, and dreams. This manuscript is an effort to resuscitate some of them.
In writing fiction one must come as close to “truths” as possible so that the
reader will benefit from the story. The characters in a story should resemble real characters
which a reader can empathize with.
I have put together the lessons learned, the practice, the comments of fellow
students, and the observations and critique of my professors in this manuscript. I have
reviewed books and print-outs touching on specific points in writing. The exercise has
served to hone the basic techniques that writers must use. Though learning never ends,
one knows when one has understood something that makes him smile.

The manuscript is a story of Mexican Americans residing in South Texas who got
involved in drug smuggling. Their lives became complicated when treason and violence
erupted. Paul Perez, a protagonist, was hiding in Minnesota from drug traffickers, the
law, and international gangs when events caught up with him. In January, 1976, he was
shot. He had been in Minnesota four years. He left Laredo Texas in 1972 after a drug
deal went sour. Three of his close friends were killed that time.
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The story starts to unfold after Paul is wounded, revealing a trail of drugs
smuggling, violence, and revenge. Paul has been found in St Paul. He must return to
Texas to find out who wants him killed.
Flashbacks and narration provide a background to the violence that took place
in Laredo, Texas in 1972 when a drug deal went sour. A citywide fiesta was taking
place. The climax of the story takes place when new efforts to use the same smuggling
strategy used four years before is to be used again. There are few survivors from the
1972 fracas alive in 1976. Paul is one of them. The story ends after a confrontation
resembling the one that took place four years before takes place again with deadly but
different results.

My thesis can be used for research to expand on the lives of Mexican Americans
who are average Americans in all aspects but live in a world little understood due to
race, culture, economic status, and other traits common among ethnic groups in the
United States.
The story mixes culture, traditions, national and international settings, love and
death, in the lives of Mexican Americans. There is violence in the story. John Dufresne
said:
“Every story is about trouble. No one wants to read about happy people living in
Blissville” (134).

I have written as close to the truth in the lives of my characters as I was able to.
This was important because the story exposes life without cover ups. Yugoslav author
Milovan Djilas said,
“ I am driven by an inner necessity to leave nothing unsaid that might be of
2

significance to those who write history, and specially to those who strive for a
freer human existence. In any case, both the reader and I should be satisfied if
the truth is left unscathed, even if it is enveloped in my own passions and
judgments. For we must realize that, however complete, the truth about humans
and human relations can never be anything but the truth about a particular
person, persons in a given time” (4).

All stories have origin. They do not just appear in someone’s imagination. Mario
Vargas Llosa said:
“ all stories are rooted in the lives of those who write them, experience is the
source from which fiction flows. There is always a staring point in a story that
comes from the experience of the writer. I’d venture to claim that there are no
exceptions to this rule and that, as a result, scientifically pure invention
does not exist in literature. All fiction are structures of fantasy and stimulate his
imagination, leading him to create a world so rich and various that sometimes it
is almost impossible ( and sometimes just plain impossible) to recognize in it the
autobiographical material that was its genesis and that is, in a way, the secret
heart of all fiction, as well as its obverse and antithesis” ( 15-16).

This manuscript developed in the settings and lives of Mexican Americans who
resided in several states with ties to South Texas. The story shows the human side of
persons involved in trafficking drugs and their conversion away from that world once
they realized the extent of the damage they caused.
Religion, customs, traditions, fears, joys, and human emotions that all human
beings experience are included in the story. I have used fiction to record the lives of
3

individuals who got involved in a world of violence without exceeding real life situations.
The story is based on memory, dreams, imagination, and research.
This manuscript addresses a genre that has terrorized humanity for centuries.
Going beyond the victims of society, I have entered the world of those who hurt others
without realizing it. The theme mirrors national figures who make wars without
considering the pain they inflict on noncombatants.

There must be a purpose in writing fiction. Writing to accommodate a theme
seems mercenary or commercial to me. There has to be a personal commitment to a
project or words fail to appear with ease. I have a purpose beyond fiction to tell a tale.
The spirit in man still provides him the strength to move beyond common human
existence. Art comes into life and gives it meaning. Carl Jung called this, “ psyche”. He
said:
“were it not for the leaping and twinkling of the soul, man would rot away in his
greatest passion, idleness” ( Jung 16).

A popular phrase used throughout literature is “ one should write about what one
knows”. An author can expand his knowledge by research and other ways. But that
personal experience can be expanded to include the author’s view of things seen or lived.
The world of fiction is vast. There are no limits on what can be written.
This project is a resource that can be used by researchers and others who can
access it in their own search for meaning of life in America.

The base from which to move forward in anything must be strong, sound, and
have meaning beyond material substance. While science has advanced much, no one has
4

been able to weigh a dream or measure a hope. No thinking person can deny dreams,
and hopes exist. There is mystery that is best explained using fiction. The message
comes out.

My manuscript reveals a real life theme that haunts and pains. It projects hope
for a beginning to address the malaise. To recognize a decease can be the start of
healing. The life of those involved in illegal activities is exposed from a human side
devoid of adulation or condemnation. Acknowledging the human side of illegality could
provide a tool to address problems with human efforts.

Writing is an ever learning processes. After three years enrolled in the UTEP
MFA program there is still more to learn. Life in my story is portrayed better and
clearer with revision of the text. Revision means going over what is and making it
better. Revision means seeking a deeper understanding of what exists, especially in the
written word. There is always that new way of saying things, of correcting what looks
rough or bad to make it better. My manuscript is an example of the process. I feel
words well written are the tools that form the story. They explain a past, and project a
future. It happens each time the story is read.

Studying writing is for a purpose. To prepare myself to utilize the tools that
writers need to be able to write better than I have been able to is the purpose of my
studies. This manuscript is the product of the purpose I embraced at UTEP.
Searching for the better way to put words into plots, narratives, the mouths
and minds of characters, means learning what can be taught, imitating what has been
written, and using revision to correct and make what is written a little bit better. This
5

lead me to constant seeking.

I purchased the book, Art of Fiction by John Gardner. Art of Fiction immediately
placed a firewall on my dreams. Gardner said:
“ Though the literary dabbler may write a fine story now and then, the true writer
is one for whom technique has become, as is for the pianist, second nature.
Ordinarily this means university education with courses in the writing of fiction
and poetry as well” (9).

“ Human beings, like chimpanzees can do very little without models. One may
learn to love Shakespeare by reading him on one’s own—the ignoramus is
unlikely to have done even this-but there is no substitute for being taken by the
hand and guided line by line through Othello, Hamlet or King Lear. This is the
work of the university Shakespeare course, and even if the teacher is a person of
limited intelligence and sensitivity, one can find in universities the critical books
and articles most likely to be helpful, the books that have held up, and the best of
the new books ” (11).

Years later, after I got my BA degree at the University of North Texas, I saw the
advertising of UTEP’s online MFA in Creative Writing Program. It sparked my interest.
I had forty years dabbling into writing with no results. I took a chance and an
opportunity appeared. After three years, this thesis is the result of my efforts.

Mario Vargas Llosa believes writers must write because it is a calling, not a means
to get rich or acquire fame (4). Writers have a moral obligation to uncover truth on
6

social issues. Fiction is lies covering up a deep truth” (Vargas Llosa 8).
Writing is a calling. Sitting in front of a typewriter or a computer hours on end is
not the favorite pass time of many. Writing is hard work. Concentration, revision,
seeking word meaning in the thesaurus, putting formats in order, all take time and
effort. One has to like to write.

I feel an obligation to follow the advise of Vargas Llosa. He set the example
running for President of Peru. In my small corner of the world I have also run for public
office, having served in different boards, City Councils, and a School Board.
I have experienced the lack of understanding and the power of an author to
interpret events embarrassing sources and insulting groups and persons. Allan
Weisman interviewed me for a book he was writing on the US/Mexico border. He
quoted John Naisbit who wrote “Megatrends”. In his book, Naisbit stated that a new
nation would form along the US/Mexico border. Weisman asked questions, then
interpreted answers. He made me out to insult Mexico, made fun of me and my people,
and in general, ridiculed me.
La Frontera, by Alan Weisman impressed upon me the need to write Mexican
American history. He stated migrants, ” traveled in trucks like cattle” (35). That was his
perception of how we traveled migrating from South Texas to Northern States. He made
fun of our way of life mimicking quotes, using picturesque language to ridicule me.
When I said we bought a car, he states: “ay a carro” ( 36). That made me appear to be a
“Leo Carrillo” funny Mexican alongside the Cisco Kid. I realized it was up to people like
me to write about ourselves.
I was very disgusted with Weisman I put the book away. It was while taking
classes at UTEP that I re-read it and saw how terrible his narrative was. His use of
7

dialogue was ridiculous. It was clear he was just putting a book together to satisfy a
contract he had with some federal agency. I could do better than that describing our
lifestyle.
The need to interpret life from a different perspective with more humane and
realistic words was evident. I realized the need for Mexican Americans to write about
their history, in creative non-fiction and in fiction. The need for more writers is evident.

In the manuscript, I touched on the US War on Poverty. The reluctance of many
to believe or accept that the US government wanted to help poor people. The common
belief that most federal programs were used to secure jobs for political allies, contracts,
and other abuses is touched.
Involvement in social issues, politics, and working in anti-poverty programs
prepared me for what had remained in my dreams and my mind. As a young man,
working in farms, I day dreamed stories according to issues in public view at the time.
Reading books while waiting for water to nourish alfalfa fields sent me to far away lands
with far away people. I began to transplant my daydreams into literature, creating in my
mind the characters that resembled those I read about. A song would awake memories
which I built on while daydreaming. In 2013 there was a chance to take John Gardner’s
words out of the book and into the university. And I did.

The last three years studying have not removed my personal attitude to look,
observe, and analyze any and all that comes before me. My exposure to local, state, and
national social and political scenes did not leave scars of admiration for what I saw and
learned. This three years of study have enriched my writing base. I have several
manuscripts that need a lot of work. I look forward to tackling them.
8

One must write about what one knows-that is a much quoted anecdote. At 75
years of age I have much I need to write about. UTEP has given me the tools. I am still
polishing my style but the university has provided me with the means to tackle the work
that waits. This manuscript is one example. It is a critical one because if forces me to
explain how and why it was created. I was able to convert a dream into a reality thanks
to the UTEP program.

Writers hope to get published and I am no exception. I am aware of the lack of
support Mexican American writers have in the publishing world. A quick look at the
Writer’s Market and other writer’s source books shows there are few literary agents
for Hispanics. But writers do not write to get published only. That is an objective. We
write because we want to. It is a calling.

I believe my manuscript will provoke discussion and hopefully research into
the drug trade and usage of Mexican Americans in the US. The US Presidential election
of 2016 has awakened a dialogue among national figures regarding the use of hard
drugs and addiction in the United States. My manuscript provides an inside view of the
smuggling world and how people get into it without considering the consequences.

Exploration in the Manuscript
As the manuscript was developed I made sure it included subjects, style, method,
and dedication. I wanted my story to be a message to the people with whom I identify as
a human being and an American of Mexican descent. I viewed the subject I chose as one
that is painful to discuss but necessary because of the need to address the topic in real
9

life.
I was not reluctant to wander from established writing norms but soon I became
convinced my professors were right in setting the pace and the format to be followed
in writing. They revealed their styles and something I could imitate in addition to the
authors I read. I feel I have a better handle on my writing now.

Life is more drama than romance or love. Love has a lot of attraction but I believe
that in real life, drama has more. I wanted my story to reflect what is viewed from a
third person omniscient limited point of view.
My story does not have a happy ending. While fiction is not true, it can include
real life situations that readers can associate with. I included those in my story. The
overall theme of the story centers on the violence associated with drug trafficking and
the destruction it causes to individuals and families. I limited the romantic part to what
I felt was common among the people I have known. As John Dufresne said “ people are
more interested in who killed who than in who fell in love with whom” (134).

The writing of the manuscript was possible because of the lessons learned, the
techniques practiced, the development of plot and the use of narration combined with
personal knowledge with most of the settings. I was able to explore narration, the point
of view, and the tense. At first I struggled to clarify the point of view and the tense. I
inserted images into the story as I felt they enhanced it. I kept an eye open not to
overdo the narrative as I had done initially with dialogue.

John Dufresne has a good description of what fiction is. He gave his definition
to the title of his book, The Lie That Tells A Truth. Fiction is a means to put in writing
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stories about dreams, desires, hopes, memories. I can put in writing the vision of what
ever I dream, of what I have known, read, or seen in movies. There is no limit to what
I can write about in fiction. My story combines facts with fiction as best I could to
make the story believable. The exercise gave me a lot of confidence. I have a command
of what fiction is and how it can be used by an author.

Looking for answers to questions regarding technique was not simple. I was
expected to bring something to the table when I enrolled at UTEP. Struggling
with ideas developed over time hitting walls when better paths were available, I
searched for answers with the classes I took and the outside research I made. I feel I
have become better acquainted with the process of writing. Questions still roam in my
mind but I am more optimistic. I feel more confident.
Technique becomes a second nature for an author. He can’t get past that. Using
logic I learned to feel the way a story, an essay, or any written piece read. Taking classes
I found some habits had to be broken and new ones started. One thing I have not lost or
will not break is the habit of wondering, questioning, and looking for answers. That
wondering is in the manuscript. There were issues that could not be finalized or
addressed. But they are there. Pablo Neruda’s poem from The Book of Questions asks:
No sientes también el peligro

do you not sense danger

En la carcajada del mar?

in the sea’s laughter?

No ves en la seda sangrienta
De la amapola una amenaza?

do you not see a threat
In the bloody silk of the poppy?

No ves que florece el manzano
Para morir en la manzana?

do you not see that the apple tree flowers
Only to die in the apple?

No lloras rodeado de risa
Con las botellas del olvido?

do you not weep surrounded by laughter
With bottles of oblivion? (39)
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The poem makes me think about my life and how writing can help me straighten
those things I know were not right. We Mexicans have a saying, “ Recordar es vivir”,
which means, “ to remember is to live again”. When we remember we relive the
things we remember. In fiction we can go a step further. We can rearrange those
things we remember. We can we arrange those things which could have been done
differently. We can do those things we always wanted to do but left undone. There is no
limit to what we can do with written fiction.
In my story, I take the reader across the US during extreme winter and summer
weather, into central Mexico, through the Andes mountains in South America, the
jungle City of Iquitos, Peru. The life of Mexican Americans in the US is exposed. My
story shows a side of Mexican Americans rarely written about.

The three major elements in a story, exposition, development, and drama are in
my manuscript. I have used exposition sparingly to let the reader know where the story
is at, who are doing what, and the dramatic events that surface including violence.

Imitation is great but it has its limits. A point is reached where the author has to
figure things out. Words can be put together but their meaning has to come from
somewhere deeper than a thesaurus. I put in my manuscript my personal knowledge of
life in the barrio, life in the northern states, my research of Mexico, South America, and
the drug trafficking world of smugglers. I was careful not to glorify the protagonists and
demonize the antagonists to an extreme beyond a reasonable stage. This was possible
thanks to the lessons I learned at UTEP. I was able to use dialogue in scenes to depict
action. I used narration by third person omniscient limited point of view. I used
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psycho-narration to expand scenes.
I started the manuscript knowing that the theme was going to be painful. The
world of illegal narcotic drugs is viewed in a negative manner by society in America. It
is one of those truths covered with euphemisms.
I wanted to call attention to the lives that exist in the sub-social strata along the
US/Mexico border. Wealth in the middle of massive poverty and political corruption
were ubiquitous. My manuscript contains the main points spread out through the
pages.

I placed my story in the Midwest States, Colorado, and South Texas with side
trips to Mexico and Peru. In the US, the settings are home to thousands of Mexican
Americans. The northern states are also working bases for thousands more who migrate
there from South Texas during spring and summer. They return home when the
harvest season ends. My manuscript touches that unique world where many live and
die, hope and dream. Many were victims of the consequences spurred by the malice in
our culture in the United States.
My manuscript does not have a happy ending. I call it a surprise ending. Life is
like that. There is always a bit of good news in the midst of trouble. A new challenge
starts when one ends. My story does not have an end to drug smuggling. The protagonist
ends his participation in smuggling but smuggling continues.
I achieved a good degree of satisfaction putting the manuscript together. Writing
with more confidence makes one feel good. I have the use of tools I have learned over
the last three years studying at UTEP. Writing is not easy but I enjoy it more knowing
the styles and methods others have used.

13

Technique and Motif in the Manuscript

Technique and process are the basic tools of the writer. John Gardner said in Art
of Fiction, “ The true writer is one for whom technique has become, as for the pianist,
second nature “ ( 9).
Motif in literature is a recurrent theme, the main theme-one that stands
throughout the manuscript. In my story, the motif is “ narcotic drugs”, the smuggling,
the trafficking, the use, the consequences on society, the smugglers, the traffickers, the
users, and the families. Narcotic drugs are in front, behind, referred to, and used
throughout my manuscript.
Technique is the method used to write the story in such a manner that the
reader will understand and be satisfied. Technique is an array of styles, methods, ways,
and means. I use short sentences to drive home a point in previous standard sentence.
This is imitation from Raymond Carver who used it effectively in his short stories,
(Shmoop Editorial Tem).
Technique is what gave me the most trouble while working on the manuscript.
The proper point of view seems easy to use but questions surface when characters get
involved in a scene. I had some problems with the proper tense that seem embarrassing
but they were real when I faced them. Flashbacks, putting the proper tense in the story,
over the point of view of the narrator gave me some problems also.

To strengthen my weak use of dialogue I researched Ernest Hemingway’s For
Whom The Bell Tolls as a model for imitation on dialogue between characters. I wanted
to make sure my characters talked when the scene required it. I have read different
14

styles in dialogue where the tag lines are used by known authors. Willa Cather used the
tag before the noun or the speaker in some of her books. Most modern writers use the
verb “said” after the noun. John Dufresne clarified the issue for me. I use the speaker
first and the tag after.
Mario Vargas Llosa uses descriptive phrases after the tags identifying the
speaker. He calls them, “ acotaciones” ( 96 ) . He adds action to the speaker after the
tags. He says, “ so and so said, as he walked away or as he lifted his eyes, etc. I feel the
best use is one that describes the scene without adding too much sugar or as is said in
Spanish, “ mucha crema en los tacos”, meaning too much cream in the tacos.

Researching the first point of view I read Our Game, by John Le Carre. I was
exploring the first person point of view which the author used so well. He was limited
narrating events but he was very successful in other ways. After more research I decided
not to use first person point of view. Mistakenly I mixed first and third person points of
view in a major draft. A lesson well learned never to be repeated.

My story is narrated in the third-person limited omniscient point of view, past
tense. The narrator is not identified. I used limited interior dialogue with psycho
narration which is the narrating of the thoughts of a character ( Garcia Blog). The
theme of doubt, violence, drugs, suspicion, betrayal, loyalty, conflict, disconnection,
identity, and isolation, opinion, violence, culture surface throughout the manuscript.
Injecting the proper mood and tone was not too troublesome. Making sure the
topic remained constant, I used colors sparingly. The images in winter, summer,
mountains, birds, and others were used as appropriate.
I revised my scenes to make sure they produced significant action. The scenes
15

are revealed with dialogue to bring the reader into the story. I used narration to
narrate the plot. Here is where I have had some problems. One can create action
anywhere in fiction with the proper wording. Whether that fits into the story in the
particular part is what must be decided.

Studying creative writing provokes self examination of our knowledge. I have
been writing programmatic proposals for funding from federal and state governments,
and private foundations for several years. That type of writing was very methodical and
concentrated in detailed areas. It did not lend itself to speculation like fiction does
where the non existent was created. Programmatic writing addressed existing situations
and proposed solutions to problems. Letters to the editor are issue related or politically
inspired. They do not create or educate like fiction does.

After three years of study I have a better understanding of fiction and how to
read, and write in such a manner that a reader will understand my message and benefit
by entertainment or education. The presentation of this thesis is the culmination of
three years of study getting familiar with theories, samples, and stories. Raised in a
world where education existed in a distance, I appreciate the opportunities and support
my professors have gave me the last three years. Professor Dan Chacon said in my
acceptance letter: “ you will do a lot of writing ”. We were never alone.

It was imperative to enroll in the university. After three years of study, this thesis
is the culmination of my efforts thanks to the support of my professors and the
understanding of the faculty guiding me.
Attending a university to study writing is not simple. Online course brought
16

education to my house. Not every university teaches writing. I was lucky I was accepted
at UTEP.
University training was necessary to understand the basics of writing as well as
theories. There were books on the subjects but something was missing. The support and
guidance of teachers was a requirement to understand the complexities involved. I was
fortunate to have been accepted into the program given that my academic background
was not built on a pillar of knowledge. John Gardner made it clear that university
training was needed to understand the complexities involved in writing. This makes me
appreciate the opportunity I got.
I am committed not only to exercise what I have learned but to extend it to others
so they can also benefit. No one can truly say they know all about a given subject or
profession. I am still learning but my commitment stands.

Why does one study and why does one write? That question dangles in the back
of my mind. While I am now 75 years old, I study because I like it. There is something
unique in learning about anything. Writing appealed to me because I have been doing it
for the last forty years.
I have a need to write. Several times I felt helpless when waiting somewhere
for someone or something, and I did not have a paper and pen with me.
Writing is more than putting words together. It is a tool to record one’s life,
especially when one reaches 75 years. Looking in retrospect at what has passed in my life
I feel I am able to make a judgment on what I have seen, done, and what I did not do
that was within my grasp to have done. I have few regrets. I have noted a lack of
opportunities in several areas. This thesis is an opportunity I am not missing.
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The Run

It was 6:00 a.m. Paul was taking Eloy Salas to work. He was driving as fast as
road conditions permitted before traffic became problematical. Eloy was a cook at a
restaurant. Paul gave him a ride before heading to the Migrant Center where he
worked. The closer he got to the restaurant the more he imagined coffee brewing and
pancakes baking. Some days he ate breakfast after he dropped Eloy off.
The City was covered white. Three snow storms had hit St Paul in two weeks.
January was the coldest month in Minnesota. The weather sunk to - 20⁰ below zero.
Paul managed to get his car started without an electrical connection implanted in the
motor. He wondered when the January thaw would arrive. The new year arrived during
a storm.
There were two three or days every January when temperature rose above
32⁰ Fahrenheit in Minnesota. This period was known as the ‘January Thaw’. In some
years, the temperature rose over 40⁰ Fahrenheit in the St Paul and Minneapolis
metropolitan area. Paul remembered 1974, when he first arrived in the state, the
temperature was –30 ⁰ Fahrenheit on January 14. Two days later it rose to + 46 ⁰
Fahrenheit.
During the thaw, birds perching on high electric wires and on barren branches
of frozen trees cried out as the sun’s rays hit them. Ice melted, water ran, people’s
hearts warmed up. The drastic change in temperature brought hope, but it dimmed
quickly. Winter returned with fury after the thaw.
***
Paul loved Mexican food but the only Mexican food restaurant he knew did
not open for breakfast. The Boca Chica Restaurant opened at 11 am. The restaurant
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was quite a ways from where Eloy worked.
Paul was feeling lonely. Susan was away in Colorado. They went shopping
the week before she left. They liked to use the Skyways. The Skyways connected
several department stores and office buildings. in downtown St Paul. Thousands of
persons walked through them.
The hockey rink on the park near the apartment where Paul lived was covered
with frozen snow. He visited the rink with Susan three days before she left. Christmas
decorations were still hanging on trees, light poles, fences, and buildings. Susan was
barely gone three weeks. Memories were starting to invade Paul’s mind.
***
Paul and Eloy had overslept. They were still on time going to work. Paul was
not speeding. The streets were icy and slippery. Paul’s car slid a little as he played with
the brakes and the steering wheel. He was going slow but making good time.
Paul crossed Summit Street, heading south on Snelling Avenue. He looked
through the rearview mirror and saw a car turning into Snelling Avenue at high speed.
He sensed something was wrong. He eased on the gas pedal, slowing down, closing
in to cars parked on the right side of the street.
“That car behind is coming too close,” Paul said. Eloy reached for his cigarette
lighter with his left hand while he pulled on the window handle with his other hand,
opening it a few inches to let the smoke out when he exhaled.
Paul started maneuvering to get past a line of cars parked on the curb. He eased
on the gas pedal a little. He would give the car behind him plenty of room to pass.
The car pulled alongside Paul’s. The passenger back window opened. A rifle
barrel appeared. Four shots in rapid order. High caliber. Loud.
“Chingado!” Paul howled. He was hit. One bullet on his left shoulder, another on
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the left side of his back. Two bullets went through the windshield. Eloy turned his face,
bumping on the window. “Watch out,” he screamed.
The car began to skid. Paul had his hands on the steering wheel but they were
just lying there. He did not have strength to steer. His legs were stiff and numb. He
couldn’t move them.
The car stopped, bumping slightly on the back of a pickup truck parked on the
curb. Paul rested his head on the steering wheel, turning his face to his left side,
laying on his right ear. His eyes were fixed on the sun starting to rise in the east. The
sun got smaller and smaller. The brightness dimmed. Then it disappeared. He sensed
he was going down in an abyss. He felt no pain. Just complete numbness, complete
helplessness.
***
After what seemed like an eternity, still in a daze, hearing a strange humming
sound, Paul began to see a small light with his left eye. It got brighter. He was waiting
to see the sun. But it was a lamp. He was in a hospital.
He had been in a coma the last two days. He kept staring at the lamp with a
light bulb turned on. He heard voices. He couldn’t make out who was talking or what
they were saying. Just voices.
***
“How is our friend ?” Sister Naomi said. She came every day when she found
out Paul was in the hospital. The doctor said Paul was in shock but could wake up any
minute. Sister Naomi worked at the Migrant Center where Paul worked.
Paul opened his eyes. He recognized Sister Naomi. Forcing a slight smile, he let
her know he appreciated her visit with a frail nod of his head.
Sister Naomi was a Benedictine Nun. She worked with Migrant families in the
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St Paul area. The Benedictine Sisters provided human resources to help migrants who
settled out of the migrant stream in the St Paul/Minneapolis metropolitan area.
A nurse entered the room. She had been talking to the police guard outside the
door. The nurse took Paul’s temperature, blood pressure and checked other vital signs.
She recorded what she found on a tablet hanging at the front end of the bed. She came
every four hours to take readings.
***
Paul celebrated his 25th birthday on December 9th. He was born in Laredo,
Texas. He grew up in the City’s Los Amores neighborhood. He attended Leyendecker
Elementary School then moved on to Christen Middle School. He dropped out of
Martin High School in his junior year.
Paul’s family started migrating to Minnesota with a farmworker crew when he
was 12 years old. They worked thinning sugar beet plants. He was sixteen when his
father died in an automobile accident near Fisher, Minnesota.
***
“ Our patient just woke up. He must be hungry, ” the nurse said. She started
checking Paul. Sister Naomi waved goodbye.
The police placed a guard at the door. Other security personnel observed who
walked on the third floor, and who signed up to visit Paul. All suspicious activity was
reported immediately to hospital security officers.
No visitors were permitted in the room when the doctor, the nurse or the
police came. Eloy came to visit the third day after the incident. Paul was asleep in a
coma. The nurse told him Paul was responding well to treatment.
Eloy and Paul rented an apartment . Eloy was from Laredo. They had not known
each other back in Texas. They met in Minnesota.
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***
Paul had been in St Paul the last two and a half years. Before that he worked in
Watonwan County, in South Central Minnesota. He had an office in St James, a rural
town in Watonwan County. Several migrant families lived in Madelia, another town in
Watonwan County. They worked in the Tony Downs chicken processing plant. Paul
provided services to them and the migrants living in the surrounding areas.
***
Eloy came to visit every day after he got off work. Paul could not speak at first,
but he could listen. By the third day, he began to speak with a freaky voice. He
inquired on what had happened after he passed out when he was shot. He
remembered the shooting. Eloy told him what happened after he was shot.
“The police came right away. Ambulances followed. Five, six, several police cars.”
Eloy paused while the nurse came to check Paul’s vital signs. The doctor would come
later. He came two times each day.
“ I was put in a police car and brought to the hospital. I was taken to a corner in
the emergency room for questioning. Just routine. Did I have any idea who shot us,
did we have any enemies, and such things,” Eloy said.
Paul made some signs, indicating he wanted to know if Don Ricardo knew what
had happened. Don Ricardo was Paul’s special friend.
“ I called him. His wife told me he was in Chicago. She said she would tell him.
He must know by now. “
“How long have I been here,” Paul asked. He had trouble using his vocal chords .
Before Eloy could respond, Sister Naomi was heard greeting the guard outside the
door. Paul recognized her voice. Eloy bid goodbye promising to return the next day. He
grabbed Paul’s hands, cupped them in his, shook them slowly, smiled, nodded and left.
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Paul noted Eloy’s smile vanished just before he turned his head to leave.
Paul repeated the question to Sister Naomi. “ How long have I been here?”
“ Six days ,” she said. She puffed up the pillow under Paul’s head and pulled
the blanket up a little. She sat on a chair near the bed.
“ The nurse tells me you started using the wheel chair yesterday. The doctor says
you should be able to walk soon.”
Paul started exercising using a wheel chair. He was able to use one arm to push
himself. He could move about in the room. He was not allowed to go out of the room.
This morning he slept late. The nurse and visitors woke him up.
***
Snow fell all night long. It stopped snowing in the morning. . People were
waiting for the January thaw. Thoughts of home circulated in Paul’s mind as he stared
at a picture on the wall. Memories of his younger days in a world far away. “ Soon it
will be the 22nd of February Fiesta-the parade will be big—Chuy Infante will be having
a beer bust at his house, mother will make tamales with the pork meat she cooks so
well…”
Outside of the hospital, the clear sky revealed a beautiful world with white snow
covering building roofs and walls. Snow covered parked cars. The evergreen pine trees
in the parks had snow that glittered when sun light hit the hanging flakes.
***
“ Your most frequent visitor is the police guard,” Sister Naomi said. “ He and his
boss from the police department.” Paul nodded. “ Is there anything you want me to do,
contact relatives or anyone in St Paul, Texas or elsewhere. ” Paul shook his head. He
managed a smile showing appreciation.
“ Sister visits every day --- always the same things---she wants to know about
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Chicago, Texas, or St Paul…Never mentions Susan…” Constant thinking was now
Paul’s companion. Paul had been in the hospital six days now.
The St Paul police detective knocked on the door. Sister Naomi got up from her
chair, said goodbye and left. She had been there almost two hours. Paul was expecting
the detective. He came every day, checked at the nurse’s station to see how he was
doing. Most days he would peek inside the room, then leave. Today he was told Paul
could talk.
***
“ You are gaining strength. I need some information so we can get a hold of
things and provide you with proper protection, ” Detective Mitchell said.
Detective Mitchell was a big husky man, about 6 feet, 4 inches tall. He had a
body with the proper weight to go with it. He had been with the St Paul Police 16 years.
He spoke Spanish fluently. That special feature got him assigned to Paul’s case.
Detective Mitchell pulled up a chair and sat near Paul who was seating on a
wheel chair near the window looking at the snow covered alley.
“ Do you have any idea why anyone would want to kill you?
“No,” Paul said. He turned the wheel chair to face Detective Mitchell.
“ Where do you work?”
“At the Migrant Center, here in St Paul. “
“ What do you do?”
“ I help migrants find jobs, housing, take them to health services, I help them
enroll their children in schools. At the Center, we provide emergency food, help with
the first month’s rent. We provide emergency vouchers for clothing, house wares, and
other such things.”
“ You help with a lot of things. Is this for all Mexican Americans in St Paul?”
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“ No. We target migrants who live in the Twin Cities area or who are settling
out of the migrant stream to live here.”
“ What were you doing the day you got shot? ” Detective Mitchell pulled a pad
and started taking notes.
“ I was taking a friend, Eloy Salas, to work at a restaurant near the Migrant
Center where I work.”
“ Salas left. He skipped town,” Detective Mitchell said. He had talked to Eloy
the day of the shooting. Yesterday he went to the restaurant where he worked to ask
him some questions. He was told Salas had quit two days before.
“ I went to his apartment, talked to the landlord. He told me Salas paid his rent,
vacated the apartment, and left.”
Paul looked surprised. Eloy had not visited the last two days. Now he knew
why. Someone got to him. He probably left in a hurry.
“ He must have gotten scared. Getting shot is a terrifying experience. He was
sitting next to me. It is a miracle he did not get hit.”
“ How long have you known Salas?”
“ We met in Lewisville, in Madelia about three years ago.”
“ You have been in Minnesota about four years. Where did you come from?”
“ Colorado. I am originally from Laredo, Texas. “
“ You said you worked in Madelia, and other communities in Watonwan
County. I am familiar with the St James/Madelia area. There are many migrants in St
James and Madelia working in the Tony Downs plants.”
Detective Mitchell had been in St. James on two occasions to investigate
cases. He spoke Spanish well. He was summoned to St James by the Watonwan
County Sheriff’s Office.
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“ Where were you living when you worked in Watonwan County ?”
“ In Lewisville, about six miles south of Madelia, on the road to Truman and
Fairmont.”
There were more questions regarding his work, the three different places in
Minnesota he had lived in since he arrived in the state, and the people he associated
with. It was now close to noon.
“ You don’t have any idea who shot you?”
“ No.”
Detective Mitchell looked at him, wondering, “ At six in the morning? Come on
now.”
“What about your friend, Eloy Salas? Any idea why he disappeared?”
“ Besides being scared, I have no idea. “
“ Thank you for your cooperation. I was told you may leave the hospital in a few
days. If you find out anything or hear of anything related to your case, will you get in
touch with me? ” Detective Mitchell gave Paul his business card. He put his coat on
and left.
***
“ Hey bato! How are you man! “ Joey Guzman came into the room. Two days
before, Paul asked the guard to clear him to visit. All visitors had to have hospital
security and police clearance.
“ I thought someone scared you. It has been four days since your last visit.”
Joey was Paul’s friend.
“Man they watch you like a caged bird. I came twice but I was told to come back
later. You were busy with tests or something.”
Paul was getting out of the hospital that afternoon. He called Joey to take him to
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his apartment. Susan was still away in Colorado.
***
Joey Guzman was born and raised in St Paul. His parents came to the state after
the Second World War. Agriculture, manufacturing jobs in the Twin Cities and the high
degree of poverty in Mexico spurred a significant migration of Mexicans to Minnesota.
Joey’s parents were among them. They were originally from Ciudad Anahuac, Mexico.
Joey spoke little Spanish but he managed to get his points across. He was sort of
a side kick of Paul’s.
The nurse came and took Paul to the checkout office in a wheel chair. At the
check out office he signed a police report. The clerk gave him instructions on where to
report if he needed to, and whom to contact.
Outside, the air was cold. He breathed carefully. Glad to be alive. And out of the
hospital. Susan was not due to return until another two weeks. Her mother had fallen ill.
She went to stay with her for a while. It was a year and two months since she and Paul
had been having a relationship . Two more weeks seemed like an eternity. Ft Collins,
Colorado seemed like another continent.
***
Susan was always there for Paul. She was a dream come true. Her beauty stood
out. Men frequently made passes at her. She had rich auburn hair that blended with the
trees when the leaves changed color in the fall. Her face, adorned with winter scarfs,
contrasted with her sweaters. Tight blue jean pants made her stand out. Paul knew he
had a jewel. She was a great caring human being. He missed her. More so now that he
was physically incapacitated
***
The drive to the apartment was slow. There was ice on the streets. Warning signs
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were posted at several street corners. It was three in the afternoon by the time they
arrived. Few tenants were around. Everyone living in the apartment complex was
known to have a job. The chilly wind pierced Paul’s face and ears once he got out of the
car to enter the apartment complex.
“ I am going inside to make sure there is no greeting party ,” Joey said. He was a
husky man, six foot three inches, well built, and a tough man to tangle with. He had
celebrated his 22nd birthday four days before Paul got shot.
Joey and Paul checked every room, the dresser, the kitchen, the bathroom, over
and under his bed, and everywhere else. Eloy Salas’ room was empty. He had plenty
of time to take all his things, I wonder how much of a hurry he was in. Paul was
thinking while he searched.
“ Thank you for your help. I can manage now. ” Joey nodded. Paul noted an
envelope sitting on top of the small coffee table, next to the telephone. He did not
mention it to Joey.
Joey left. He gave Paul his new home telephone number. He lived with his
girlfriend two blocks from Paul’s apartment. Paul went back to the coffee table as soon
as Joey left.
***
A letter from his mother. Her home address on the back of the envelope. His
apartment address on the front. Letters were placed in the mail boxes at the apartment
complex entrance lobby. Eloy must have brought it here---or someone else…I must
leave St Paul –they know I am here. Paul’s mind was working. He read the letter:
“ Son: I hope you are feeling well. Word reached us you were hurt in an
accident. A friend of yours, Joe Quintero, came by and told us. He read about your
accident in a newspaper from Minneapolis when he was traveling from Chicago to Des
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Moines. He is a truck driver. He told me to write you a letter and tell you everything was
fine in Laredo so you would not worry about us. The only bad news is that Rosa is
getting married. She was not meant to be your wife. Don’t be too hard on her. Please
write so we can know if you are feeling better now. God willing, we will see you again
next summer when we go to work in the sugar beets. Signed—Azucena ( mother ) “
The letter was delivered to his address. The street and apartment number. They
knew where he was!
He walked to the corner store near his apartment. He stopped by the public
telephone outside the store and deposited two quarters in it.
“ Joey, I need to talk to you right away. Can you come and pick me up. I am at
the corner store where we buy beer.” Paul kept scanning all around.
Snow flurries were falling. Cold, wet snow. His mustache was sprinkled with
snow flurries he kept brushing off as he walked. He felt pain on the shoulder where
a bullet had entered. He looked everywhere wondering if he was being followed. He
felt very insecure. He would not return to the apartment.
***
Susan Ley was a social worker. She met Paul in Mankato at a friend’s house. She
was active in the Democratic Farmer Labor Party. They got into a debate on foreign
policy. Susan took a liking to him. He responded. She had never met such a smart and
handsome Mexican American.
Susan was the main reason Paul could stay in Minnesota without succumbing to
the urge to return to Laredo, especially during the Washington’s Birthday Celebration
when all his friends and relatives got together. It had now been two and a half years
since he and Susan met. A political debate blossomed into a love affair.
***
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The US Department of Labor sponsored a week long training session in Denver
for persons who worked in Migrant Farmworker programs. Susan was told to attend
the training by her superiors. She left for Colorado five days prior to the training
sessions so she could visit her parents in Ft Collins. Her mother fell ill so she decided
to spend a few days with her before and after she attended the training.
Paul and Susan did not live together. They were planning to move to Susan’s
apartment in February, when Paul’s apartment lease ended. Then events unfolded.
Susan was not aware he had been shot.
***
With Don Ricardo out of state, Paul looked at Joey for help. He trusted Joey, but
he could not reveal his past to him. He had to be careful with what he told him. He did
not want to involve him in his problems.
“ I need to get to St Cloud right away. I know it’s tough in this weather. If you
can, will you take me?” Paul’s car was in the Police Department vehicle compound.
Joey agreed to take Paul to St Cloud. It was 92 miles west of St Paul. Don
Ricardo lived in St Cloud. Paul needed his help. Don Ricardo had just returned from
Chicago two days before.
Waiting for Joey seemed like an eternity. Paul wanted to get away from
everything near him. “ I will leave everything in the apartment until Don Ricardo can
arrange to have my things picked up. “ Thinking was now Paul’s roommate. Finally,
Joey arrived.
The road to St Cloud was open. The State Highway Department kept the roads
clear of ice and snow. Trucks hauling salt dropped their loads on the roads followed by
pickup trucks with front end blades. The salt melted the ice and the snow enough to get
them swept off the road by the pickup trucks with hydraulic hoist blades fitted on their
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front bumper. Minnesota had a reputation for maintaining open roads during winter.

***
The St Germain Hotel in downtown St Cloud had rooms available. It was close to
six when Paul and Joey arrived in St Cloud. Night time by winter standards. Joey gave
Paul $40 dollars, a hug, and returned to St Paul.
Paul registered with the name of Pedro Garza. He had an identity card with that
name on it. The girl in the front desk did not ask questions.
***
St Cloud was busy with winter shoppers in the downtown open air mall. Ice
skating was going-on at Lake George. The lake was on the south side of Highway 90, in
the vicinity of the business district. Music was piped out by loud speakers on a sound
system as skaters ruminated about on the ice. The water on the lake was frozen solid
several feet deep.
Over on the east side of the City, the Mississippi River still had water running.
Large chunks of ice floated on the river making roaring sounds as they moved along.
People gathered in Wilson Park, on the east side of the river, to watch them.
***
“ I am registered at the St Germain Hotel.” Paul put the telephone down. He
paced the room nervously. He went downstairs to the lobby to wait for Don Ricardo.
He was standing by the main door when he saw Don Ricardo pull up on the curb.
After the usual greetings, they headed for the downtown Perkins Cake and Steak
restaurant.
“ What can I do for you? ” Don Ricardo said. He ordered coffee for both. The
waitress left to get a fresh pot.
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Don Ricardo knew why Paul was in Minnesota. He was the most trustworthy
friend he had in the state.
Paul told Don Ricardo what transpired the weeks since he had been away in
Chicago. Don Ricardo first heard about the shooting from his daughter the day before
Paul was to leave the hospital. He telephoned Paul but his call was not allowed by
security.
“ I need to get to Greeley, Colorado. I have friends there who can help me figure
this thing out. “
“ I can get a couple of hundred dollars for you in about two hours. That will get
you to Greeley. ” Don Ricardo said.
“My friend Javier lives near Greeley, I need to see him.” Javier will tell me what
is going on in Laredo-he has to know. ” Paul’s mind slipped into his worries
constantly. Javier was with Paul when both got into trouble four years before. Both fled
to Colorado. Paul left for Minnesota soon after. Javier stayed there.
***
Don Ricardo was from Chicago. He spent time in the Joliet, Illinois State prison.
Sentenced to five years for burglary, he was released after serving two years, and on a
condition that he leave the state. Paul helped him solve some tough family problems
when his son got hooked on drugs. He got Don Ricardo a job with the Minnesota
Migrant Council in St Cloud. Several times Paul helped Don Ricardo with money
until he was able to stabilize himself financially. They communicated constantly.
Don Ricardo was part Indian. An Indian mother and a French father inherited
him with a fondness for all things Native American. He was working at St Cloud’s
White Industries in St Cloud when Paul met him. He was very grateful for the help Paul
gave him over the years. He gave Paul a load of information on Chicago, the mob in the
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city, the gangs, and other things that interested him.
***
Don Ricardo went home and came back with $230 dollars. He gave Paul the
money. After some talk about business and Don Ricardo’s personal matters, it was time
to call it a night. While Paul went to the restroom, Don Ricardo paid the bill.
“ The letter mentions Joe Quintero, who visited mama, but I don’t know him.
She states he is my friend. Mother knows I did not plan to marry a Rosa, why would
she put in the letter that I should forget her.” Thoughts entered Paul’s mind instantly
every time there was a lull in conversation he was having with someone.
Don Ricardo dropped him off at the hotel. He would pick him up in the morning
and take him to the bus station.
***
Paul had arrived in Minnesota in the middle of March, 1972. He got off the bus
in Albert Lea, a good size city on the southeastern edge of the state. There was a café half
a block from the bus terminal. He went inside to get something to eat.
A pickup truck with migrant farmworkers stopped outside the café. Six persons
riding on the truck got off and walked inside. Paul observed how they talked with each
other as they searched for a table. They found one next to his.
“ Hi. Where are you from?” a young man said. Migrants usually greeted each
other with questions about their homes, in Texas and in Minnesota.
“ Colorado, —and you?” At this point, the young man’s father intervened.
“ We are from Poteet, Texas. Right now we live in Blooming Prairie, “ the man
said. They were friendly. Blooming Prairie was about 30 miles from Albert Lea,
“ Is there work around here? I just arrived?” Paul said.
“ Yes. Come with us. We are harvesting asparagus. We came to Albert Lea to visit
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a relative in the hospital. My name is Jesus Garza.” He shook Paul’s hand.
“ I am Paul Perez. I just arrived from Colorado. Can you take me to Owatonna?”
“ Sure. Come with us. I am the crew leader of a group harvesting asparagus. I
work for the Owatonna Canning Company. We need field hands. There is decent
money to be made. “
The Owatonna Canning Company provided housing. Asparagus fields were just
outside of Blooming Prairie. There was transportation to work sites. Paul accepted the
invitation.
Some migrants had relatives in Owatonna and Rochester. Rochester was the
home of the Mayo Clinic, a world famous health care institution. Over the years, some
migrants settled to live permanently there. Rochester had jobs which attracted them.
The crew leader had a brother and two sisters living with their families in Rochester.
***
Paul was taken to an old two story house just outside of Blooming Prairie. Four
men were living there. They were undocumented aliens who came from Juarez, Mexico.
The eldest was 38, the youngest was 19.
The small community was typical of rural towns in Minnesota with schools,
churches, a bar, a grocery stores, and empty houses. Every house was a two-story
building with a cellar. This was the land where tornadoes came every year.
The Minnesota Migrant Council had an office in one of the buildings on the main
street in Blooming Prairie. Norberto Rivera was in charge. He had one assistant, Jane
Melk. The Migrant Council helped migrants with emergency assistance, food, clothing,
and referrals to local social services.
The Owatonna Canning Company field staff registered Paul as a field worker.
They provided him with a set of clean bed linen and a pillow.
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***
Two weeks into the harvest, Norberto called Paul to his office. Paul could speak
English well. He got along with people. He was hired as a field aide with the Migrant
Council. He had been in Minnesota three weeks.
Living in a world of strangers in a strange land, Paul was quiet most of the time.
His mind was working at full speed . It was barely five weeks since he had left Laredo.
He thought constantly about events that took place just before he left.
After the tragic events in Laredo, he went to Eagle Pass. A migrant family he
knew there gave him a ride to Windsor, a rural town, close to Greeley, Colorado. He
went there to meet with Javier Juarez. Javier was already in Colorado. Javier was with
Paul in Laredo when he was wounded and three of their friends were killed .
Javier found work in a farm eight miles to the east of Windsor. He lived in a
house for farmhands next to a cattle corral. He invited Paul to stay with him. He told
Paul he would find work there. Paul noted Javier kept a lot to himself.
Paul was not at ease in Colorado. Five days after he arrived, he visited the Greeley
employment office to inquire on work in other states. He was referred to Minnesota
where the asparagus harvest was about to start around the second week of March.
***
Paul was not able to shake off his constant worrying. He feared being found by
the law or traffickers. He felt that both wanted to wring his neck. He wondered
constantly if someone was waiting for him around a corner. While picking asparagus, he
scanned his surroundings carefully. At nights he turned on a small radio he bought in a
used furniture store in Blooming Prairie. He slept late and woke up early.
A local radio station had a Mexican program on Sundays. The DJ was a Migrant
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worker. He played what was popular music back in Texas at the time. He opened the
,
radio program with a Mexican song that sunk lonely persons in anguish—Cancion
Mixteca--

Que lejos estoy del suelo donde he nacido- imensa nostalgia invade mi

pensamiento-……….

( How far I am from the land where I was born—immense

nostalgia invades my thinking ). (YouTube Canción Mixteca by Linda Rohnstadt) Paul
folded into a nostalgic stage. It was merely two months since he left Laredo, and what
he loved, and what he feared.
***
Like a true son of a South Texas, Paul consoled his loneliness with beer. He
drank while writing notes on a paper for letters he would never send. Memories
crossed his mind. Good memories of life in the barrio with his family, his friends,
and Juanita. She was pretty. Beautiful personality.
The good memories made his stay in Minnesota miserable. Bad memories made
his stay bearable. “How in hell did I get into this mess?” he thought frequently.
He knew Sergio was approaching Juanita. He was smart, handsome, and had a
good job with the City. Juanita did not reject him. She was undecided between Paul and
Sergio. She treated both with respect. Paul was out of the territory. Sergio was not going
to go to sleep. El baile de la Coneja, the Easter Day dance, was coming up in the first
week of April. Juanita loved to dance.
***
The asparagus harvest was going fast. His job with the Migrant Center would
end when the harvest ended. He got good news.
“ There is an opening in the St James area, you can transfer from here.”
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Nebraska

Paul drank a cup of coffee at the hotel lobby. He had already checked out. Don
Ricardo arrived, picked him up and took him to the bus station.
“ Take care amigo. Let me know if I can be of any help later on,” Don Ricardo
said. He gave Paul a hug.
The bus left for Sioux Falls, South Dakota. In Sioux Falls, an elderly Sioux Indian
boarded the bus and sat next to Paul. He was going to Omaha to see a son. A lively
conversation ensued between them. Both had been farm workers in Gordon, Nebraska.
The Pine Ridge Sioux Indian Reservation was nearby. The South Dakota border was 19
miles from Gordon.
After Sioux Falls, the next stop was Yankton, South Dakota. The ride was
slowed down by spots of ice on the highway. Warning signs were placed before
dangerous ice spots. The road was constantly patrolled by the State Highway
Department.
Yankton was well known to truck drivers and others who passed through there.
The bridge crossing the Missouri River was one of a kind. One way was built on top of
the other going in the opposite direction. It was a two-story bridge. The only one Paul
had ever seen.
***
“ It’s Yankton, “ the elderly Sioux said. “ I lived here many years ago. My family
owned a house here.”
“There is a Migrant Rest Center in Yankton,” Paul said. The Minnesota Migrant
Council operated it. Migrants traveling to Minnesota or North Dakota stopped
there. They got food, medicine, and help for any emergency they had. Paul worked
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there temporarily the previous summer.
After Yankton, the bus headed for Grand Island, Nebraska. There was a brief
stop there. The Indian bid goodbye. He transferred to a bus going to Omaha. With him
went the memories Paul had of working with Sioux Indians in farms near Scottsbluff,
Nebraska years back.
After Grand Island, the bus headed towards North Platte, the city with the same
name as the river that ran across Nebraska from west to east. After North Platte, Paul
took a nap. When he woke up he was surprised the bus stopped at Bayard, a small
town east of Scottsbluff. Three passengers boarded there. Few people traveled at night
during winter.
The hissing of brakes as the bus made stops on street corners in Scottsbluff made
sure everyone was awake. Paul had not gone back to sleep after the stop in Bayard.
***
Scottsbluff was silent, traffic was sparse. The bus made its way into the terminal
parking lot. It was now ten o-clock. The driver had made good time. He was on schedule
despite road conditions.
People inside the terminal were warming themselves walking up and down the
passenger lobby. Paul used the telephone to call a hotel where he stayed some years
back. The hotel was about two blocks from the bus terminal. He got a room.

***
It was cold. The wind made it colder. Paul had $190 dollars in his pocket. He
needed $16 to pay for the hotel room. I can still manage a good meal tonight. First I
will call Johnny.
The walk to the hotel was cold and brisk. The cold wind forced him to double his
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pace. The wind was blowing hard. Garbage cans on the street had lid tops flying open.
Plastic bags and newspaper thrash flew out of them now and then.
He walked into the hotel, registered, and paid in advance. The elevator to the
third floor was working kind of slow. The hallway smelled of old wood but it was warm
inside the building. He entered the room, searched for a telephone but there was none.
He went downstairs to use the public phone in the lobby.
***
“ Hello, is this Johnny Blanco—hello—“ It was close to eleven when Johnny
answered. His wife kept trying to wake him up until she succeeded. She recognized
Paul’s voice right away.
“ Hey Primo! Where are you ?” Johnny said. He was wondering if Paul was
calling from St Paul. He had not seen him since the last Migrant Conference in Denver.
“ I must see you tomorrow Primo,” Paul said. “ I am on my way to Colorado but I
had to stop to see you first.” He lowered his voice. People were standing close to him
while he used the telephone.
“ I will see you tonight,” Johnny said, “ wait for me.”
Paul put down the telephone. Two middle age women were waiting their turn to
use it. Three people were sitting on a couch watching TV. The weather was on the
screen.
Fifteen minutes later, Paul and Johnny were in a restaurant drinking coffee while
they waited for Chile con Carne bowls. Hugs and handshakes were warm.
***
Sam’s Place had not changed much since Paul last visited there years back. He
did not recognize waitresses or clerks but the place was familiar. Same old tables, three
booths with upright hat and coat hangers on one side. The ceiling had several spots
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where mold threatened to creep out. The wall paper was old with mushy designs of old
flowers in glass pots.
“ You gained weight,” Paul said. He patted Johnny on the back. “ But you still
look good. How is Gloria?”
“ She is fine. We are heading for Colorado as soon as we get some things squared
away. Maybe tomorrow. You said you are going to Colorado also. ”
“ I am going to see a girl friend who is visiting relatives in Ft Collins. Her name
is Susan Ley. “
‘Gloria and I have not been to Windsor in some time. She has been wanting to
visit her relatives there. I have this whole week off starting tomorrow. What do you say
we take you there? ” Johnny said. He was answering a prayer.
The talk turned to Laredo. “ Have you heard from the family?” Johnny asked.
Johnny’s mother and Paul’s father were twins.
“ On January 3, I was shot in St Paul while taking a friend to work. After I left
the hospital I found a letter from mother in my apartment.”
“ How did all this happen? Who is this friend ?”
“ Eloy Salas. After the shooting, he skipped town. I have not heard from him
since.”
“ Where is he from?”
“ He grew up in South Laredo, in the Chacon neighborhood.”
“ What did the letter say?”
“ Joe Quintero, a truck driver, found out I was shot and told mother. He told her
he read about me in a Minnesota newspaper. Mother says Rosa is getting married, that
she was never going to be my wife. I don’t know any Rosa or Joe Quintero. If mother
wrote that, she is trying to tell me something. “
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“ Have you checked if she is ok?”
“ I need your help. Can you contact Juanita. She can tell you if anything has
happened. It would be dangerous for me to call mother directly. Juanita can arrange for
her to go to her house so we can talk. “
“ I’ll call her. Tell me about the shooting. ”
“ I caught two bullets. One in the shoulder and one in the back. The one in the
back went out on my right side. ” Paul pointed to his lower right side of the hip. “ The
one in the shoulder hurt the most. Both appear to be healing well.”
“ No major damage,” Johnny said.
“ Just a lot of pain after I recovered from surgery. “
“ What about the police? ”
“ They came. There are drive-by shootings in St Paul often. I don’t think they
ruled this to be one though .”
“Do you suspect anyone?”
“ Yes. Eloy Salas was contacted. I need to find out by whom. He knows
something. He can tell me who talked to him, why he left.”
“ Who are you looking for in Colorado, besides your girlfriend? ”
“ Javier Juarez. He lives near Greeley. He was with me during a drug exchange
where we had serious problems. He left immediately for Colorado. I followed him a few
weeks later. He stayed there. I left for Minnesota. I talked with him to by telephone
about a year ago. He was worried someone may find out where he was.”
“ You think he knows something about what happened in St Paul”
“ I think he does.
“ You think someone will come after you again ?”
“ They know I am alive. They will follow me. The answers to so many questions
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are in Laredo. I need to go there and find out who is after me. The worst thing that can
happen is I could be killed. “
***
In the split fraction of a second, Paul remembered how he started getting into
drug smuggling.
Paul was involved in illegal things which he does not do anymore. In March of
1970, he was part of a group in Laredo who started crossing illegal drugs from Mexico.
The drugs were not theirs. They were the ‘mules’ who crossed them into the US.
The drugs were delivered to buyers from San Antonio, Houston , or Chicago.
During one of those crossings, when they were about to deliver the drugs, shooting
started. Three of Paul’s close friends, Jaime Aguirre, Juan Chaires, and Pedro Farias
were killed. Paul caught a bullet in his left thigh, Javier was not hurt. Javier took Paul
and another person who was also wounded to Nuevo Laredo to get medical help. The
other person was with the men who had come to pick up the drugs to take them to
Chicago.
Paul did not know who did the shooting . He had ideas. But he was not sure.
After the shooting and the death of his friends he wondered how he ever got involved in
that mess. He was very sorry he did.
***
Paul was happy in the barrio. Jaime Aguirre was going out with his sister, Pedro
Farias and Juan Chaires were two of his best friends.
Chuy Infante came one day and told Paul they could make money crossing drugs
from Mexico to the US . People from San Antonio, some from Houston, and others from
Chicago had approached him.
***
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Chuy told Paul and the others in the group they could make $1,000 dollars a
week crossing marijuana from Mexico to the US. In Laredo, in 1970 that was big money.
The group decided to give it a try. They were Chuy Infante, Jaime Aguirre, Pedro
Farias, Juan Chaires, Javier Juarez, and Paul.
Chuy, Javier, and Paul went to Mexico to get the weed. They crossed the river at
Paso del Indio, in western Laredo, using decoys to ward off the DEA and the Border
Patrol. The local police were never a problem.”
Chuy was making the deals. He was contacted by a ‘Rudy Torres’ from Chicago.
Torres wanted to cross heroin. They had to go into Central Mexico to get the
merchandise and bring it to the US through Laredo. They agreed to cross the heroin.
The drugs were secured from three men in San Luis Potosi. The City was about
600 miles from the US border. The Mexicans were in contact with the people from
Chicago. Juan Chaires was told by Chuy Infante to join the other men from Chicago and
wait for the group until the drugs were crossed. Paul found out later Juan was left as a
hostage in case something went wrong while they were in Mexico.
The group waited three days before proceeding to deliver them to the buyers who
were coming from Chicago. One morning, Torres sent word. They were to drive the car
loaded with the drugs and wait at La Noria, a gasoline station on the way to the Mines
Road. At La Noria, a driver was waiting. Torres told Paul to hand over the car they were
driving and take another. Torres and Chuy stayed behind, Paul and his companions
drove away followed by the car loaded with the drugs.
Torres did not trust the group and they did not trust him. It was expected. They
did not know each other well. Torres was from Chicago.
***
It was late in Scottsbluff when Johnny left. Paul was tired. He turned the radio
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on. He listened to a country music station while he waited for the weather report. A 24
hour radio station gave continuous weather reports.
Johnny Blanco had been living in Scottsbluff almost 12 years. He married a girl
from Colorado. She worked with the Nebraska Farmworkers Council. Johnny had
always kept in contact with Paul. Both had been close since childhood. Paul trusted
Johnny.
***
The sun was lazy the next morning. Around seven the rays started piercing
through the clouds. Paul jumped up from the bed, took a shower and got dressed. He
went downstairs to the lobby. Johnny was waiting.
“ Let’s go to Terrytown, “ Johnny said. Terrytown was a suburb of Scottsbluff.
Paul once worked in the potato storage cellars in the small town. He was quite young
at the time.
“ Ham, string potatoes, and toast with butter. Coffee just plain black. Thank
you.” Johnny followed with his order similar to Paul’s, except he ate eggs. Paul did not.
He ate ham instead.
“ Where did you meet Susan?” Johnny asked. “ Is she a special girl or just a girl.”
“ She is pretty special.” Paul started putting sugar on his coffee, “ Pass the
tabasco hot sauce. It helps to kill the bad taste.” Johnny smiled, “ I met her in Mankato,
Minnesota a little over two and a half years ago. “
***
Paul’s mind skipped back to his worries every time there was an interruption in a
conversation. He started remembering the fateful day when they were going to deliver
the drugs but had to stop at La Noria filling station. He wondered why they turned over
the car loaded with the drugs to the other driver. They had not been told by Torres that
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was to take place. They were told to stop at La Noria where they were to wait until
Torres got there.
Torres gave the orders. Chuy, riding with Torres, knew that was the plan. Just
in case someone tried to surprise them. A driver was waiting at La Noria. Paul, Javier
Juarez, Juan Chaires, Jaime Aguirre and Pedro Farias got in the other car. Paul drove.
About 12 miles from Laredo they turned off into Las Tiendas Road. Four miles
on Las Tiendas Road and they turned into a dirt road leading to a small ranch house.
Chuy knew the place. Paul, following Torres and Chuy drove into the yard. Paul was
driving a 1969 Chevrolet. Everyone was worried about the Border Patrol. They
frequented the area looking for illegal aliens.
Once inside the yard, Paul parked the car and everyone got off. Torres parked the
other car across the yard. The car loaded with the drugs was parked in the middle of the
yard. Paul and his companions waited next to a small wood shack in the back yard. It
was around 10 in the morning. Everyone was nervous. They all suspected foul play.
Everyone was seriously silent.
***
Paul and his companions got worried when they noted the drug buyers had not
arrived. Chuy and Javier were also worried. Juan Chaires and Pedro Farias were
nervous but kept quiet. They were smoking. Breathing heavy . Then they saw the dust.
The men from Chicago were coming in three cars. In the distance, way behind their cars,
another car was coming.
Paul and his companions went behind the bushes near the shack. The car with
the drugs was parked close by. The driver who took over at La Noria took a bundle from
the trunk. He handed it to Torres who was with two guys. Chuy also went with the guy
who had the bundle. Everyone else waited about 50 feet from a black Lincoln car the
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guys from Chicago drove. Suddenly, Paul felt the sting of a bullet in his lower
right leg. He saw Pedro Farias fall, crying in pain,Javier was down on the ground. He
did not see Juan Chaires nor Jaime Aguirre. He found later Juan was killed. Three
shots in the face. Close range.Paul did not see who was doing the shooting. After he got
hit he squatted down and started crawling around a dirt mound with a lot of brush.
He heard voices. He did not recognize who was speaking. The men speaking started to
follow Paul, he fired a shot a them, they retreated. One of them shouted to the others
that they had to leave. They must have sensed law enforcement could arrive any
moment. Too many shots had been fired with high caliber weapons. Law enforcement
was sure to be attracted.
Paul waited for a while. He heard Pedro moan loudly as he expired. Juan and
Jaime were dead. Seeing all the blood in Juan’s face was more than he could stomach.
He saw Javier getting up from a squatting position. Javier was scared. He started crying
when he saw Paul bleeding and the others dead lying on the ground. Paul sensed
everyone still alive was gone. Javier helped Paul get up. They searched the area. They
wondered out loud about Chuy . They saw three bodies lying next to a Chevrolet car
the guys from Chicago abandoned. They walked around with Paul limping and hanging
on to Javier. His leg was busted. They found one man who was still alive.
Neither knew the man. He was badly wounded. They made sure he didn’t have a
gun. Speaking in bursts, the man kept cursing as they put him inside a car. He nodded
when asked if he was from Chicago. He was hit with three bullets of medium caliber in
his upper torso. He was asked if he would like to go with Javier and Paul for medical
help across the border in Nuevo Laredo. He nodded keeping his eyes fixed on Paul.
The bodies of Pedro Farias, Jaime Aguirre, and Juan Chaires were left on the
ground where they fell, along with two other men whom Paul and Javier did not
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recognize.
Javier put the guy from Chicago and Paul inside the car they came in. The guy
from Chicago was very nervous. He kept giving Javier and Paul suspicious looks, feeling
perhaps they were going to kill him. He did not trust them.He kept cursing someone
named ‘Roy’. Paul understood this ‘Roy’ was the key to what had happened. He
suspected others were involved also.”
Javier drove Paul and the other man across to Nuevo Laredo. Paul knew a
doctor he met at baseball games in Laredo. He agreed to provide medical services.
Both Paul and the guy from Chicago were treated in a private clinic the doctor owned.
They were there six days. The guy from Chicago was operated immediately.
After six days, Paul and Javier went to Nuevo Laredo to pick up the man they had
taken there. His name was Juan Reyes. They had watched over him until he was well
enough to get back to his people. He was very grateful for the help he got. Paul and
Javier saved his life. He said he would return the favor some day. He was convinced
Paul and Javier had nothing to do with the plot to steal the drugs or the money or kill
anyone.
Paul considered staying in Mexico until things cooled down. But there was no
work in Mexico they could do. With friends in Colorado, Javier proposed going there.
One thing was clear. Neither of them wanted anything to do with drugs again.
The Laredo Times had front page coverage of the carnage. Six men were killed in a
drug deal that went sour on a farm outside of Laredo. Paul knew of only five bodies. He
figured the sixth one must have been Chuy Infante, or another guy from Chicago.

***
“ Why do you want to meet with Javier?” Johnny asked.
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“ I need to warn him. Someone is out to kill us.”
“ Maybe you are the only target. ”
“ Perhaps, but I have to warn him. We were in this thing together.”
“ Where is Javier? In Ft Collins?”
“ The last I heard, he was living in a farm near Greeley.”
“ Susan is from Ft Collins, no?’
“ Yes. Her parents live there. Her father is a Professor at Colorado State
University.”
“ We will be in Greeley late this afternoon,” Johnny said.
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St Paul Police Department

The St Paul Police Department was bustling with activity. Several street people
were being processed for questioning. The lobby was full with people asking about
relatives, searching for lost persons, checking on parking tickets, and other things.
There were 12 women sitting on long benches waiting. They were charged with
prostitution. Two young men with their parents were nervously standing in a corner,
waiting to hear charges of possession of marijuana in a public park. Heads turned as a
group of five well dressed men and two women came through the main door.
The visitors were from Chicago. They greeted secretaries, clerks, and police
officers as they made their way. Three Chicago officers were White, two were Black, and
two were Mexican Americans.
***
“ Come in. Take a seat. We will be with you in a minute,” a receptionist said.
Officer James Peters sat on a chair. The other officers with him went to the restroom.
After 10 minutes, they were all lead into a conference room.
“ Ladies and Gentlemen, welcome to St Paul,” Police Chief Fred Gallagher said.
He was standing by the door, greeting everyone, shaking hands and pointing to the
seats inside the conference room.
Several seats were arranged on each side of a podium. There was an overhead
projector on a table next to the podium. A screen to view slides was installed on the wall
behind the podium. Clerks brought in four pots of coffee, a pot of boiling water for tea,
sweet bread, and glazed donuts. The coffee, the boiling water and the pastries were
placed on a table at the end of the room,
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***
All the officers from the Narcotics Section of the St Paul Police Department were
present. Lt Jim Mitchell and other officers from the Crimes Against Persons Division in
St Paul were also there. Lt John Bahr, from the Chicago Police Department was
introduced.
“ Thank you for the warm welcome. Especially in this cold weather. I am in
charge of a team in the Chicago Drug Enforcement Division. With me are Officers,
Johnston, Peters, James, Reyes, Juarez, and Findley. We are here on a special mission.
We are closing in on a drug smuggling ring that operates from Texas to Illinois with
connections in Minnesota and other states in the Midwest.”
The officers in the room were all seasoned veterans. Some had been briefed on
the background of the topic to be discussed. Chief Gallagher stood by the podium.
“ Once again, thank you for the warm welcome. We are happy to be here. We
look forward to our stay though the Bears and the Vikings play here Sunday. Let
there be peace between us till then.” There was a lot of laughter and some hand
clapping. Professional football was popular. The Chicago Bears were playing the
Minnesota Vikings on Sunday.
“ Three weeks ago a man was shot here in St Paul. He is originally from Laredo,
Texas. We have reason to believe he may be involved with drug smuggling operations as
a participant or in other ways.”
Detective Mitchell’s mind began to wonder, Paul could have been involved in a
drug smuggling ring, that may be why he was shot. He was wondering how Paul
tied in.
“ Several major drug gangs in Chicago are supplied by gangs or individuals from
Texas. The drugs come from Mexico. In the last 23 years, Hispanics in Chicago have
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increased their activity in drug smuggling and distribution. The Hispanic population in
Chicago is over 400,000 not counting the hundreds or thousands who are illegals.” An
officer from St Paul raised his hand.
“ What is the difference between Puerto Ricans, Mexicans, Central Americans,
and South Americans? “
“ The largest group in the Chicago Hispanic community are the Mexicans. They
have ties with other Mexicans in all small and large Chicago suburbs. The ties to Mexico
and South Texas are very strong. Commercial buses and small vans run daily from
Texas to Chicago and surrounding areas. The other Hispanic groups don’t have close
ties to their original homelands like the Mexicans do.” Another officer from Chicago cut
in,
“The Mexicans have strong local organizations. They have annual celebrations
like the Cinco de Mayo, Mexican Independence Day, the 12th of December when the
Virgen of Guadalupe is honored, and other activities. There are also major Mexican
American groups in Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa, in Minnesota,
and other Midwestern States. ”
An Officer from St Paul raised his hand. “ How do you figure we tie in here in
Minnesota? We have hundreds of migrant farm workers in the state. Sugar beet farming
in the Red River Valley brings in a large group. Others come to the southern parts
where asparagus is grown. The poultry slaughter plants in St James and the Litchfield
areas also have many Hispanic workers. The Green Giant Valley area of Le Sueur has
another large group. How do we tie in? ”
Lt Bahr laid some papers down on a table and began to describe the project that
brought them to St Paul.
“ In 1970, we put together an undercover operation to get to the source of the
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Hispanic drug smuggling in Chicago. We recruited officers who were Mexican
Americans and others who were experts in the field. Two years later we got results. ”
The screen on the wall unrolled. The overhead projector was plugged in.
Lt. Bahr placed a slide carousel in it.
“ Our operation was put in high gear when we were able to penetrate gangs of
border smugglers who were dealing with traffickers from Chicago, ” Lt Bahr said.
A face appeared on the screen.
“ This is Jesus ‘Chuy’ Infante. He is from Laredo, Texas. He is a lead mule man.
Mule is the nickname for the men who carry drugs across the border. Infante is one
of our main targets. He coordinates the crossing of drugs from Mexico to the US side.
He delivers the drugs to the Chicago mob. He is responsible for collecting money and
delivering it to the drug providers in Mexico. “
“ I thought the drugs were paid for in Mexico. ” Detective Mitchell said.
“ There are different arrangements. Crossing the drugs is the high point of danger
to the smugglers. The sellers will not take the risk if someone else can cross them.
Dealing with the Chicago mob is insurance the Mexican providers will be paid.”
A question from the audience. “ Is Infante still active?”
“ Yes. He has been involved in five major transactions since 1970. We have
gotten closer to the main source supplying the drugs. We discovered the source as Peru.
Drugs are flown in to the Mexican state of San Luis Potosi, and then transported to the
border where they are crossed in and around Laredo, Texas.”
“ Are these people independents or are they members of cartels?” an officer
asked.
“ They are independents. The cartels in Mexico deal mostly with gangs who are
independents, not members of other cartels, ” Lt Bahr said.
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“ You said the drugs come from Peru,” Detective Mitchell said, “ How are we
tied in to all this here in Minnesota ? ”
“ The man who was shot here was a member of Infante’s ring back in 1972. He
has been living here. He was involved in a fouled operation in February of 1972. Three
of his partners and two of our undercover men were killed in that operation. One of our
undercover officers was wounded but escaped into Mexico where he got medical
treatment. Two members of Infante’s gang escaped into Mexico along with our agent.
After they crossed back to the US, the two gang members left for Colorado. Only one
remained there. The other came here. When Detective Mitchell’s report on the local
shooting was accessed by our staff in Chicago, we began to put pieces together. “
“What about this man on the screen,” Detective Mitchell said. He was pointing to
the picture of Chuy Infante.
“ Jesus ‘Chuy’ Infante is still at large. We believe he was involved in the hit on
our agents and others who were killed or wounded during the fouled drug deal. We
believe he was not alone. You don’t take the Chicago mob on by yourself. We also
suspect he may have been involved in the attempt on the man who was shot here
recently.” Lt Bahr said.
“ Why would anyone want the man dead? “
“ The man who was recently shot here can obstruct crossings of drugs if he
cooperates with law enforcement. Since he is no longer tied to Infante, he is a threat to
traffickers.
Another officer cut in, “ Our informers found out that large caches of drugs are
crossed over in a way few persons know about. Obviously, the man shot here knows.
Four years ago, a large amount of drugs was crossed from Mexico to Laredo, Texas.
There was a major disagreement between sellers and buyers and six persons were killed
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In a shootout on a farm near Laredo. One of those persons involved in that drug
transaction is the man who was shot here recently. ”
Another officer from Chicago cut in, “ Informers in the Mexican State of San Luis
Potosi told us local traffickers were contacted last summer by Infante and men from
Chicago. They suspect Infante wants to purchase large quantities of heroin. One person
who knows how large amounts of drugs are crossed into the US at Laredo, Texas is the
man who was shot here. Since he is no longer tied to Infante, he could spoil the
trafficker’s plans. We suspect that threat spurred the attempts on his life.”
Chief Gallagher interjected, “ So it is possible he could cooperate with us since the
traffickers are after him.”
“ We have not figured out exactly how a large amount of drugs were crossed
four years ago in Laredo. We need to find that man to interrogate him.” Lt Bahr said. He
paused to drink water,
“ I still don’t see the connection in all of this to the incident in St Paul.” Detective
Mitchell said.
“ The man shot here is a potential threat to the traffickers. If he spoils their plans
millions of dollars are lost. Several lives could also be lost.” Lt Bahr said.
“ What happened to the undercover agent who was wounded in the fouled deal ?”
Detective Mitchell said.
“ He will address us after we come back from a break.”
Coffee and sweet bread broke the presentation for a while. Trips to the bathroom,
were made. Small conversations and a smoke break took place.
***
The break was over. Everyone sat down. “ This is Special Investigator Juan
Reyes. He was working undercover with the name of “Chino” in 1972. He went with the
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Chicago mobsters to Laredo to purchase the drugs. He suspects one of our own agents
sent with him turned on us. He was possibly involved in carrying out the events that
spurred the fouled drug deal that cost six lives. “ Lt Bahr sat down. Officer Reyes stood
by the podium.
“ Thank you,” The lights were turned on. “ I am Officer Juan Reyes. I have been
with the Chicago police department 15 years. Before that I was a police officer in South
Chicago. I am a veteran of six undercover operations.”
Lt Bahr interrupted. “ Interest has intensified in the case because our undercover
officers reported a major drug shipment is about to cross through Laredo, Texas.”
‘Yes,” Reyes continued, “ Our sources report major drug shipments are about to
be moved from the interior of Mexico to the border at Nuevo Laredo, across from
Laredo, Texas. The crossings are expected during the annual festivities held in Laredo
where they celebrate George Washington’s birthday in February. “
“What is this festivity?’ Chief Gallagher asked.
“ It is a two week round of festival activities that include several social events, a
bridge ceremony, a major parade where thousands of persons attend, a dignitary
recognition dinner, a carnival, a major airplane show, fireworks and other related
activities. There are ceremonial recognitions of international figures. Most of the major
political leaders of the state attend, including the governor, state senators, state agency
heads, and others. Local politicians and public officials are all there. The whole of
Laredo is one big fiesta. Mexican dignitaries are given privileges to cross into the US.
Official government cars are allowed to enter the US without inspections.”
“These festivities are important in the Infante case. We have compiled
information regarding the major drug crossing four years ago. A decoy strategy was
employed. We suspect Infante will try to use the decoy strategy again with potential
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similar lethal results.” Officer Jones spoke with authority.
“ Explain a little about the decoys used by the traffickers,” Lt Bahr said.
“ Major ‘ real ‘ incidents are planned and carried out. Incidents where people are
hurt, burning of a building, and so on. These activities draw officers to the scene,
leaving other areas uncovered. Those types of decoys are used. “ Another officer from
Chicago cut in,
“ Several Border Patrol units and general law enforcement elements are involved
in the Laredo festivities, vigilance is lowered. “ Officer Jones was familiar with the
celebration festivities.
“ You think Paul Perez may be involved with Infante and others here in
Minnesota.” Officer Alba Gary asked. She was with the Narcotics Unit in the St Paul
Police Department.
“ We believe Perez is tied in to the point where someone wants him rubbed out.
Our contacts believe he is dangerous to Infante and others. He can spoil the shipments
coming in. Perez is also sought by the Mexican gangs who lost money during the fouled
deal back in 1972. Informants found out Perez was blamed for the loss of the drugs and
the money.” Officer Jones said.
Officer Reyes started speaking , “ Perez has not been involved in drug activity
since he arrived here. We have reason to believe he may be interested in seeking the
person or persons responsible for the death of his friends four years ago. He would also
be interested in finding out who stole the money and the drugs during the deal that
got fouled up.“
“ You have very up-to-date information on Perez. Why hasn’t he been picked
up?” Detective Mitchell asked.
“ I got to know Perez and Javier Juarez. After the incident in the farm outside of
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Laredo, they left for Colorado to hide until things cooled down. Six people were killed in
the incident in Laredo on February 28, 1972. Three of them were very personal friends
of Paul Perez, “ Officer Reyes said, “ Our task is to keep him under surveillance.”
“ You said a ‘major shipment’ of drugs may be coming. How big is big, “ Officer
Alba Gary, from the St Paul Police Department asked.
“ The Chicago Narcotics Unit has received information that a connection was
established between Chicago mobsters and Mexican dealers in San Luis Potosi, a state
in the middle part of Mexico, ” Officer Reyes said, “Connections between dealers and
suppliers are not easy to make. Distrust surfaces between those people, millions of
dollars are at stake and the only means of enforcement is violence. Our informers
estimate 50 pounds of black tar heroin are coming in soon. “
Lt. Bahr cut in, “ The people involved in the transaction do not want any
interruptions to their plans. That means the people involved are of the highest trust or
they are immediately eliminated. The estimated value of the heroin in US dollars is
over $4 million dollars before it is cut. The final value in the streets of Chicago alone is
over $12 million dollars.”
Chief Gallagher cut in , “ We will take a five-minute break to visit the restrooms,
drink coffee and smoke a cigarette. There are sweet breads and cookies on the table at
the end of the room.” The announcement was received in good order. The audience was
ready for the break.
***
The officers started coming back after visits to the restroom, coffee, smoke break,
or just standing in the hall talking. There were new visitors in the room. Three new
officers arrived. One was from Laredo, Texas.
“ We will resume our presentation,” Chief Gallagher said. He was standing next
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to the podium. The three new arrivals were standing next to him.
“ I want to introduce Officers Hale and Nelson, from the Des Moines, Iowa
Police Department, Narcotics unit, and Officer Jose Rodriguez, from Laredo, Texas. He
was sent by the Texas Rangers to brief us on events on the border.”
Officer Rodriguez was the first to speak. “ Good afternoon. I have noticed a little
difference in the weather after the plane landed at the Twin Cities airport.” That drew
laughter from the audience. “ The temperature was 65⁰ in Laredo when I boarded the
plane and it was -15⁰ when I got off here. Things seem a bit warmer along the border.”
Laughter. “ In our investigations we learned that major shipments of heroin are coming
from the interior of Mexico. The drugs are flowing in from South America via Honduras,
Nicaragua, and El Salvador.”
“ How do they get to Mexico?”
“ By airplane. Flying through concealed routes. They land in large ranches in the
central Mexican state of San Luis Potosi. From that point, the shipments are flown in
small planes to rural air strips near the border city of Nuevo Laredo, across the US city
of Laredo, Texas. There are several crossing points along the Rio Grande river into
Laredo and the surrounding ranches. Crossings are hard to detect. Smugglers are well
organized. They use decoys to mislead us when shipments are coming in. “ Officer
Rodriguez was well informed.
Chief Gallagher cut in, “ Why through Laredo, Texas? What is so special about
crossing there? ”
“ Laredo is a major city with over 100,000 people. Over one-third of the people
are very poor. The proximity to the river by neighborhoods with known gang activity
keeps police and other law enforcement at bay. Once drugs are crossed they can be
easily concealed in the neighborhoods. Crossing them in open range poses a security
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risk. The traffickers need to hide the drugs immediately after a crossing. Laredo is a
safe place to hide the drugs. Transferring the drugs from Laredo to points up north is a
different problem for the traffickers.” Officer Rodriguez said.
A courier came into the room. He gave Chief Gallagher a box with flyers and
other information was brought in by two men.
Rodriguez stopped his presentation while the flyers were distributed. They were
maps of the border area, pictures of the routes from Peru to the Central American
countries and other information.
Chief Gallagher took the microphone. “ I want to thank Officer Rodriguez for the
information. The drugs coming from Mexico end up on the streets of Chicago and other
major population centers in the Midwest, including the Twin Cities, Des Moines, and
Milwaukee. The poisoning of our men, women, and youth goes unabated. Our task is
to identify the major participants, intercept the merchandise, and make arrests. Here,
in our area, we will assign groups to search the known suspects, keep them under
surveillance, and move in on them.” A glass of water was provided to Chief Gallagher.
He took a gulping drink.
“ We have already coordinated with our contacts from Chicago and assigned
officers to three major areas: Chicago, the Twin Cities, and the Des Moines area.
Officers from Chicago, Iowa, and St Paul will visit North Dakota, Colorado, and the
Minnesota Renville area. They will be joined by Officers Tom James and Jane Finfley.
Captain Joe Peters from Chicago will make the other assignments. For questions, please
visit your section chiefs.”
Officer Juan ‘ Chino’ Reyes was assigned to visit the Mexican state of San Luis
Potosi. He would travel undercover. He has been to the Mexican state before, making
contacts and preparing future visits. His expertise and contacts came into service. He
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will visit Mexico after he goes to Colorado. He has a credible informer in Greeley,
Colorado.
The men in charge of the visitors from Chicago, Iowa, and Laredo stood up and
got applauded. “ I want to thank everyone for being here, and for your commitment to
law enf0rcement. We are all part of one big family that struggles to keep our country
safe. We have a sack lunch and refreshments at the cafeteria. Again, thanks for all you
do. God bless all of you.” The meeting was adjourned.
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Colorado

Windsor, Colorado was temporary home for hundreds of farmworkers who
came from Texas and New Mexico each year. They came to work in the sugar beet
plant thinning in May, and stayed for the pickle harvest in August. Some worked in the
potato harvest in farms near Johnstown and Milliken, small towns ten miles south of
Windsor. Migrant farmworkers have been coming to the Windsor area for years.
Three different classes of farmworkers went to Windsor. The Mexicans (Tejanos)
from Texas, the Mexicans from New Mexico, and the Spaniards from New Mexico.
Tejanos were mostly from the South Texas area. Some were from other parts of the
state.
The Mexicans from New Mexico were from the small towns near El Paso. Some
were illegals from Juarez, Mexico. The Spaniards from New Mexico were mostly from
Las Vegas, and Albuquerque.
The Pancho Garza family came from Zapata, Texas, a rural unincorporated
settlement near the Rio Grande River. Zapata was 55 miles southeast of Laredo. The
area was well known for ranching and oil rich lands. There were several well known
millionaires in the county. There were also hundreds of poor people in Zapata.
Migrant farm workers left Zapata every year in late Spring and returned in the
fall. Some didn’t come back. Pancho Garza left Zapata and settled in Windsor.
Pancho met his wife in Windsor. Thelma Pacheco was from Trujillo, a small town
near Las Vegas, New Mexico. Her family went to work in the sugar beets and the pickle
harvest in a farm near Windsor. She was a teenager when her family settled to live in
Windsor. Her father worked in the Great Western sugar factory as a custodian.
There was a migrant farm labor camp on the southeast side of Windsor, near the
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cemetery. The camp had a mid-size house and ten small one-bedroom huts. There
was a clothes’ washroom in the middle of the camp. The washroom had shower stalls
for men on one side and for women on the other side.
Next to the camp, on the north side, there was an alfalfa smashing plant where
dried alfalfa pellets were made. The plant operated day and night. People got used to
the noise the plant made or just ignored it.
The Windsor pickle processing station operated the labor camp. They appointed
Pancho Garza as manager. He lived with his family in the mid-size house.
Pancho and Thelma Garza had three children. Two of the children attended
an elementary school in Windsor. A small bus took them to school each morning and
brought them home in the afternoon.
There were several Mexican American families in Windsor. Some of them were
related. Gloria Hernandez’ family moved from Windsor to Scottsbluff, Nebraska. She
met and married Johnny Blanco there. Johnny was Paul’s cousin. Gloria’s family was
originally from Las Vegas, New Mexico. They were Spaniards.
***
“Johnny and Gloria are coming, “ Thelma said. Pancho was eating a flour tortilla
taco of refried beans. His wife was a good cook. The children were eating pancakes with
syrup. It was Saturday morning. No school.
“They can stay in unit number six. “ Camp hut number six was assigned for
migrants who arrived in March. It had bedding for four, a small stove, a refrigerator, an
electric heater, and a small table with three chairs.
Gloria Blanco told Thelma a cousin of her husband’s was coming with them. He
would be staying in Ft Collins with someone.
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***
Pancho was well known in Windsor. He was a member of a committee that
planned the activities for Windsor’s annual Labor Day Festivities.
The festivities had grown over the years. A parade with floats, bands, and
government officials from Denver participated. There was a carnival, boat races, and a
German style dance. Food stalls were set up with German, Mexican, and American
favorite dishes. A beer stall stocked with popular brew brands, a music sound system,
and a DJ was a favorite stop for adults. The pool hall on main street was always packed
before noon on the day the festivities took place.
The Labor Day Festivities started after World War II. A large number of
Germans settled in Weld County during the late 1800s. While it was a Germanic
festival, Mexican and Spanish culture was slowly creeping in due to the high number of
migrant workers who settled in the County. The majority of them lived in Windsor and
farms close by.
Windsor Lake reached into the edge of the city on two sides. Boat races were a
major part of the Labor Day Festivities. The carnival rides were set up on the beach on
the west side of the lake. Riding the Ferris wheel provided a nice view of the lake. The
Windsor Police Department was across the street from the beach.
***
During the Second World War, the government operated a prisoner of war camp
near Windsor. German prisoners fitted well in the local Germanic community. Many
were sent to work in farms. After the war ended, efforts by farmers and local people
were made to immigrate the prisoners who wanted to bring their families to America. By
1954, nearly all of the Germans who had been in the prisoner camp had immigrated and
settled in and around Windsor. Newly arrived Germans spoke little English. Several
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worked side by side with Migrant Farmworkers. They got along well.
***
Early in the afternoon, a station wagon with Nebraska license plates pulled into
the labor camp. Pancho, Thelma and their children were standing outside the house
waiting for the visitors.
After hugs, kisses, and introductions, everyone went inside for refreshments and
coffee. Paul was silent. “ Pancho and I will take you to Ft Collins,” Johnny said. Paul
nodded.
They would go to Ft Collins by way of Timnath. Pancho wanted to visit a friend
who lived there. The village was on the way to Ft Collins. There were 10 families,
a grocery store, a gas filling station, a mechanic’s garage, and a bar in Timnath.
***
Ft Collins was about 20 miles from Windsor. The Rocky Mountains looked
majestic as the sun’s rays pierced through them in the distance. Ft Collins was on the
foot of the mountains. The city had 25,000 persons according to the last Federal
Census. It was the home of Colorado State University. Susan’s parents lived there.
Susan went to Colorado State University. She graduated with honors. Her
family lived on the east side of Ft Collins, on the neighborhood where the pickle
processing station was located. Pickles were a popular crop raised in farms near Ft
Collins.
On the way to Ft Collins, Johnny and Pancho did most of the talking. Neither
Johnny nor Paul talked about the problems or reasons why Paul was in Colorado. Paul
had one thing on his mind. She has been away long enough.
Johnny drove into a filling station. Paul walked to the public telephone to call
Susan. She was glad to hear his voice. It took her 10 minutes to get to the filling station
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to pick him up. She thanked Johnny and Pancho for bringing Paul. They returned to
Windsor.
***
“ We have much to discuss,” Susan said. Paul nodded. “ I have been very worried
since I found out you were hurt.”
Paul prepared himself to explain what happened. He had been thinking how best
to tell Susan about his involvement in drug smuggling and why he was in Minnesota.
“ I am surprised you never told me anything,” Susan said.
“ Forgive me. Few people know about my background.” Paul noted she was sad.
Susan drove into a grocery store parking lot. She went to buy cigarettes and soft
drinks. Her aunt was preparing dinner for them. Paul kept looking at people who
drove into the parking lot while Susan was inside the store. A habit he adopted
recently.
“ Your favorite brand,” she said. Paul placed the pack of cigarettes in his shirt
pocket. “ I bought Cokes and Pepsis for dinner. We can continue the discussion
later. I want to know what you are involved in. I don’t believe you have done anything
that will affect our relationship. “
“ I have a long story. You decide whether you stay or leave me. Things can get
messy. I don’t want to expose you to that. You deserve to know the whole story so you
can make up your mind. You are a great person. We have been together for some time
now. You will understand what I tell you. I do not know how you will take it.”
***
“ This is Paul Perez, ….this is my mother, and this is my favorite aunt, “ Susan
said. Paul nodded, smiled, and shook hands with the ladies. He was led to the living
room.
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“ Supper is ready. Please come into the dining room,” Aunt Greta said. She had a
courteous smile. Paul noted the lack of sincerity.
***
Supper was great. German pot roast with scallop potatoes, a sour kraut mix with
special vegetables spiced with olive oil and Italian salad dressing. There was bread from
a bakery that made German dark bread, salted and minced, with black pepper. Paul
enjoyed the meal. Not the conversation.
Greta Heinz was born in Reading , Pennsylvania. She and Susan’s mother were
raised in a settlement of Catholic Germans near Philadelphia. Their grandparents were
German immigrants from Bavaria. They came to America in 1851.
Greta learned to speak German from her mother. Susan’s father did not want to
speak German because of the Insidious Laws passed by the US Government during the
first World War. Around the early 1940s, Greta and Susan’s mother, along with their
parents, moved to Ft Collins. Susan’s grandfather got a job with the post office.
***
“ You must excuse our suspicious ways. We have been brought up to be careful
about who comes into our houses. Don’t be offended. I am sure that in your culture
you feel the same with strangers. Though Susan has told us about you and her, we are
not used to these arrangements, “ Greta said.
“ I understand. I have done research into customs and traditions of the Germanic
people in the United States. With the exception of the poverty of our people, we have
much in common. Religion, family ways, and a work ethic are part of that.”
The conversation turned to other topics. Greta had considered entering a
Convent to be a nun. She decided against it when she met her future husband, Peter
Heinz.
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Peter Heinz was a farmer in the Ft Collins area. He had a 300 acre farm 12 miles
east of Ft Collins. He raised hay, pickles, pinto beans, and twenty acres of alfalfa. For
several years he has been fattening cattle in corrals. He fed 45 head of cattle which he
sold in the local auction market after they reached a good size.
Greta had had contact with Mexican Americans but it was at a distance. They
were always hired help. Paul was a little different. He was living as man and wife with
her niece. They were not married. She did not appreciate that arrangement.
“ I heard Minnesota allows communists to run for public office,” Greta said.
“Those people are our enemies. You know that. Why would any state allow them to run
for public office ?” Greta liked to pick arguments. Susan gave her a mean look.
Paul was amused with the question. “ We are not afraid of Communists. It is true
that in Minnesota the Communist Party can get public money if anyone wants to donate
to them. Few people do. Back in the middle 1940s, the Communist Party was strong in
the Minneapolis area. After the Korean War, few people sympathized with them. “
Susan’s mother was more tolerant. She had been ill but was now on her way to
recovery. Susan’s visit gave her a lift. Two sons worked in the state capital. James, was
an attorney. Henry was a college professor in Denver University. Frank was a student at
the University in Ft Collins.
The one subject Susan’s mother could not agree with was abortion. “ A baby has
to be killed in order to be aborted. That is murder! ” she said.
Paul walked into the trap. “ Abortion is legal in the United States.”
“ The Supreme Court did not rule on abortion—Doe vs Wade was a clarification
that a woman has a right to decide ‘ if ‘ she wants to have an abortion. She has a right
to decide if she wants to commit suicide also. Suicide and abortion are the taking of
lives,” she said. Paul nodded, but kept quiet. Susan gave him a look of approval.
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After dinner, Paul and Susan left. They did not tell Susan’s mother or Greta
where they were going.
***
That night they were going to stay at a friend’s house. Susan and Rose went to
high school together. Ever since they were teens they had been close. When Rose got
pregnant, Susan helped her. Rose’s parents were very disapproving of events so she left
home and went to Susan’s house. She had a beautiful baby girl. The child was named
Susie in Susan’s honor. The girl was now 10 years old. Rose offered her house to Susan
since she was leaving for Estes Park in the mountains for a couple of days. It was just a
streak of luck. She had a beautiful house.
There was much on Paul’s mind. “ Susan needs to know things, but only those
that can’t hurt her.”
Rose’s house was on the western part of the city, near the foot of the mountains.
A county road led to it. There were several houses in the wooded area. Susan drove the
car into the garage. She had borrowed her mother’s car over the objections of her
younger brother who used it to go to the University.
***
Rose kept a very clean house. She worked at the local Social Service Center. The
Center was operated by the County. With a degree in social services, she found a good
job and great people to work with. Eventually she married a co-worker, Daniel, who
became the Center’s Pharmacist.
“ Rose will be having fun with her family at Estes Park this time of the year.
Winter is a favorite time to visit Estes Park.” Susan said.
After settling down, Susan made coffee, Paul turned on the TV, and sat on the
sofa in the living room.
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Sitting next to Paul, Susan placed the coffee mug on the small table next to the
sofa. “ Now Paul, what is this all about-and- let me see your wounds? ” Paul took his
shirt off. He had a bandage from his left shoulder down to the bottom right side of the
stomach.
“ Ouch! Be careful. It still hurts.”
“ Sorry, I did not mean to pinch so hard.”
***
Four years before, Paul was working in a farm produce processing warehouse in
Laredo. Friends he grew up with also worked there. They were all from the same
neighborhood. They always hung out together.
On Saturdays, Paul and his friends went drinking. In the evening they visited
the local dance halls where the popular Tejano music bands played. The Farolito, the
Boys Club Hall, the Club Campestre, and other halls were popular. Paul did not dance
but he loved to watch the bands play. He played the guitar. He was intrigued with the
way the bajo sexto guitar players picked the strings.
***
While attending a dance, Paul and his friends met Eduardo Pineda, a Mexican
national who came to Laredo often. Pineda invited Paul and his friends to go across to
Nuevo Laredo to party. It was a popular custom to go across the border to a bars that
had a backyard where food was prepared and eaten. A small goat was butchered, and
roasted over an open fire. While the meat cooked, the cooks made pico de gallo, a fresh
tomato and serrano pepper mix. They warmed fresh made tortillas. There was a
washtub full of beer packed with ice chunks. The people there drank beer, talked, or
listen to recorded music. It was the custom and they enjoyed it.
Eduardo was a marijuana dealer in Nuevo Laredo. He bragged about the quality
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of the weeds he brought from Jalisco in southwest Mexico. He had several buyers from
Laredo who purchased bundles of one pound each. The buyers crossed the weed over to
the US side. Crossing the Rio Grande with marijuana was easy. But it was dangerous.
The Border Patrol was constantly patrolling the river roads through private ranches
and public areas.
There were two well-known spots on the river where the water was shallow. El
Paso del Indio, and south of the Espejo Ranch on the US side. The strategy was to use
decoys to throw the Border Patrol off guard while the crossing took place. Decoys drew
the Border Patrol away from the actual crossing site.
***
Life in the barrio was boring. Anything that provided excitement was welcomed.
It was March of 1968. Paul and friends were invited to go downtown to hang around. A
favorite pastime was to watch the girls who came from Mexico to shop. Guys from the
barrios hung around, going into departments, visiting with each other, talking, sharing
news and making plans for activities.
Paul and Javier were hanging around outside the Kress Department Store walls.
Chuy Infante came and proposed attending the dance that evening at the Club
Campestre, a popular dance hall. Tony De La Rosa was playing.
Javier was a good the dancer. Paul enjoyed listening to the music and watching
the band play. He was particularly interested in the twelve string guitar players. He
played the bajo sexto, the twelve string guitar. The Tony de La Rosa band, the conjunto,
had one of the best bajo sexto players in South Texas.
***
Javier was well informed on musical groups and dances. Attending dances on
Saturday nights was part of his social ritual. He came from a large family of three girls
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and four boys. His sisters attended dances every Saturday.
Dances were very popular throughout the Mexican American world. Laredo,
Texas had three popular dance halls competing with each other with the most popular
musical groups, the conjuntos, in South Texas. The Club Campestre, El Farolito, and the
Boys Club Gym were well attended each weekend. There was good music, food, alcohol,
and gang fights as groups settled their differences outside the dance halls. Sometimes
the fighting took place inside the hall, interrupting the dancing.
Recording studios in Corpus Christi, and in the Rio Grande Valley kept the music
lovers supplied with the latest records. The Tejano style music, with the accordion as
the lead instrument was sent into the Mexican American world via radio, TV, records,
and dances.
Javier tried to form a band. Paul played the twelve string guitar, Frank Aguirre
played the drums, and he played the accordion. The band did not materialized.
***
The dance was well attended. Tony De La Rosa always drew big crowds. He was
popular all over South Texas. The accordion was the king of instruments in the
conjunto. De la Rosa was a good accordion player.
The dance hall was crowded. Couples and single women sat on chairs around
tables carefully arranged around the dance floor. When the music started, couples
started dancing. Single men approached single women and invited them to dance.
Contacts were made which sometimes lead to romances. The dances were the mating
ground where the social world provided a setting for couples to meet in a musical
environment.
***
Paul was listening to the music when Marcelo Vela came by and stopped to talk
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with Chuy. He wanted to discuss a business. Marecelo was known as a tough man from
a South Laredo neighborhood. He had a prison record. He was respected and feared.
Chuy signaled Paul. He was going outside the dance hall with Marcelo.
De La Rosa was hitting the accordion buttons with fury. The dance floor was full.
A lot of guys walked up and down the side of the walls where people were standing. A lot
of greetings and staring. The moving continued until they stopped and stood or asked a
girl to dance.
***
Marcelo wanted Chuy and the group to cross marijuana from Mexico to Laredo.
Javier objected. Chuy turned to Paul and asked if he was afraid. Paul said he was not .
“ How are we going to cross the weed ?” Paul asked.
“ We will swim across the river by the Chacon Creek, near the sewer dump site,
Chuy said. We work for 20 minutes and make $200 dollars each. It is risky but the
money is worth it.” Chuy knew there was interest. Everyone was broke. There was no
work in Laredo for migrant farmworkers when harvest seasons ended. It was agreed to
cross a load. Javier and Paul were good swimmers.
***
The water was low and the current was slow at the place where they crossed.
They placed decoys to draw the Border Patrol away.
The first crossing was easy. Each one got two one hundred dollar bills. Paul had
never held a $100 dollar bill in his hand, let alone two. Chuy told everyone not to go
to banks to change the bills. Banks got suspicious when anyone had big bills. They
were to use the large grocery stores.
There were three more crossings that year. The drugs sellers in Mexico who gave
them the wrapped bundles with the drugs were friendly and helpful. Chuy timed the
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decoys so Paul and Javier could get into the water with the plastic bags and cross the
river fast.
***
“Chuy and Marcelo smoked pot. The rest drank beer. Smoking pot was viewed as
lowering themselves. Loquitos, crazies, pot smokers were called.
It was hard to understand what Chuy and Marcelo agreed to because the music
was too loud. Finally the dance ended. On the way home the topic was opened for
discussion. Paul asked, what did Marcelo want. Chuy said he wanted them to make
$600 dollars each. Crossing heroin.”
The group got a reputation as “mules”, people who crossed drugs from Mexico.
They figured the heroin was for people who were viciosos, addicts, who would get the
drugs from someone else if not from them. It never dawned on them that they were
doing damage to anyone. In early October of 1971, Chuy came with the news he had
been approached by men interested in crossing cocaine. They found out they were good
at crossing drugs from Mexico.
“ This is bigger than anything we have crossed before, “ Chuy said. He wanted to
operate different from the way they had done things before. Because of the increased
danger, Chuy was accepted to be the contact person with the men from out of town.
The group decided to cross the first load. Each one would get $ 400 dollars.
There were five in the group. Paul had just turned 22. With the money he planned to
buy a car in San Antonio. Never for one minute did he or his friends consider the
increased danger from the authorities, the sellers in Mexico, and the traffickers in
the United States.
***
The sun came up early. Susan woke up first. Paul was still sleeping. She got up,
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went to the bathroom, changed clothes and started preparing breakfast. The pantry was
loaded with bread, pastries, and other goods. She opened the refrigerator and found
eggs, butter, and milk. She turned the stove burner on, placed a pan on top and
prepared to cook eggs. She remembered Paul did not eat eggs. She went back to the
refrigerator to search for bacon and frozen fries.
The sizzling woke Paul. He went into the kitchen yawning . He stretched his
arms. “ Morning. “ Susan smiled. She turned around and kept watching the frying pan.
“ This afternoon I will get a car. A friend I have from Laredo will be here. He
is married to my cousin Berta. Her husband and I grew up together in Laredo. “ Paul
said.
“ Where are we going?” Susan asked.
They were going to visit a farm outside of Greeley. A friend of Paul’s lived there.
He was with Paul when all hell broke loose in Laredo four years before. Both left for
Colorado to hide while things cooled down in Laredo. Paul left for Minnesota. He felt
uneasy in Colorado. Javier stayed there.
“ My life is tied to yours. Tell me all I need to know,” Susan was serious. “ What
are we going to do where we are going.”
“ My cousin’s sister-in-law lives outside of Greeley, near Kersey. She is very
close to my family. We will stay at their place tonight.”
“ Why not in Greeley, I have money for a room,” Susan said.
“ My cousin knows I am in Colorado. He may tell someone by accident.”
“ Why are you hiding from the police? That worries me, ” Susan said. She was
contacted by the Ft Collins police with a message from St Paul. They asked for Paul.
They gave her other information from Laredo.
“ Did they tell you why they were looking for me?”
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“ No. They sounded serious.”
“ Did they tell you why? ”
“No. But they said you may be hurt. Your mother was approached by bad men.
They wanted to know where you were. Your mother told the police you were in
Minnesota. A detective went to the St Paul Migrant Council. Frank Gamez told them
about me. They contacted the Ft Collins police.”
Paul dreaded telling Susan about his past. Once she heard his story she may
not want to have anything to do with him.
***
Paul’s friend brought him the car. Another car came to pick up the driver. Susan
packed the few personal things they had and put them in the car’s trunk. Some were
placed in the back seat.
They drove for an hour, past Greeley, into Kersey. “ Stop by the grocery store, I
want to buy some food,” Paul said.
Leaving the small town, they drove two miles south on a farm road. They drove
about two more miles on a dirt road covered with frozen snow.
“ Hello!-Hello!” Paul shouted outside the door. Faustino Garza came out to greet
him.
“ Hey! Look who is here,” Faustino said. He waved Paul and Susan to come
inside the house. After hugs and kisses, introductions and offers of accommodations,
Paul took Faustino outside for a private conversation. Susan stayed with Faustino’s
wife.
“ I need to stay put for a week while I look into some matters. Can you help me.”
“ Sure. The small house over by the barn is yours as long as you want. I own this
place,” Faustino said. Paul thanked him. After more conversation, Paul and Susan
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walked over to the small house. It was a three room house. A small dining/living-room,
a bedroom, a kitchen, and a bathroom.
Paul put wood into the stove oven. He lighted the logs. There was a small
refrigerator, a TV, a dining table, and a sink inside the house. The bedroom had a love
seat, and a closet/storing hall combination. Edna brought some bed sheets, two pillows,
pots and pans plus some dishes and utensils. Before long, a pot of coffee was brewing.
The stove heated the house very well.
***
“ Have you killed anyone?” Susan asked
“ No! I was involved in crossing drugs from Mexico. Once, when we delivered
them to buyers from Chicago, six people were killed. A lot of drugs and money were
missing. I barely escaped with my life.”
“You don’t do drugs.”
“ No! I was involved in smuggling them.”
“ I have known you almost three years now. You have not been involved in any
legal problems.”
“ I went to Minnesota to hide from the drug dealers who wanted revenge for the
loss of drugs and money. We did not steal drugs or money. We did not kill anyone. I
found out Javier and I were blamed for the loss of the drugs and the money. ”
Susan was tired. “ I have a headache. I need to get some rest. There has been too
much excitement today.”
“ Tomorrow I will continue telling you about my past. We will visit a farm where
Javier lived the last time I saw him.” Susan did not hear. She was sound asleep.
***
The next day, Paul and Susan were leaving for Greeley to visit friends. “ Make
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sure you come back by noon, we will have lunch ready,” Faustino said.
It was close to nine. The morning was cold. The feed lots north of Greeley were
full of cattle lowing loudly. The lowing was heard all the way to the outskirts of the city.
“ It smells bad here,” Susan said. Paul winked an eye and smiled.
They left Greeley, heading north. They reached the railroad station at Lucerne.
They turned west heading towards Windsor. They stopped at a farm some four and half
miles west of Lucerne. “ Javier lived on a rural house by the road,” Paul said.
They reached the farm and saw someone feeding cattle by a corral next to a barn.
They approached slowly lest they run over a dog barking incessantly.
“ Hello there,” Paul said. “Do you know Javier Juarez, is he working here or near
here?”
The man stopped pitching hay. He faced Paul. “ I am his father in-law. He left for
Wapeton, North Dakota with my daughter and their kids. He got a job at the Red River
Sugar Beet Grower’s factory. He is a mill specialist. The factory recruited him.”
“ Thank you very much.”
“ Is there something I can do for you,” the man said. He stopped pitching hay
and jumped down from the truck.
“ No thanks,” Paul said. He shook his hand. “ We were passing through. I
wanted to say hello. I have known Javier since we were kids in Laredo.”
They drove back to Kersey. The little town was lively. “ Let’s have some coffee,”
Paul said.
Susan was tired. “ I need to rest. Yesterday and so far this day have been very
dramatic for me. I guess we will survive. I will be with you as long as y0u want me.” Paul
nodded. Susan stopped the car. He took over the driving.
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***
Greeley was cold. The sun was up. The warmth could be felt as the rays shined
high in the sky. They stopped by a store that had a public telephone outside. Working
with an operator Paul was able to get the telephone number for the Red River Sugar
Beet Grower’s factory.
“ I would like to speak to Javier Juarez, he is a mill specialist.” Paul said on the
telephone. “ Thank you I will call back in a little while.” Javier was not available . He
was about to end his shift. He worked from four in the morning to noon.
Four hours later, Paul got through. “ Javier—it’s me, Pablo—Pablo Perez—I am
here in Greeley, in Colorado. I came to visit you. I found out you are in Wapeton.”
“ Hey! What’s up? I haven’t heard from you in some time.”
“ I need to talk to you in person. There is some pending business you must be
informed on. A few weeks ago I was shot in St Paul. I feel the people who tried to kill
me have something to do with what happened in Laredo four years ago. We need to
discuss the situation so you can take care of yourself.”
“ Can you come to North Dakota? It is impossible for me to leave this place at this
time. On top of that , there is a blizzard coming . ”
“ I can go there. It will take me a whole day in this weather. I can start tomorrow
morning.”
“ I live at 332 Sames Street in Wapeton, North Dakota. My telephone number is
435, that is the area code, then dial 367-2240. Make sure no one is following you. We
don’t want any problems here.”
“ Don’t worry, I cover my trail.”
Susan prepared breakfast. She used the little stove to prepare a pizza Paul
bought in the grocery store. Paul told Faustino they were leaving next day.
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“ We leave as early as possible . Tonight we prepare some food for your family.
The kids will love the enchiladas Susan makes.” Paul said. “ Thank you for your
hospitality. This weather appears to be clearing, we better head for Minnesota before
it gets bad.”
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North Dakota

It was past midnight. Paul got up. He went to the bathroom, washed his face, and
dressed. He walked to the bed and started tickling Susan to wake her up. She began to
smile before she opened her eyes.
Paul loaded their personal things on the car. Susan visited the bathroom, dressed,
and got ready. The wind was light and cold. Paul turned the car motor on to get the
heater going.
They had to leave Colorado fast. A blizzard was heading for North Dakota. It was
projected to hit the eastern part of the state in three days. Paul felt the blizzard could
arrive sooner. Wapeton was on the southeast corner of North Dakota. Minnesota was
just across the Red River of the North.
***
They drove into a gas station in Greeley. Paul had checked the oil the day before.
After paying the station attendant, they headed for Cheyenne, Wyoming. The drive
took them over highways clear of snow or icy debris. From Cheyenne to Rapid City,
South Dakota, it was slow driving. There was ice on the road, on bridges and in other
other spots.
They drove into a truck stop station on the outskirts of Rapid City. Trucks were
filling up with gas. Others stood still on the large parking lot. The restaurant was full.
“Cold weather brings people to warm places,” Paul said, “ I will gas up first and
then we eat. ” Susan kept yawning. She was tired. Sleeping in the car seat was
uncomfortable.
“ I better check the oil too. “ Paul drove to the gasoline pumps. He went to the
station clerk to pay first. It was cold outside. He returned to the restaurant where Susan
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waited.
“ Ham and eggs with toast, and hot tea.” Susan said. Paul ordered bacon and
hash brown potatoes with toast. The waitress wrote the orders, smiled and left.
“ They were still quite a way from Wapeton. The weather seemed to be holding.
They could make it to Sioux Falls by six o’clock. They would spend the night in Sioux
Falls. There were many motels there.
Susan noted there were no Indian truck drivers. The trucker drivers they saw
were all white people. This was the land of the Sioux. There were several Indian
reservations in South Dakota.
“ Some of my ancestors came here during the middle 1800s when things were
tough.” Susan said.
“ You told me once about the hanging in Mankato when we met.” Paul said He
kept his eyes focused on the road while he talked.
In December 26, 1862, by direct order of President Abraham Lincoln, 38 Indians
were hung in Mankato. The Indians were tried as criminals following the great Sioux
Uprising War of 1862. The city of New Ulm was attacked, burned, and ransacked by the
Sioux. The Federal forces from Fort Sibley defeated the Sioux. Many were captured.
Trials were held for 305 Indians. President Lincoln ordered 38 to be executed. Paul and
Susan met on the very site where they were hung, 115 years later.
***
“ It looks like the sun will come up. I have an idea it will not last. The TV at the
restaurant said the blizzard had just hit the southern part of Idaho. It would arrive
in North Dakota in two days. They had to reach Wapeton before the blizzard hit.
Driving in hazardous road conditions made conversation on anything but the
road conditions irrelevant. Paul concentrated entirely on his driving. By the time
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they reached Mitchell they had seen six semi-trucks with trailers on the side of the
road. People were stopping to render aid. The highway patrol had several units
traveling up and down the icy roads with their warning lights flashing.
It was hard driving after Mitchell. From there it was two hours to Sioux Falls
with the slow driving on the icy road. The wind kept blowing snow on the road which
made driving hazardous. They arrived at Sioux Falls at five in the afternoon. They saw
a motel with a big vacancy neon sign glowing. They got a room.
***
The motel where they stopped was on the outskirts of Sioux Falls. Paul got all the
personal items which could be damaged by the cold weather out of the car. He took
them inside the room. They saw a truck driver come out of his room and place a six
pack of beer on the sidewalk. He covered it with snow. That got the beer ice cold.
“ Do you think talking to Javier will help you any ? ” Susan said. Paul turned to
face her. He was watching the weather report on TV.
“ He knows things which can clear up matters. He could have been visited by
people from Laredo who might have threatened or warned him. He married a girl from
from Colorado. His father-in-law owns a farm. Why would he move to North Dakota?”
Paul said. “ He can give me an idea who leaked word I was in Minnesota.”
The restaurant was at the end of the motel. Truck drivers and others were joying
hot soups, coffee, pastries, and fast food. Paul and Susan ordered hamburger steak with
mashed potatoes and green beans. After they ate, they returned to the comfort of the
motel room and went to sleep. It was 9:oo p.m.
***
It was still dark when Paul got up the next morning. He started putting together
their personal things. Susan was asleep. The TV was on. The weather reports came on
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frequently interrupting regular programs. A blizzard posed danger for everyone. Reports
said in Montana there were fallen trees, broken electric utility lines, and travelers
being rescued in several areas. Schools were going to be closed in the Sioux Falls area
as soon as the blizzard started arriving. Paul paid for the motel room when they got
there. He left the room keys hanging on the door knob when they left.
Paul loaded their personal things on the car and started the motor to get the
heater going. The sun was expected to rise within an hour. It was still dark.
Susan yawned, stretched her arms and legs. She smiled at Paul and got into the
car. The road to Watertown, South Dakota was reported to be clear in the last TV
weather forecast .
As they left the motel, they noted the Highway Patrol had several units moving
up and down the road. Some were parked outside restaurants and truck stops. Four
hours of good driving and they got to Wapeton. The wind velocity had been picking up
since they left Sioux Falls. Leafless branches on trees by the roadside bowed back and
forth with the wind. The blizzard was not far away.
***
By 11:am, they arrived in Wapeton. The city was still asleep. So was Susan.
She fell asleep when they reached the North Dakota border. Paul drove into the
parking lot of a restaurant. After parking, he started poking Susan lightly to wake her
up. She yawned, stretched her arms, looked at Paul and smiled.
“ What’s so special about Wapeton,” Susan said. She was still yawning, still half
asleep. The news on the car radio said the blizzard was doing a lot of damage in the
northwestern part of the state. It was bound to get to Wapeton in about four hours.
He made sure she was fully awake. Susan threw the pillow she was using to the back
seat of the car.
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“ This is where the Red River of the North starts. It flows north all the way to
Canada, ” Paul said.
“ The Red River flows to Canada. What is so special about that?” She stretched
her arms again, being careful not to hit the car ceiling, yawning, lazy cat like. Her
auburn hair came a bit unraveled. Paul smiled.
“ The Red River is the second large river in the world that flows north. The other
major river that flows north is the Nile River in Egypt. Both the Nile and the Red River
of the North have rich farm land on both sides. They are bread baskets of the world.”
***
Paul had never been to Canada. There were no major Canadian or American
cities on the US/Canadian border to visit. When Paul came to Minnesota to work
thinning sugar beets, his father took him once to Pembina. That was as close to the
border as he ever came. At nights the Canadian radio stations broadcasted in French.
Some guy by the name of Johnny Hallyday was the rock and roll star.
Once inside Wapeton, Paul drove by a restaurant. There was a filling station in
front of the restaurant. The lights were still on. The sun’s rays had not pierced the thick
semi-dark clouds.
Wapeton and Breckenridge, on the Minnesota side, were twin cities separated
by the Red River.
“ I am going to Breckenridge. There is a nice motel close to the bridge,” Paul said.
After crossing the bridge, he turned the car south on the first street. He was familiar
with the area. The motel had a ‘vacancy’ sign glowing.
Paul got their personal things from the car while Susan went inside. She went
to the bathroom. Paul was laying prostrate on the bed when Susan approached , then
jumped beside him. It felt good to rest again.
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Paul got up, grabbed the telephone sitting on a small table next to the bed and
called Javier. They agreed to meet at a restaurant in Wapeton. The blizzard was due to
start arriving in four hours.
“ Stay close to the telephone.” Susan nodded, got up and turned the TV on.
***
There was a small crowd at Big Jim’s. Most people were home with their families
waiting for the storm to hit.
“ Grocery stores almost sold out their entire stock,” the waitress said. It was a
common thing to stock up on water, food, home supplies, and anything a person found
was missing when a storm was about to strike. “ People are afraid they will run out of
food and everything else.” Paul nodded. He looked outside, through a window. Javier
was parking. He identified him immediately, wrapped in a snowmobile suit.
“ I have been looking for you,” Paul said. He embraced Javier. They had not seen
each other in four years.
Javier looked at Paul, “ Things got a little hot in Colorado, I was offered a job so I
headed here. ”
A group from a church arrived. Nine parishioners who had been practicing and
preparing for emergency services in case they were needed when the storm hit.
The restaurant was getting full. The waitress came with two cups of coffee.
“Ready to order?”
“ The hamburger steak plate, ketchup, and bread. We will start from there.”
Paul said. He pointed the food items on the menu to Javier. Hamburger steaks
were the specialty of the house. Javier was not hungry.
“ As soon as the lady comes we can order more coffee. Would you like anything
else? ” Paul said. Javier shook his head. “ Lola and I took the kids to eat in Wapeton a
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few hours ago. Coffee is fine. “
Lola and the children were at home. Javier contacted his wife just before the
winds started gaining velocity. She was okay.
“ How many kids do you have?”
“ Three, twin boys and a girl,” Javier said.
“ I hope to meet them. I left Susan at a motel in Breckenridge. I hope I can cross
the bridge before visibility gets bad. “
The Red River was frozen stiff, but the water was still running under the big
chunks of ice. Blizzards came with strong winds combined with snow flurries mixed
with frozen rain coming down at the same time. The snow flew into a person’s face. It
was possible to lose your place after taking two steps. Everything in front of a person
was completely covered with snow. It was hard to tell which way was which.
“ Have you heard from Laredo?” Paul said. The waitress came to refill their
coffee cups. “ I am going to order some food to go. Susan will be hungry in a few hours
so I better take something.”
Javier was uneasy. “ I have stayed away from all things related to what we did
in Laredo. I feel bad about what we did.”
“ So do I .” Paul said. He put sugar and cream on his coffee while Javier waited
for him to pass the sugar. Truck drivers were stopping on the side of the highway.
The parking lot got full. The crowd inside the restaurant got loud. Everyone was talking
about the weather. The news came on the TV, a truck had jackknifed near Bismarck,
the State Capital. The driver was not hurt, but there was a pileup. Five cars slid into
each other.
“ The wind should die down after the storm hits. It has been blowing hard for the
last five hours. The public phone is very busy. No chance to make calls,” Paul said.
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***
“ Eloy Salas told me he had to leave St Paul after you were shot. A friend warned
him to leave. ”
“ He left without notice,” Paul said. He was uncomfortable with what Javier just
told him. The weather started picking up. The wind speed accelerated. Paul peeked
out the window constantly, wondering if Susan was okay.
“ He did not want anyone to tie him to you. He felt you would be hit right away.”
Paul took a sip of coffee. Somehow what Javier was saying made little sense. Eloy could
have sent word.
“ Did he say who approached him, who asked about me?”
“ Eloy said there was a nun involved. He did not know how to deal with that so
he left in a hurry. He went to Colorado first, looking for me. My father-in-law told him I
was over here. I got him a job in Fargo. He is there now. ”
***
The wind kept gaining speed. Visibility got bad. The blizzard was getting close.
Paul and Javier would be leaving the restaurant soon. Paul had to drive to Breckenridge,
across the Red River Bridge. Susan was bound to be hungry. It was hard to talk and
listen to each other. The crowd in the restaurant got loud.
***
In the split fraction of a second, Javier’s mind traveled back four years. Paul,
Javier, Chuy Infante, Rudy Torres, and Lacho were in San Luis Potosi, Mexico. They
had finished making arrangements with Don Chu Chu, the drug lord in San Luis. They
got the drugs, paid Don Chu Chu and loaded the vehicles. Both cars had built-in
compartments under their frames to hide the drugs. Scent killing toxics were used to
ward off drug smelling dogs.
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They left San Luis Potosi heading to Nuevo Laredo. Paul, Javier, and Lacho
were in a blue Chevy. Torres and Chuy were in the white Ford loaded with the drugs.
When they reached Nuevo Laredo, they went to a special stash house owned by a sixtyfive year old lady known as “La Jefa”. She was a member of the gang of Don Luis Trejo,
the drug lord in Nuevo Laredo.
The drugs were stashed at La Jefa’s house. They were to remain there until they
were ready to be crossed over to Laredo. Once across, they were to be taken to Chuy
Infante’s house. Javier wondered if the drugs remained at Chuy’s house. He wondered
if Paul had something to do with hiding the drugs.
***
The snow was thick. It was wet snow. Javier snapped out of his memories and
looked at Paul. He suspected everyone. Too many questions in his mind. Why things
happened the way they did. But he realized Paul and he were together in everything all
the time. There had been an attempt to kill him and Paul. To kill all those who were at
the Ranchito when the deal went sour. His mind played tricks on him. Torres was not
with Chuy when the shooting started. He looked at Chuy momentarily before Paul got
hit. Javier was standing next to Chuy when the first bundle of drugs was opened. The
one who started opening fire was the guy with the AK47, standing next to Torres. Javier
was standing next to Chuy. It was when the first bundle was opened that the shooting
started.
Neither Paul nor Javier saw what was in the bundle when Torres opened it. Both
were not close enough. Javier was standing on one side of Torres, his view obscured by
the guy with the AK47. He saw the guy with the AK47 got angry when Torres showed
him the bundle he was handed.
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***
Paul took a sip of coffee. The conversation was getting warm. He had waited three
years to hear what Javier was telling him. He had not heard what had happened from
anyone else who had been there. Many times he craved to hear from someone who had
been there to hear another side of what happened.
Javier was not hit when the shooting started. He took Paul and Chino across the
border to get medical help. But Javier did not tell him what he suspected. Javier was
very scared. Even when they were together in Colorado, Javier would rarely discuss
events with Paul. Those five days in Colorado convinced Paul he should seek refuge
elsewhere. That was one reason he felt very uneasy while he was there.
Javier was now twenty 26 years old. He had grown up in the Las Cruzes barrio
in Laredo. Las Cruzes was next to Los Amores barrio where Paul lived. He and Javier
went to the same elementary, middle, and senior high school. Both dropped out in their
junior year.
Paul and Javier hung out together often after both dropped out of high school.
Javier was a little saturnine, quiet, most of the time. He did not do drugs. He liked to
drink beer. He played the guitar. Singing and dancing were his forte.
What was in that bundle-Paul thought. “ What was it we picked up at Chuy’s
house when we left for the Mines road to deliver the stuff?”
Paul looked at Javier. “ I have had suspicions on everything that happened that
day. The one who picked up the stuff from Chuy ‘s house was Chuy Infante. Paul and
the others waited outside. Torres was with someone else. I think I know what
happened.”. He noticed the shy Javier was no more. He had outgrown his quiet, lonely
ways. He must have been thinking about those tragic days in Laredo the last four years.
“ What do you suspect--? The same thing I do?” Paul had arrived, together with
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Javier, on a conclusion. When the bundle was opened, the heroin was not there. Large
amounts of heroin had disappeared.
“ Yes! The drugs were not there!” Javier said. “ The guy with the AK47 must
have been instructed to enforce the delivery. When he saw something else, he acted
immediately. He was taking swiping looks at you and Jaime Aguirre while he stood
next to a Roy Chapa, Torres and Chuy. He did not look my way.”
“ That’s why you were able to jump back into the brush—while we were hit when
the firing started,” Paul said.
“ We crossed the bundles at the Paso del Indio site, where the water was very low,
remember, you, Chuy, Jaime Aguirre, Juan Chaires, Pedro Farias, and me, “ Paul said.
“ Something else---there were two other guys shooting!- I saw the guy with the
AK47 fall to the ground groaning. Chuy and Torres were gone by then. The shooting
was fast. I took one look and that was it. I ran for the bushes. I found Chino on the
ground, “ Javier said. Who shot the guy with the AK47?
“ You never told me any of this!’ Paul said, “ Why ?”
Javier suspected everyone. He knew there was too much money at stake. He was
afraid to open up with anyone. He went into a state of shock. Blocked things from his
mind. Somehow he felt he had to help Paul and Chino, the guy from Chicago. That was
why he took them to Dr. Gamez in Nuevo Laredo. He always got somber when he
remembered his friends who were killed.
Javier had never told Paul how he saw what had happened. He had kept all his
feelings inside for four years. What made him realize what his life had been up to then
was Petra, Pete, and their children. A strange feeling of remorse bore down on his
conscience. He realized he had something to do with people getting hooked on heroin.
Since he saw Petra, Pete, and their children, Javier had been remorseful knowing he
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had something to do with them hooked on heroin. When he found out Paul had gone
to Colorado, he knew he had to tell him.
“ I told you I was shot. I feel someone in Laredo wants me dead. And if I am
targeted, so are you. Was anyone looking for you in Colorado? ”
“ I don’t know. I thought it was time to move on. When the job in Wapeton
opened up I took it.”
Paul was sure neither he nor Javier would ever find peace until they clarified who
attacked them four years before, and who was now coming after Paul. The name of ‘Roy ‘
was in his mind. He wondered where Chino was. He found out Chino was a cop from
Chicago.
“ Next month I am going to Laredo. There are things I need to look into. There
are new developments in the barrio. My youngest brother was beaten up by thugs no
one knows. There are rumors new drug crossings will take place next month during
Washington’s Birthday Fiestas. “
Javier looked a Paul slowly. “ You are not planning on getting involved in drugs
are you?”
“ No. I must tell you I have been talking with Chino, the guy we helped when he
was wounded, remember?” Javier nodded. “ You know he is a cop.”
“ I met with him once in Windsor, during the last Labor Day Festival. He asked
me questions about Laredo but I held back. I knew he was an undercover cop.” Javier
was not too convincing when he talked about meeting Chino in Colorado.
“ How did Chino know you were in Colorado?” Paul said. “ He has contacts with
police in Colorado, but someone must have told him you were there.” Javier must have
contacted Chino—Paul was thinking.
“ I told him Eloy Salas was my cousin. He was not interested in Eloy . He asked
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about you two or three times. I told him I did not know where you were.”
“ Is that all he asked? Was he asking about smuggling in Laredo? Did he
mention anyone from Chicago?”
Javier was slow to answer. “ Look, I am not a stool pigeon. I answer few questions
to the cops or anyone else.”
“ I did not mean to offend you,” Paul said. He noted Javier got irritated. He was
holding something back.
“I have seen what drugs do to people. I have given much thought to do
something to compensate for all the bad things I did. But I have a family. They are
depending on me. My wife does not know anything about my past in Texas. “ Javier got
serious.
“ I understand, you have a family and if something happens to you they would be
in trouble. I am going to Laredo. I am not in the same position you are in. I can go to
Laredo to face my problems. If something happens to me, Susan can take care of
herself.”
“What are you planning to do? ”
“ I want to know who wants me dead and why. I want to find out what happened
to Chuy and Torres, “ Paul said. He took a drink of coffee.
“ How will you know what is going on in Nuevo Laredo? If anything is
happening, it has to start there.“ Javier said.
“ My mother told me the newspapers have not reported any captures of drug
traffickers in a long time. I noted I have not been bothered. Now suddenly, I hear
rumors from Chicago that trafficking is picking from South Texas. I feel that has
something to do with people coming after me.”
“ If Chuy is involved in smuggling again, he has to be involved with whoever is
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bringing drugs from Mexico. There are addicts who hate Chuy and may be willing to
share what they hear in the barrio. Addicts know who is smuggling. Those people can’t
hold secrets.”
Paul knew there were three persons , who would tell him what was going on,
who was pushing, and where the merchandise came from. That would lead to the
smugglers who were crossing the drugs. Two friends in Nuevo Laredo could tell him
whether La Jefa was still active and where she was getting merchandise from. That
would lead to who was crossing, the schedules, and who was behind them. If some of the
old gang were involved, his name might have crossed in their conversations. Only in
Laredo could he get the information he needed to prepare for action.
Paul had a strong feeling that if the merchandise crossed was big enough, the
people involved with the Trejo gang in Nuevo Laredo were going to kill the decoys they
set up, just like someone tried to kill them four years before. The decoys were usually
not well versed on what was going on. They were bound to be guys from the barrios.
***
“ I am not afraid of dying, but I am concerned for my family. My father-in-law
will not forsake them if anything happens to me. I never told him what I was involved in
but he is a pretty smart fellow. He will understand. Let me think a little more, I am
interested in going with you. I want to know what happened. My friends were killed,
that bothers me a lot, ” Javier said.
Paul was going to visit St Paul with Susan before they went to Denver. He had
to cover some debts and collect some money coming to him from his retirement fund at
the Migrant Center. He was hoping to visit Chicago with Don Ricardo when the next
Labor Training session took place.
“ I am going to Denver soon. From there I will go to San Antonio. I have a feeling
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Chino is going to be there also. I have to visit some people in San Antonio. I remember
some people from San Antonio were in Laredo the time when things went all to hell,”
Paul said.
***
They arrived at the house where Javier’s family lived. Paul was wondering, what
happened that morning. We were waiting outside Chuy Infante’s house, worried that
cops could come by and ask what were three vehicles doing parked outside Chuy
Infante’s house. What was inside the bundles we crossed ?
Javier went inside the house while Paul waited in the car. He had hot food for
his family. Outside, the snow flurries were slowing down little by little. It was still cold,
visibility was fair. The kids hung around their father when Javier popped inside the
room. He went outside to invite Paul to come in.
“ Meet my family.” Paul walked inside. He met the kids first, then Javier’s wife
came out of the kitchen in the small kitchenette apartment. “ This is Lola, she is from
Greeley.”
The news came on TV. The weather was the main topic. The blizzard started
arriving in the area. Paul decided it was time to get back to Susan across the Red
River bridge. The news on the radio said the bridge was open. Paul put his jacket on
and headed out the door. “ I will get back with you as soon as I can. “
***
The bridge was icy. Driving was very slow, even though the pavement had been
salted and cleared twice. The slight rain falling froze instantly and re-iced the bridge.
He crossed the bridge, made a turn after some skidding, then headed for the small
motel three more blocks away.
“ Come in! Boy are we going to have more snow!” Susan was dressed in a
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snowmobile suit, completely covered from head to toes. She embraced Paul. She was
glad to see him. The storm was about to hit. The wind was screaming now.
Once inside, Paul started taking off his heavy winter coat and boots. He had a
pair of heavy socks. Susan prepared a bowl of beef and vegetable soup. “ This will go
well with Tabasco hot sauce, just as you like it.”
Hot coffee, a bowl of soup, and a warm sofa got Paul to open the conversation
on what Javier had told him.
“ He said something weird happened as we were about to cross the drugs from
Mexico. Then he alluded to Chuy Infante being in cahoots with Rudy Torres, the guy
from Chicago. They must have maneuvered the bundles of drugs somehow. Torres
would not go with us to deliver them. Before that, he had been with us guarding the stuff
jealously. Then when we got to Laredo, he lets us handle them.”
“ I wish you had told me about this before. Maybe together we can figure how
things happened and who was behind everything. What else did Javier tell you? ”
“ He met with Chino, the guy we took across the border for medical help when he
was shot. He was not too open with what he discussed with Chino. He knows Chino is a
cop but he did not say much else.”
***
The blizzard left the area that night. The snow plows were hard at work clearing
streets and highways. At three o-clock, the news came that the road to Morehead and
Fargo was open. The Highway Patrol gave the ok to travel. It took Paul close to half an
hour to pay the rent and get the car moving. Susan was ready almost immediately after
the word came announcing the open roads.
The drive to Fargo/Morehead was made on the Minnesota side of the river.
Slow start but speed was increased until Susan hit 55 miles per hour.
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“ That’s fast enough, “ she said. Paul nodded. The heater was not working well.
The car was not very warm. “ We are heading to Fargo. We have reservations at a motel
there. “ Paul nodded. He had been observing the road carefully. Susan was a good
driver but Paul kept his eyes open all the time. After Fargo, Paul and Susan would head
back to St Paul.
It is possible we were decoys when the drugs were crossed---the day we crossed
them the big parade was taking place—Chuy Infante said the parade would tie up
many Border Patrol and police units- the crossing would be easy—and it was—
something was not quite right---Paul’s mind was buzzing. Petra is Eloy Salas’ sister?
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Petra

Crystal City was the heart of the Winter Garden agricultural region. The weather
in South Texas made it ideal for farming in the fall and winter. The Winter Garden was
a high producer of spinach, carrots, onions, lettuce, and other popular crops. The
heart of the Winter Garden was in Zavala and Dimmit Counties.
Spinach was the crop that made Zavala County known. A bigger than life
statue of Popeye the Sailor was erected in front of City Hall. Crystal City was also the
heart of the Raza Unida Party which took control of the city, the county government
and the school district.
The majority of Zavala County’s population was Mexican-American. Hundreds,
perhaps up to 1,000 persons were migrant farmworkers. They traveled to work in
California, Minnesota, Nebraska, Michigan, Idaho, North Dakota, and other states. They
returned home in late fall. During fall and winter, they worked in the farms around
Crystal City, Carrizo Springs, Asherton, Batesville, and La Parrita, all the communities
were in Zavala and Dimmit counties.
Petra Sanchez lived in Crystal City year round. She was no longer a migrant.
Originally from Laredo, she moved to Crystal City after she married Pete Sanchez.
***
“ I made up my mind to do something to halt the use of drugs after my wife and
I visited Petra and her family in Crystal City.” Javier said.
“ What happened?”
The previous year, Lola, Javier’s wife, was a Vista Worker. She was assigned to
do research on the lifestyle of migrant farmworkers. It was a nine month project with
three months studying farmworkers in the migrant stream and six months in their
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home base. Lola and Javier had one child at the time. Twins were born six months later.
All three went to Crystal City for the winter phase research.
During the visit to Crystal City Javier worked in a packing shed in Carrizo
Springs. The carrot harvest was on. Carrots were brought to the shed for processing and
packing in cellophane bags. Onion planting was about to start. Carrizo Springs was
nine miles from Crystal City. Javier drove there daily.
‘” What about Petra?”
“ Lola, Susie, my daughter, and I were in a grocery store. When we came out
we saw Petra standing next to our car. She had a little girl with her.” Javier paused.
“ She asked me if I could spare $25 dollars?’ She was somber. She had a look in
her eyes that wandered away from me as soon as she started speaking. Her hands
trembled. The child seemed afraid.” Javier paused for 15 seconds. “ Petra did not even
remembered we were related. She did not recognize me.” Javier paused.
“ I pulled $25 dollars from my wallet. She took the money and thanked me in a
most solemn manner. As she and her daughter walked away, the little girl turned twice
to look back at me, stumbling as she did. Something was terribly wrong. I began to
inquire.”
“ And!”
“ Gabriel, a man we knew said Petra was a junkie! The way he described her
wasn’t nice. Petra was not just anybody. My cousin, a junkie!” Javier paused.
Petra started going out with Pete Sanchez when they met in North Dakota.
Petra was awed with Pete. He was a tecato, a drug addict. Javier found out Petra had
been using marijuana since she was a teenager. She hanged around with three tough
girls in Laredo
“ I remember Pete Sanchez. He and his brothers were constantly getting into
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trouble in Breckenridge. They could not get along with the farmers, ” Paul said.
Pete was a tough guy. He smoked marijuana . His eyes gave him away if one
had trouble smelling the weed. He could not control his habit though he was a tough
guy. God gave him hands with big knuckles and strong arms. He was meant to be
a street fighter. He was never known to use knives. Once, he knocked out two guys in a
bar fight. Pete was the kind that developed loyalties. He always had sidekicks with him.
Juan Flores was one of them.
“ I don’t know Juan Flores. Is he a migrant?” Paul asked.
“ No, his father worked at the spinach processing plant year round. His father
was involved in local politics. Juan was employed locally.”
“ What happened to Juan Flores?”
“ Five days after we arrived in Crystal City we heard he overdosed on heroin.
He was found dead in his car. He was holding a syringe on his right hand.” Javier
paused.
Paul tucked his shirt in . He put his overcoat on without realizing his shirt was
hanging out. “ How long did you know Juan Flores?”
“ I knew him four days only. I met him at a gasoline station. He was a slim built
person. He wiped his forehead constantly though he was not sweating. I found out
Juan was using heroin. His parents twice requested local authorities to intervene since
Juan had been stealing their valuables and pawning them. He needed the money to feed
his habit.”
“ Where were the pushers getting the dope from?’ Paul asked. Javier did not
answer. The question bothered him.
“ Petra went to the house we were renting. She asked for another $25 dollars.
She said it was to buy food for her children. She said the food stamps were due in five
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more days. Lola noticed the black marks around Petra’s eyes. They gave her a weird
‘batman’ look. It was obvious she wanted the money to buy drugs. Lola gave it to her.
“ How much was a fix of heroin?” Paul said.
“ It was $12 dollars, figuring you already had the syringes, needles, alcohol,
cotton, and a spoon. Elvis Paez was the local pusher. Everybody in the city knew it.
Nobody did anything about it. “ Javier paused to drink water.
“ Petra left with her youngest daughter after Lola gave her the money. Lola
got emotionally down. She had never been exposed to the world of drug addicts. She
imagined an addict to be a man. But a woman! And with children! ” Javier paused
momentarily.
Lola and Javier went to visit Petra’s aunt. Julia Guerra was distantly related to
Petra’s father’s in Laredo. Petra’s father and other members of her family had
abandoned her. They didn’t want anything to do with a drug addict. Petra was in
trouble. Family was usually the strongest support for addicts.
“ We heard a passionate tongue lashing from Julia Guerra when we visited.”
Javier reached for a cigarette. He placed the pack back in his shirt pocket, lit it, inhaled
and exhaled.
“ Julia said Petra married that addict and he infected her! She was bitter. Petra
was such a nice girl. She has two little girls, and an adult child to take care of besides
her habit. ”
Pete was a mechanic. Time was when he could fix anything wrong with any car or
truck. After he became an addict he stopped working. He became a weakling. Drugs
slowly dragged addicts into a stupor. The only world they knew was drugs. Julia had
known Pete since he was a child. She knew Petra and the children very well.
“ I have not been able to forget the look in the little girl’s eyes when she left with
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Petra after I gave her the $25 dollars outside the grocery store. I found out later she was
borrowing from other people also. Her monthly social security check did not reach far
outside of what she spent on drugs. “
Paul looked at Javier. “ I remember Petra was well built and pretty. How did you
find her after she was hooked.”
“ She was thin, much thinner than she used to be. She must have lost over 50
pounds since we last saw her in North Dakota. She lost the beautiful happy look she
had. I had never met her girls before. The girls looked sad, worried. They were afraid.
The girls must have been about six and seven years old. “
Paul was quiet. His mind was working, I always imagined addicts were men
who got hooked while playing with drugs. It never dawned on me that women got
hooked also. Women did not go to bars, rarely drank beer or liquor, let alone use
drugs, women stayed home or go to church. Women never mixed with men drinking or
doing drugs. How in the world did Petra get in this mess?
Javier broke the silence. “ This is where drugs finally end. In Pete and Petra’s
lives. They also hit the little girls. I never imagined trafficking ended hurting little
girls. Aunt Julia was also hit. She used her savings to buy food, school supplies, toys,
and other things for the children. ”
“ Did you try to help Petra or Pete ? ”
Javier and Lola visited Petra. She lived in a house Pete inherited from his father.
The front porch was about to fall down. The wood beams holding the roof were swollen
with termites. The living room was small, had a sofa, a love seat, a small table, a TV set
and a small empty book shelve. The kitchen had a sink full of dirty dishes screaming for
water. The refrigerator was in working condition. The knives were all of plastic.
Javier and Lola were not allowed to enter the two bedrooms but they imagined
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what they looked like. A strong odor of mold, torn wall paper, and holes on the wall
convinced Javier the house needed immediate work.
“Petra was going through heroin withdrawal. It was not voluntary. She did not
have money to buy heroin. Pete was in bed with severe diarrhea, vomiting, running
nose, looking like he would go any moment. Petra was about to enter that stage. It’s
horrible when the human body begins to decompose.”
“ Where were the children when this was taking place?” Paul asked.
Aunt Julia knew about cold turkey. She took the children to her house right
away. She prayed a lot to a God who was not listening. The children were kept away
during withdrawals. One could sense they knew what was going on.
“ Juan Flores, tell me about him.” Paul said.
“Juan Flores was a nice guy. He grew up in a barrio in Crystal City. He was
always quiet, had few close friends except for Pete. It was not long when he got hooked.
Rumors had it he was charged to “ try” a new cache of heroin. That meant injecting the
drug to see how strong it was. It was very strong. It killed him. He left his mother to
fend for herself. She was close to 80 years old, handicapped, and almost blind.”
“ So what happened when you visited Petra? ”
“ Lola approached Petra and asked her if she would like to get out of this hell?
She raised her head, looked at Lola with pleading eyes. Lola told her she would give her
money for a fix on condition she would go to a rehabilitation center for drug addicts. She
agreed. She would agree to anything to get $12 dollars for a fix of heroin.”
“ You have a new view of drugs and what they do ?” Paul said. He noted Javier
was getting emotional.
“ Pushers and traffickers are providing the poison that is killing Petra, Pete,
and their family. To help addicts, they must get to a rehab center. But they must want
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to get cured. Strange, but few addicts do.”
“ What about cold turkey?” Paul asked.
“It is very hard, though it has been done. To get an addict to quit cold turkey on a
voluntary basis is very very tough. The process is nerve ending and very dangerous. It
has been done. Some have done it at faith-based centers. The only thing available are
pain pills, strong aspirin and a Bible. The addict must be able to connect spiritually with
Jesus Christ. Those are the surest ways to escape addiction. But faith is needed. Faith
is something few addicts have. “ Javier said. He took a smoke break.
“ Rehabilitation does not work!” Javier said, “ You hear it time and time again.
But Lola believes otherwise. When a diabetic goes to a hospital in severe trauma,
treatment works. Once the diabetic leaves the hospital, he or she knows enough to
follow the treatment that worked in the hospital. The diabetic acts on his own. He
knows that if he does not follow the treatment plan, taking the insulin, watching what is
eaten, then relapse is certain.”
“ So what are you saying ?” Paul was inquisitive.
“ I wondered what diabetics had to do with addicts. Lola said it had to be the
same with an addict. The addict goes to a rehabilitation center, gets well, gets a
treatment plan that must be followed or relapse is certain. What happens? Most addicts
do not follow the treatment plan. So they relapse. They blame the rehabilitation center
for not curing them. I got the point,” Javier said.
Paul was getting the point well enough. Petra had a problem worse than heroin.
Her husband Pete. He drags her down no matter what she tries. Her only chance lied in
leaving him or Pete getting rehabilitated also. In cases like this, the addiction was always
nourished by the companion.
“ So what can we do for Petra? I want to help her, and Pete. “ Paul said.
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” The question is, do they want help, or do they just want money to continue with
their addiction.”
Paul kept giving Javier strange looks, as if telegraphing something. Both realized
what the problem was. The world they lived in was a major part of the problem. This
was where drugs do a lot of damage. With the family. Drugs were more powerful than
love or family. A person was willing to sacrifice anyone to feed an addiction. There were
times when reality sunk in. Family came back into the picture. Things were normal for
a while until the fix wore out and the craving for another one started. Life became a
struggle to feed a habit. At first, the habit provided pleasure. Later, the habit was fed
heroin to stop a pain. But pain was certain to return.
“ Where did you learn so much about addicts?” Paul said. He was wondering.
“ My cousin, Jimmy Garza, is an addict. I saw what drugs did to him and his
family. ” Javier said. He was getting to Paul.
Paul was apoplectic. He did not know what to say. His mind was buzzing,
I had something to do with Petra and Pete getting hooked-and the children, my
God ---. He was involved in drugs at one end. Lola was involved at the other!
Both Javier and Paul stood silently observing each other.
“ I need to do something to stop this horrible thing that is happening to Petra and
Pete. I have been part of the system that produces this! I am ashamed. The eyes of the
little girls were more than I can handle.” Javier said. He was near tears.
Paul looked at Javier. “ I have someone who can help. Susan studied drug
addiction in college. She does not know the first thing about smuggling, but she does
know about rehabilitation. I was trying to get information on Petra to discuss it with
Susan. She can give us references to resources that can help her .”
“ If Susan can help that would be wonderful. I really feel for the children, though
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Petra and Peta are a concern also. But the children are going to grow up with a chip on
their shoulder. Chances are they will get involved in drugs also. It happens all the time.”
Javier said.
“ When I have a chance, I will ask Susan to help with the house. There are
programs that may be able to help. If not, Susan will prepare a request to city, county,
groups, foundations, where ever we can get the material and services needed to fix the
house.” Paul was hopeful.
***
There was a public debate taking place in Fargo. The candidates for US Senate
were appearing. The priest in the Catholic Church in Morehead, Minnesota told Javier
to attend. He invited Paul. The recent death of a college student by drug overdose
spiraled the topic. The two candidates were going after each other on subjects of
concern locally.
The stage was set in the City Auditorium. Major public functions took place there.
Javier and Paul dressed casual. They entered and sat down.
The Democratic candidate spoke first. “ Ladies and gentlemen, it is an honor to
be here and present my proposals to address issues that impact the lives of the people of
North Dakota and the nation as a whole. The agriculture industry is constantly under
pressure from the markets, the weather, and the unforeseen forces of nature……..
The speech went on to touch on various subjects until it got to the one Javier and Paul
were interested in. Drugs.
“ Our porous borders must be closed so the illegal importation of drugs can stop.
We have a strong demand for drugs. Smugglers are willing to risk their lives to bring
them across the border. The demand is lacerated with a high cost which is paid, yes,
paid in spite of the ability to do so because drugs enslave the users. Those who bring
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drugs to our country are doing great damage to our youth, our adults, and senior
citizens. regardless of race, color of skin, or religion. Americans are imperiled by drug
use. We can do better as a nation.”
The speaker was applauded. He had touched on several topics. The audience
reacted to those which impacted them individually or as a group. The Republican
candidate began to address the audience.
“ I hold the same views as my opponent on several issues but I differ with him
on the issue of drugs. People should be able to control their habits, they should be able
to keep their children away from drugs. Government has no business raising families.
We have a history of throwing money at programs that get publicity but accomplish
little. The problems seem to grow. To put a stop to drugs we must strengthen the base of
our families, a base that has roots in a Judeo-Christian environment where God rules in
the home. We can not control what our youth do but we can exert influence through
their conscience and that can only be done through God. Rather than throw money into
rehabilitation centers and other such things, we should promote the expansion of our
Christian roots in such a strong manner that God will come into their hearts and then,
we can rebuild society where it is faulting today.” The applause was deafening.
Javier and Paul went to a restaurant after the debate was over. “ Those guys had
common views on farm issues, gun control, foreign aid, and the space race. I guess the
students were not impressed with them, but the adults from the community were
applauding feverishly. You think migrants with drug problems will settle for a sermon
from Father John?” Javier said. Paul laughed. Then sighed.
“ The debaters were speaking to the audience on what they felt the people there
wanted to hear. If our people had been in the audience, they would have walked out. We
have other issues. Poor housing, health services, jobs, transportation, and such things
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that are not a high priority to the people in attendance tonight. I noted some of them
stared at us with those breath-in looks that speak volumes.” Javier said. “ The people
who will deal with our problems are not in North Dakota or Minnesota. They are back
in Texas. That’s where solutions to these problems can be proposed ”
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1975

Rudy Torres arrived in San Antonio 0n American Airlines Flight 6579 from
Chicago. Aurelia Paredes was waiting for him in the Airport lobby.
“ I am going to take you to the office. Sergio is waiting for you. He came in
yesterday from New Mexico. He went to meet with people who sell Navajo Indian
artifacts.” Aurelia said. She worked in the office on Broadway, near the San Antonio
Zoo.
Aurelia was 30 years old. She planned a small birthday party in her home.
“ You are welcome to come,” she said. Torres did not answer. He kept his eyes focused
on the streets.
“ Sergio will be hungry. Get us something to eat after you drop me off.” He was
cold. Aurelia did not mind. She knew Torres. She was trusted by him and the men who
came frequently from Chicago. She felt that was a compliment.
Aurelia’s husband was doing 12 years in prison for manslaughter. During a
fight, he killed a man in an ice house (hieleria) on Commerce Street, near Zarzamora
Avenue. Roy Chapa put Aurelia on the payroll. She was in charge of the office in San
Antonio. Sergio Cuellar was in charge of operations.
The Chicago mob ran two offices in San Antonio. Torres was responsible for one.
The other was closed recently when Roy Chapa made personnel changes. He would
open a new office soon.
***
“ We are expanding our operations in San Antonio,” Torres said. Sergio nodded.
He knew Torres well. He did not expect any embraces when they met. Torres was
cold. But he was trustworthy. He focused his sight on people he did not like, much like a
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buzzard perching on a tree.
Sergio was an associate of the Chicago mobsters. He was in charge of the San
Antonio operations after Frank Vega was killed. Frank handled an AK47 automatic rifle
with ease. He was killed in Laredo when a drug deal went sour in 1972. The Chicago mob
sent him to Laredo that time as an enforcer.
Frank was a trigger man who was not reluctant to use deadly force. He was feared
by his associates as well as his enemies. His death was a constant reminder to Torres
and others of the uncertainty of the people they associated with. No one ever verified
who actually shot Frank when the drug deal went sour. He was killed by someone who
was standing close to him. Shot in the back of the head.
Sergio was always reluctant to ask questions. Torres told him what he needed to
know or do. “ We suffered a setback in the Chicago operations. The supply route from
Turkey was closed. Our best source is Texas if we can reopen operations, “ Torres said.
The Chicago mob had been getting black tar heroin from Turkey. The Federal
Drug Enforcement Administration closed that source. The drugs were sent via airplane
from Istanbul to Spain, then on to New York City. A mole was planted inside the Turkish
group. The DEA moved in with furious force. No prisoners were expected in that fight.
None were taken.
“ I am here to re-open the Texas route. We are strengthening our operations in
San Antonio.” Sergio nodded.
“ We will be supplied from Nuevo Laredo, ” Sergio said. Torres looked at him in
his cold quiet ways.
“ I am going there to reopen communications and establish contacts. Have you
heard anything from Laredo?” Sergio shook his head. “ I need to visit the border. Do
we have phone numbers for our contacts there?”
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“ Aurelia has numbers and other information. She will provide you with what
you need,” Sergio said. They were inside the old mechanic’s garage which served as a
front for an office.
The office was well kept. Aurelia had little work to do but she did what she had to
with tact. Torres walked inside her office. Aurelia brought up the files. She created a
code system to record sensitive information. She was the only one who could open the
files.
Aurelia provided several files. She had to interpret those that were in code. She
was the only one who understood the code. “ These are still active, ” she said. Torres
picked up the file of Chuy Infante from a different pile.
“ I thought he was gone,” Torres said, “ He survived. Is he still active?” Aurelia
did not know.
“ Eliodoro Ceja will know. He visits Laredo often. He runs errands for the boys in
the Mirasoles Courts. He is small time. Those boys stick mostly to the Courts project.
They don’t enter our territories,” she said.
“ Let’s meet with Eliodoro. Find out where he hangs. We will pay him a visit.”
***
“ Chuy Infante is the one with the connections across the Rio Grande. He
provides us pot and pills, what ever we want. We pay him cash.” Eliodoro knew Sergio
well. He was not reluctant to give him information.
“ Who else is active in Laredo?” Torres asked. He did not tell Eliodoro about the
altercation that took place four years before. Chuy Infante and others were involved.
Several men were killed. The credibility of everyone involved was shaken.
Eliodoro provided new telephone numbers for Chuy Infante and others in
Laredo. He offered to work for Torres if they wanted him.
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***
Around six in the morning the sun’s rays began pouring their sizzling shots
mercilessly on the South Texas landscape. It was another cloudless, sun drenched day.
“God is punishing the City’s corrupt,” the old lady said . Elderly, children, the
sick—and the innocent also?” Esperanza was looking feverishly at the bright cloudless
sky. It was a beauty to fear rather than admire.
The sun started shinning around six in the morning. The city was expecting 114
degrees by noon. The heat threatened to fry people. Merely 114⁰ Fahrenheit. There was
no breeze to cool the heat down a little. The weather created serious problems for the
elderly and families with young children. The Community Action Agency program
providing cooling units was a God sent gift.
Hundreds, perhaps a thousands water coolers were needed. The water cooled
air protected the elderly and the children in the afternoons. The weather was discussed
at a Community Action Program Board meeting. The weather was a hot topic.
***
Houses needed to be built with high ceilings to absorb the heat better. They were
cooler. It would take a lot of money to lift the ceilings on old houses. The city needed to
make high ceilings a code requirement to cool down homes and save energy. This is the
way houses were built years back.
The latest house construction methods were being analyzed at the meeting. Paco
had his hands full. He could have an impact on the barrio at the Community action
Program board. He was a member. There was money in that organization that could be
used to help the people.
A man dressed in a business suit asked to speak . “ Who’s fault is it that the city
has not addressed the hot weather requiring houses with higher ceilings? “
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Paco rose to answer. “ Finding out who is at fault is not going to solve the
problem. A need has been identified. What we need is action. Let’s take a request to
City Council. ”
“ Years before, Pablo tried to help before he got into trouble with the law. The
people in the barrio always looked up to him for leadership. Until he started hanging
out with Chuy Infante and his buddies!” Azucena remembered. A mother never forgets.
The lack of cooling units expanded the sizzling sensation in the afternoons.
Those with adequate air conditioning kept quiet. The most affected were the elderly and
the children. The children complained, the elderly did not.
“I wonder what the poor people across the river in Mexico are doing about the
heat….they are worse off than we are..” Azucena was thinking.
Few people complained about the hot weather. Few complained about anything.
Many people were out of town working in other states during summer.
***
The weather has been extremely hot. Very hot. Temperatures have exceeded 105 ⁰
Fahrenheit four straight days. The 4th of July is around the corner. In spite of the heat,
San Agustin Plaza, across the street from La Posada Hotel, is being prepared for the
Independence Day Festivities. Some things were hotter than the weather in Laredo.
Rudy Torres drove into Laredo. He had been in the Alamo City several days. He
got off the expressway, took a side road, and turned into San Bernardo Avenue. He
drove all the way to the downtown area. La Posada Hotel was on the last street. The
Rio Grande river bank was close to the hotel. Mexico was right across the river.
Mexicans were fishing or walking on the river bank on the Mexican side. Just
below the hotel, near the river, the Border Patrol were using field glasses, observing
up and the down the river delta. They were scanning the area, checking for illegal
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activity. Young boys from Mexico swam across the river right under the bridge. They
swam back after a while. The Border Patrol made sure they did.
***
“ I will be staying three days, “ He gave the clerk a credit card. “ Charge my
meals to the card also. I will be eating at the restaurant.” The young lady looked at
Torres, smiled, took his card, made a copy, finished the registration and handed him
the keys to his room. “ The garage for guest parking is downstairs. We can have your car
valet parked if you wish.”
“ I will park it myself,” Torres said. “ Hold my telephone calls. “ The clerk
nodded. She made a notation on a pad with Torres’ room number on it.
***
“Hello—hello—“ Torres was calling Chuy Infante. Maybe this is not his number.,
“ Hello—hello—then, a voice was heard on the line.
“ Who is this—how did you get this number---?
“ Chuy—its me—Rudy Torres from Chicago—Don’t hang up—listen to me—I am
in Laredo—I want to meet with you-where ever you want—we need to talk..”
Silence for a few seconds. “ How do I know it’s you, ” Chuy said.
“ We went to San Luis together—remember the meal at La Foca,” Torres said. He
should know it’s me---he vomited outside that restaurant. I am the only one who
knows.
What do you want,” Chuy said. He wondered if it was really Torres.
“ I am in the candy business, Mexican candies. Maybe we can work something
out. What you say we meet at a local restaurant? Your choice. “
“ I will see you at the Western Grill, on San Bernardo, at four this afternoon.”
The phone clicked. He took a shower. The phone rang twice but he did not answer. He
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would check with the clerk later for messages.
Torres left La Posada Hotel. He drove on San Bernardo Avenue to the Western
Grill. It was one of the better restaurants in the city
***
The Western Grill had a rustic flavor. There were two large wooden wagon
wheels inside the main entrance, one on each side. The wall paper had a ranch motif
with cattle, horses, and cowboys swinging lassos painted every 10 feet along the entire
east side of the restaurant. There were pictures of cowboys riding horses with the moon
shining on their backs. At the southern end of the eating room, 12 deer heads with
antlers mounted were displayed with some kind of honor. Each of the booths on the
north end were set in a corral-like portable scene.
***
There were few people in the restaurant at that hour. Torres was familiar with
the place. Four years before he made arrangements there for a major drug deal with
persons from San Luis Potosi.
“ I will look at the menu. Bring me some coffee,” he said. The waitress nodded
and left. He was waiting for Chuy to arrive. It was 15 minutes to four. He wanted to
make sure he was at the restaurant before Chuy got there.
Chuy walked in. He scanned the people inside, looking slowly at each one. He
spotted Torres. He walked towards him, cautiously. Bitter memories began to surface
and multiply. The past started coming alive.
“ We meet again,” Chuy said. By gesture, he was invited to sit down.
“ It has been some time since we have seen each other. ” Torres was serene.
He looked at Chuy with cold eyes but hid his contempt. He had plans.
Chuy extended his hand to shake Torres’. The clasp was cold and quick.
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The distrust between them was obvious. Chuy surveyed the area constantly, as if fearing
ambush any minute. “ We are alone,” Torres said.
“ What brings you to Laredo,” Chuy said. “ The last time we met you left without
warning. “
“ The last time we met we all left without warning. I am sure you have thought
much about the way things ended. I am hoping we can talk about that. Maybe do some
business. More careful this time. I was not part of any thing that took place when
things fouled up,” Torres said.
“ Everyone who survived that episode has had much on his mind. Three close
friends of mine lost their lives. Two are still missing. We engendered the suspicion of the
people in Chicago, in Mexico, in Nuevo Laredo, in addition to law enforcement,” Chuy
said. Pablo Perez and Javier Juarez are still missing--Torres took a sip of coffee. He ordered tamales. He told Chuy to order.
“ I am not hungry. Just coffee,” Chuy said.
“ Things went wrong. I have wondered, maybe like you, who took the money, the
drugs, who ordered the shooting? ” Torres said. Both were next to Frank Vega, the guy
with the AK47 when the shooting started.
Four years have passed since the event took place. The news blasted the air waves
for four months after it happened. With a lot of conjecture, the media suggested this or
that person or this or that was behind the killings. Few remembered the incident. Some
had not forgotten.
“ It is hard to trust anyone. It seems like nothing happened, but my friends were
killed. I was next to you. Next thing I remember, you were gone, ” Chuy said.
“ I barely escaped with my life. I laid low for two years. A lot of people in Chicago
were looking for me. I was cleared from suspicion. I got back with the men I used to
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work with before. That is why I am here. I was with you at the Ranchito most of the
time. I had nothing to do with what happened. I was targeted also. ”
“ What brings you to Laredo ?” Chuy said.
“ I have been approached by associates to get black tar heroin from Mexico to
South Chicago. I need help. This time things will be different. ”
“ I need to think about this. What role will I play?”
Torres looked at Chuy carefully, placed his hands on the table, “ You can recruit
runners for me. You and I left contacts in San Luis. They may be willing to deal with us.
You have the contacts in Nuevo Laredo. I have contacts from here to Chicago. You have
contacts over things from here on to Mexico, all the way to San Luis Potosi.”
“ How are we going to be safe from people we do not know? They will be in the
same group with us,” Chuy said.
“ We put together things to check every step we take from the trips to San Luis to
the crossing on the river. We will have something better than hostages. We will have
money on the table, sort of like a bond that guarantees everyone acts in good faith. I
have a plan I need to explain. I need to know if you are interested.”
“ We can discuss the plan, but if we can not agree, I don’t want any retaliation.
You know me, I am not going to go to anyone with your plans.”
Torres observed Chuy carefully, “ Agreed. Can we meet again tomorrow to go
over the plans? ”
Chuy got up. Without shaking hands, he turned and left. Torres was satisfied. It
was a good start. After what happened four years before. He had something to report to
the bosses in Chicago. He needs money to implement his plans. He paid the bill and left
the restaurant. Outside the door, he saw Chuy drive away.
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***
La Posada Hotel was lively. A large delegation from Monterrey was staying there.
Mariachis were playing and singing. People staying at the hotel were invited to the
party. There was an open bar, food tables were set up. Torres mixed with the crowd for
a while. He was tired so he retired to his room early.
***

The July 4th Parade in St Cloud, Minnesota took place on the Mississippi River.
It was a ‘ flotilla ‘ parade. The St Cloud Times, had a front page article announcing the
flotilla. US Senator Hubert Humphry would be there along with local officials. Paul and
Susan were visiting Don Ricardo and his family. They planned to attend the flotilla
parade along with thousands of St Cloud residents.
Patriotism was strong in Minnesota. Thousands of Minnesotans volunteered to
fight during the Civil War. President Abraham Lincoln and the Union Generals were
revered as heroes, even after 100 years had passed. Many sons of Minnesota who lost
their lives were still remembered and honored.
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, and the Balkan countries in South Eastern
Europe were sources of origin for thousands of emigrants to the state. Blacks, Mexican
Americans, and Ojibwas (Chippewa) Indians, were also part of the population make up
of the state.
***

“Elma Benavides has a plan to address high school drop outs. She is making a
presentation tonight. Parents and community members have been invited, The CAP
Director will also be there. The two community aides who work in the barrio will
explain what they found regarding the drop outs,” Eloisa said.
Eloisa liked to attend the meetings. She was a volunteer along with her sisters
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Juana, and Florencia. They helped prepare the meetings with food, soft drinks, coffee,
cookies and door prizes. They also recruited three young girls to watched over the small
children while their parents participated in the meeting.
The people started arriving at the Guadalupe Parish Hall. The CAA agency aides
were preparing seats, the stage, and the microphones. By 6:00 PM, 38 seats were filled.
Refreshments and cookies were passed.
The agenda was distributed. The meeting started with the invocation. Next the
Pledge of Allegiance. Then to the pending business with the presentations.
“ The secretary will please read the list of officers present. ” The list was read.
The president, the vice-president, the secretary, and the CAP representatives were all
there.
“ We will now have a report from the CAP representatives.” Juana Jimenez went
to the podium.
“We attended the meeting of the CAP Board on June 6, at the Boys and Girls Club
auditorium. The main topic was the Methadone Maintenance program for persons with
drug problems. The use of Methadone deters the craving for heroin. The Clinic will
be located at 1200 San Bernardo. Dr. Efrain Robles is the director.” Juana paused, “A
new housing program proposed by the County was announced. Construction will start
within the next two months. Plans are being finalized. The City will start a new tourist
promotion campaign using hotel/motel taxes to finance it.“
Other reports were heard. Elma asked the audience if anyone had questions or
comments to make regarding the reports. There were none. Presentations followed on
the Methadone Maintenance Program. “Mr. Gregorio Cantu from the City Health
Department will explain the program.” Elma said. She gave the microphone to Mr.
Cantu.
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“ Good evening. The City Health Department acknowledges the rise in substance
abuse in the City. To address the problem from one end, a Methadone Maintenance
program is in place. The program provides Methadone, a chemical opiate medicine that
stops the craving for heroin. This allows a person using drugs to live a normal life while
slowly rehabilitating. Methadone is a legal drug, administered under supervision.” A
man in the back raised his hand.
“ What happens if the drug user stops taking Methadone after he or she has
started, but has no money to pay?” Cantu grabbed a flyer from the podium.
“ We will not drop anyone from the program for inability to pay. We only charge
$1.00 per day.”
Other questions followed. Chuy was observing. He attended the meeting to talk to
his mother who was presiding at the meeting. He would meet with Torres the next day.
The City is taking steps to curb the use of drugs—I guess we must target San Antonio
and other points north…
An item for action approved was a visit to the Mayor’s office to protest the
Vietnamese War. Three young persons in the audience requested action to protest the
Vietnam War. They want people from the barrio to visit the City Council and ask them to
pass a resolution against the War.
Elma knew the Mayor and Council members would be reluctant to oppose the
war. Laredo had very strong military veterans organizations and they were in full
support of the war. Five persons volunteered to visit the next City Council meeting to
make the request.
***
Boca Chica was a popular Mexican restaurant in West St Paul. Paul took Susan to
eat. The place was full.
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“ I want the steak ranchero with the hot sauce, the baked potato, refried beans
and flour tortillas. A glass of lemonade is fine,” Susan said. Paul ordered the enchilada
plate, with pinto beans and rice, hot chile sauce, and corn tortillas on the side in small
dishes. He ordered lemonade also.
“ I wonder what is going on in Laredo. The 4th of July is barely celebrated there.
In June, there was a popular celebration. The 20th of June was El Dia de San Juan, St
John’s Day. People went on picnics and horseback riding.”
Susan looked at Paul, “ You miss Laredo, don’t you?”
“ I miss those things which made me happy. There is another side I don’t miss. ”
He did not elaborate. Susan did not pick up on the subject either. The waiter arrived
with the salad. The meal followed.
***
Chuy met Torres for breakfast at Cotulla’s early in the morning. It was a popular
restaurant. The place was a favorite eatery for local politicians and professional people.
Chuy liked to eat there.
“ I am glad we came early. The working crowd will be here shortly.” Chuy said.
Torres nodded. He was looking at a menu. A waitress came with two cups of coffee.
“ What news do you have from Don Luis Trejo?” Torres said. He waved at the
waitress to approach so he could order.
Chuy looked at Torres, “ I called Don Luis after we met. He said he will see us
anytime we want.” He looked at the waitress and ordered two barbacoa mariachis. In
Laredo, tacos were called “ mariachis “. The young lady wrote the orders on her pad
and left.
“ We have to be careful when we meet with Don Luis. He has not forgotten the
beating he took the last time we dealt with him. He was not paid. His suppliers came
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gunning for him. He was left hanging with a substantial debt,” Chuy said.
“That will not happen this time. I am in charge of payments. I made it clear to
my associates that we must not mess up or we will be in deep waters.”
The waitress arrived with coffee and hot chile sauce, Mexican style. “ The
mariachis are coming, “ she said. She left to attend to another table where guests were
calling her.
“ Have you heard anything about Pablo Perez or Javier Juarez ?” Torres asked
Chuy looked at him “ No, their families do not know where Pablo or Javier are.
No one talks.”
“ Lets visit Don Luis Trejo tomorrow. I need to call Chicago and make sure they
are in agreement with what we are going to discuss. We are not only dealing with Trejo,
also Don Chu Chu in San Luis Potosi, and the suppliers from South America,” Torres
said. He knew all the parties involved in any transaction would be watching him closely.
Few, if any, had forgotten what happened four years before when a major deal went
sour. The losses were high. Money, drugs, and lives.
“Your mother will be going to protest the war at the Mayor’s office later this
morning. The Laredo Morning Times has an article on front page,” Torres said.
Chuy Infante took a bite from his taco, munched, drank coffee, and swallowed.
“ She is an active person. The people in the barrio are involved in the Anti-Poverty
Program. Two relatives of mine work as Neighborhood Aides in the Azteca barrio.”
“ The program operates in Chicago also. There is some help for poor people
but most of it is sloganeering. It keeps people busy so they stay away from City Hall. The
jobs created are taken by the buddies of the Mayor. The political situation continues
with the same group in power and another one trying to get in. People are entertained
in political campaigns. Candidates insult each other but soon afterwards get together
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and shake hands. Each takes his share of the spoils, ” Torres said.
Chuy took a sip of coffee. “ Poor people are the same everywhere. We have some
militants coming from Crystal City to promote the Raza Unida Party. They don’t know
that Laredo is not Crystal City where Mexican Americans are poor and without political
power. Here all we have are Mexican Americans. Even the Whites speak Spanish. The
issues here are social and economic discrimination. The poor are looked down on, “ he
said.
“ The Chamber of Commerce pushes the ‘Friendly City on The Border’ theme. I
guess that goes for a few people only,” Torres said.
“ Of course there is friendliness here. For a few people. We know life is different
outside the social sets. Even inside of them, there is envy, jealousy, rancor, and all the
other negative things you can think of, “ Chuy said.
“You know about local politics. It is important to find out who is going to win an
election so we can help that person. We never know when we are going to need friends
in public offices. In Chicago we make sure we have friends in high places. It costs money
but it’s well worth it. A lot of guys have been sprung from the jaws of judges after they
got into trouble.” Torres said. “ By the way, friends from the state prison have made
sure Lacho Alaniz joins us when we go to San Luis Potosi to deal with Don Chu Chu. He
will be out of prison next week. ”
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San Luis Potosi

The International Bridge was packed. One way, as usual. People were returning
home. Those hundreds who work in Laredo were returning home to Mexico. The
thousands who attended local schools in Laredo had already crossed back to their
country.
Thousands of US citizens lived on the Mexican side of the border. They crossed
over daily to shop, work, go to school, and do other things. Thousands also crossed
over the bridges with goods that were destined for either Mexico or the United States.
The border was very busy. Others crossed for different reasons. Chuy was an expert in
crossing the border. Torres knew that.
Crossing on the main International Bridge from Laredo to Nuevo Laredo kept
one on Guerrero Avenue. The Nuevo Laredo downtown district started right after the
bridge was crossed. Shops, bars, night clubs, plazas, theatres and restaurants filled more
than 15 blocks down the street.
Guerrero Avenue was the main entrance into Nuevo Laredo. After crossing the
International Bridge, the city block that followed lead to a plaza, a park square, with
benches, food, newspaper stands, and shoeshine stalls. People congregated in the plaza
to do business, rest, or just hang around.
There were several liquor stores on the first block after crossing the bridge.
Liquor had a high demand from tourists and shoppers. Down a couple of blocks
there was another plaza. Across the street from the second plaza there were shoe stores
that catered to preference for cowboy boots. Some boots were made from alligator skin,
others from peacock feathers, from kangaroo skin, and other exotic animals from
around the world. The quality was first class.
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The Mercado, the market place, was a full city block building with limited parking
on the outside street curbs. The building had three floors where vendors rented stalls to
sell their products. From jewelry, to clothing, musical instruments, food, and about
anything typical of Mexico could be found in the Mercado.
Tourists frequented the Mercado. Peoples from the US side also visited often.
There were several stores stuffed with the produce in season. There was a major grocery
store next to a hotel. Chuy made contacts with friends and others in the grocery store.
He was impressed with the beautiful girls who manned the cash registers.
Guerrero Avenue was busy with traffic and pedestrians at all hours of the day. In
the evenings it was glamourous. Night clubs in the area offered tourists and local
patrons first class entertainment. Tourist magazines in the US and Mexico advertised
the night life of Nuevo Laredo.
***
“Lacho, Juan Benitez, Rudy Torres and I will be in San Luis Potosi in 10 days, ”
Chuy said. He was meeting with Don Luis Trejo at the Nuevo Leon restaurant.
Cabrito, tender kid goat, was roasted in an open fire. Carta Blanca beers were ordered.
“ You will be careful. Don Chu Chu may not be in charge anymore. He was being
pushed aside by two nephews..” Don Luis Trejo said. The waiter arrived with a glass
filled with beer. Don Luis Trejo liked his beer in a frozen glass, bathed with rims of
fresh squeezed lemon juice covered with salt. The beer had a tart taste. A lemon was
bitten after each sip . The satisfaction was visible on his face.
“ Are you concerned things can go wrong,” Chuy said.
“ You are dealing with dangerous people. If they suspect something is out of
order, you will not leave San Luis alive.”
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Don Luis Trejo laid his empty glass on the table. He ordered another beer.
He had contacts in San Luis Potosi, who would assist Chuy and the others. He knew
how suspicious the San Luis Potosi people were.
“ Go by the plaza in front of the Cathedral. There is a small book store across the
street on the south side of the Cathedral. My contact there will guide you to the people
who work for Don Chu Chu.”
Chuy sent Lacho to get the immigration papers, register the car, get travel
insurance for at least fifteen days and look into legal matters. After more discussion
with Don Luis Trejo, Chuy left the restaurant. Don Luis Trejo gave him his blessing. “
God go with you. I will wait to protect the merchandise once it gets here.”
***
The Southland Café was busy. Visitors from San Antonio, shoppers from
Monterrey, and local business people frequented the place. Chuy and Torres were
having lunch. Distrust was still alive between them.
“ Hamburger steak is not bad. Indigestion is limited.” Chuy was making small
talk. Torres was slicing a piece of hamburger steak.
“ I met with Don Luis Trejo. I got all the papers ready to cross into Mexico
tomorrow morning.” Torres nodded. He continued chewing. He was holding a
piece of hamburger steak hooked on his fork while he chewed on another piece.
“ We must be careful. The check point on kilometer 26 has been alerted. I already
paid the guards who will be on duty between six and ten in the morning.” Torres said.
He washed his food down with a glass of beer.
“ I have rations, beer, cigarettes, and American clothes for the trip.” Chuy was
familiar with the supplies and equipment needed for a trip to central Mexico.
***
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The evening came and went. The sun’s rays broke through the darkness. Chuy
got up, showered, and dressed. Torres was waiting at La Posada Hotel lobby. They left
to pick up the others.
Crossing into Nuevo Laredo was simple. No problems. Driving to the check point
on kilometer 26 was fine. The guards saw the station wagon coming and took their
positions.
“ Buenos dias,” the guard said. He looked at Torres with vicious eyes. “ Anything
to declare.”
“ No, we are going to Monterrey to visit relatives.”
“ Have a safe trip.” The guard waved them on . Chuy stepped on the
accelerator .
The first stop was Cienega de Flores, a small town made famous for dry shredded
meat, ‘machacado’, which was served at breakfast with eggs. The town was half way
from the border to Monterrey.
***
“ Soon we enter Sabinas Hidalgo, ” Lacho said. Torres had been through this
route before. On that occasion he was asleep when they passed through Sabinas
Hidalgo. “ We will eat breakfast there.”
Sabinas Hidalgo was the heart of an avocado region. Avocado trees grew strong
and tall in the area. On the western side of the city there was an underground spring
known as “El Ojo de Agua. The underground water spring turned into a stream that
flowed into a park where it was dammed. The dam was turned into a public swimming
pool.
“ Sabinas Hidalgo is famous for it’s folkloric bands, dances, and fiestas,” Lacho
said. No one paid attention.
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The mountain pass , Mamilique, was a few kilometers outside of the city. The
pass was pretty high. They went through the pass without problems. Danger from
falling rocks kept travelers nervous as they went through the pass.
The next stop was Monterrey, a city of over two-million people. An industrial
center, with iron ore mills and foundries that dwarfed anything Torres had ever seen in
the US. The steel mill was twice as big as the Inland Steel Mills in Indiana Harbor.
The traffic in Monterrey was horrendous. Lacho knew a by-pass on the north
side of the city, ending on the western part of the metropolis. The Capital of the
Mexican State of Coahuila was 50 miles away.
Just before entering Saltillo, there was a cut off by-pass to the south. The road
headed into Arteaga, a small town near a ravine pass going south. The next stop was
in the city of Matehuala, close to 150 miles away.
***
After three hours, Matehuala was reached. Food and a pit stop were needed. Las
Palmas Motel and Restaurant was well known to tourists. Lacho drove into the parking
lot. Everyone noticed the medium size avocado trees with fruit hanging on them.
San Luis Potosi was two and a half hours away after leaving Matehuala. Outside
of the city there was red snake meat for sale. The snake meat was hung on make-shift
mesquite wood stilts. The snake skin was peeled off. The heads and the tails were cut
off. The red meat was a popular delicacy locally.
The entrance to San Luis Potosi was inundated with heavy truck and car traffic.
The metropolis was a commercial center. Located at the center of the Mexican Republic,
the city was busy with commercial activity of different kinds. It was a manufacturing
center. Lacho was familiar with the city. He headed for the downtown.
***
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“ Don Chu Chu will be waiting for us tomorrow. We will eat cabrito at La Foca,”
Lacho said. La Foca was a restaurant that specialized in young goat meat.
Along the drive to San Luis Potosi, Chuy and Torres did not discuss business.
Torres was mostly quiet. Chuy kept changing radio stations. He did not like the music
he was getting. Chuy and Lacho carried on a conversation.
“ We will stay at the Hotel Panorama, on Venustiano Carranza Avenue, past the
State Government Palace,” Lacho said. He was familiar with the City. “ We have some
contacts who hang around the Plaza de Armas, in front of the Municipal Government
Palace.”
“ The last time we stayed at Hotel Filher, on Zaragoza Street. The place was
pretty good,” Chuy said. He had been to San Luis twice before.
***
Paul Perez was in San Luis Potosi with Chuy four years before. Things had not
changed much. I wish Pablo was here—he had a way about things-I depended a lot on
him-- Chuy remembered Paul was a leader. He visited the San Miguelito barrio in San
Luis with three men from Chicago who went to San Luis with them that time. Torres was
very suspicious. He conversed little other than was necessary. There was something
about Torres that irritated Paul, Chuy, and others. “ I feel strange about that guy being
close to us,” Paul said. Chuy nodded. Torres noticed Paul was Chuy’s most trusted
lieutenant.
I wonder where Pablo is…. San Luis Potosi opened the memory bank in Chuy.
Four years had passed in vain.
***
The station wagon was driven into the hotel parking lot. Bus boys swarmed
hoping for gratuities from the visitors. Chuy accommodated a couple while the visitors
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got their personal belongings out of the station wagon.
The clerk was friendly. It was the custom. There were several couples sitting on
sofa seats in the lobby. Chuy Infante scanned the area. He feared the San Luis hosts
could turn deadly any minute. He had made reservations at Hotel Napoles on Los
Bravos Avenue. He made sure his hosts knew about those reservations. Reservations
were also made at Hotel Panorama, where they registered. Precautions never bothered
them.
***
San Luis Potosi was the Capital of the State with the same name. Hernan Cortez,
the Spanish Conquistador, settled the region with Tlaxcalan Indians in 1530. There
were three main regions in the state, the Huasteca, a mountainous region with
vegetation and oil, the Valley was a sea level low land region where ranching and
farming boom and the Altiplano in the northwestern mountainous region was rich in
silver. The ghost city of El Real de Catorce was built between mountain peaks in the
Altiplano. It was reached through a one-car tunnel cut into the high mountains. During
Colonial times, the Spaniards built the city to house a coin mint.
***
Lacho knew the ins and outs of the downtown business district. Chuy planned
their stay carefully. He felt their hosts still remembered the last time they did business
and the Mexicans lost.
“ Don Chu Chu—como esta-how are you?’ Chuy was on the telephone. The old
man was waiting for him. After small talk, they agreed to meet the next day before noon.
They had a whole evening and the morning next day to kill. Apparently Don Chu Chu
was still in charge in San Luis Potosi.
La Foca was not a well known restaurant. It was located on Vicente Guerrero
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Avenue near Morelos Street. Don Chu Chu selected it for the meeting. Chuy Infante
agreed. It was in the downtown district. Too many people for any violence to take place.
“ Scout the restaurant. All corners. We don’t want surprises. Our hosts are not
to be trusted. But be careful. Make sure you do not show any weapons. The police are
constantly checking people in the downtown district. I think we will be safe but we
must be ready.” Chuy was not taking any chances with the Mexicans. Lacho left to check
things out.
The Mexican Revolution of 1910 was planned in San Luis Potosi. Francisco
Indalecio Madero, the leader of the revolt, wrote the declaration for the uprising in
San Luis Potosi. The “ Plan de San Luis”, became the battle cry in 1910 which lead to
the overthrow of the Porifirio Diaz dictatorship. El “Plan De San Luis” was launched on
November 20, 1910. It was the start of the Mexican Revolution that swept the whole
nation. San Luis Potosi was also the home of El Alazan Tostado, Gonzalo M Santos, one
of the most blood thirsty persons who became governor. He was the vivid image of a
cacique, a war lord.
The night was spent quietly. Chuy and Torres talked about the coming meeting. “
These people do not trust us. We must be careful we do not do anything out of the
ordinary. Make sure Lacho and the others are ready for action at all times,” Torres said.
Chuy nodded. They were drinking beer and eating taquitos with hot chile sauce.
***
The night turned into day while everyone slept. They had placed sleeping bags in
a corner of the room in case someone tried to surprise them. Distrust was high. They
knew Don Chu Chu and others were aware they were in town.
“ Good morning,” The cleaning lady met Lacho in the hall way. He got up early.
He was on his way to the hotel restaurant. He noted tourists from Mexico City were
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loading up on a chartered bus.
The restaurant was full. Waitresses could not keep up with the demand for
service. Lacho ate a light breakfast, read one of the local newspapers, and headed back
to his room. Chuy was still asleep. Torres was shaving in the bathroom.
“ Good morning.” Torres did not answer. He looked at Lacho, turned around
and kept shaving.
***
“ Pasen,” the lady at the entrance welcomed the group. Chuy noted three cars
stationed outside in strategic spots. No doubt they were Don Chu Chu’s men. They
were sporting new cars.
Don Chu Chu was sitting in a corner, facing the entrance. Three men were sitting
next to him. The visitors were waved to sit on the table with the old man.
“ Sit down—sit down. How was your trip?” Don Chu Chu spoke English.
“ Fine, fine., we had a good trip,” Chuy said. Lacho was left standing on the door
entrance, together with another man.
“ It has been some time since we last met, three or four years, if I am correct.”
Chuy did the talking. “ It has been some time. We want to talk some business.”
Don Chu Chu was a heavy-set man, balding hair, stooping, on his way to being a
hunchback. He wore glasses half way down his nose. He had to bend his head to get a
clear view of whoever was in front of him.
“ You came with two men the last time. Both are dead.” He remember Paul and
Javier.
“ Things did not work out the way we wanted the last time. Both of those men are
gone. Unfortunately,” Chuy said. “ We want to do things better this time.”
“ If we come to an understanding, with all the provisions necessary to protect
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Everyone,” Don Chu Chu said. He was somber most of the time. He looked at Chuy
with quirky eyes, casting an evil look of distrust while he talked.
“ Things have changed in San Luis, there are new people in our business. They
may want to participate in any arrangements. ”
“ We need a lot of merchandise. I hope you can arrange to get it. The buyers from
Chicago are represented by Rudy Torres,” Chuy said, pointing to Torres, “ They want a
good relationship so we can all profit.”
“ We are ready to get you what you want. But we must have assurances we will all
profit. There are still scars from the last time we did business. Those things never heal. ”
“ We all suffered losses, money-merchandise, and men. Some very close to me
and my friends. We have not found out who was responsible .” Chuy said. Don Chu
Chu did not seem convinced. “ I would not be here if I or my associates had anything to
do with that problem. I stake my life on that. ”
“What are we talking about? How much merchandise? “ The waitress brought
four menus. Coffee was ordered.”
“ Fifty pounds of black tar heroin to start.” Don Chu Chu raised his head slowly,
eyes fixed on Chuy.
“ A lot of merchandise. A lot of money. Transportation problems must be
addressed. ” Don Chu Chu signaled his body guard. He came with a cigarette and
placed it on his mouth. He clicked on a lighter next. Don Chu Chu inhaled slowly,
exhaled and coughed a little.
“ We are prepared to do business the way international business is done. Money
will be deposited in a bank of your choice, or banks if you wish. Upon the delivery of
the merchandise, you will have access to the funds,” Chuy said.
“ We do not trust Mexican banks, ” Don Chu Chu said. He pointed to the cabrito
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on the menu. The man sitting next to him got up and walked to the waitress standing
near the bar. “ Order what you wish. the food is good here. ”
Chuy looked at Torres, then turned back to the old man. “ We are talking about
banks on the US Border or whatever you choose. The deposits will be in a major
business firm’s name. The right to withdraw will be by a man of your trust. Money can
be wired or provided in cash. If cash is preferred, it will be your responsibility to cross
it to Mexico.” Torres kept looking at Chuy , then at the old man, then back to Chuy
again.
“ We need an advance to cover costs with the providers. You know that.”
“ We understand. We are ready to provide it.” Chuy remembered the last time
that was done. The advance was stolen, the Mexican groups disbanded and fought
against each other, to the detriment of the buyers.
“ We have some internal disagreements here. I hope no one from outside our
territory intervenes. What assurances do we have on that.” Chuy remembered the last
time they did business the Mexicans split into two groups, each vying for favor from the
Americans. The Americans lost.
“ We do business only with you.” Don Chu Chu did not seem convinced.
The conversation turned to logistics. “ We expect to be ready within two months.
You will need to establish a point of contact in Nuevo Laredo so we can communicate. If
that is agreeable.” Chuy Infante knew how to set up the communication network so
money could flow from the north and drugs from the south.
Don Chu Chu had organized an operation in a place that was protected by high
mountains with limited access . El Real De Catorce. It was a ghost city high in the El
Catorce Mountain range. The only access was through a one-way one car tunnel, a mile
and a half long.
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Built by the Spaniards in the 1600’s to establish a coin mint, the mountain city
prospered when silver was abundant. Now it was a ghost town. The main draw was an
annual religious pilgrimage to St Francis of Assis. Thousands visit the church of the
Sacred Purity during the holy days to honor St Francis of Assis for miracles performed.
“El Real de 14 is a decoy—the drugs will be hidden elsewhere—the Army can use
helicopters to enter El Real –if they wish to do so—anytime. It would not really be a
safe place unless it is kept in complete secrecy.“ Chuy was thinking.
“ We have one more problem. There are new providers in Peru. We have to meet
with them. The ones we did business with are gone. Last week we received notice they
were killed in an inter-family dispute. We must establish new contacts.”
“ We leave that up to you,” Chuy said.
“ I want to propose a deal,” Don Chu Chu said.
“ I am listening.” Torres looked at Chuy with nervous eyes. He spoke for
the first time.
“ A new deal has to be approved,” he said.
“ Good! Discuss it with your people. What we propose is that the two of you go to
Peru with Lipe, my field supervisor. Your two friends will stay here with me. Lipe has
been to Peru before. He has contacts there and can establish new contacts with the
new providers. Everything goes well, we have a deal. Otherwise we cannot provide you
the merchandise.”
“ I will call our contacts in Chicago. If they agree, we will go. If not, we wish you
good luck.” Torres was cold.
The meal was good. Everyone enjoyed the food. The two parties left. Torres
agreed to call his superiors in Chicago and let them know about the situation that had
just surfaced.
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***
There was music in the Plaza de Armas that night. People were enjoying
the food vendors sold. The music was by a mariachi group.
Torres called Chicago several times. He was having trouble getting through. It
was close to seven, Mexico time, when he got a connection. He was on the phone for
15 minutes. “ I will call again in half an hour,” he said. Chuy nodded.
The waiting was getting to everyone’s nerves. Watching the clock on the wall was
a new experience for Chuy and Torres.
Calling from Mexico to the United States was expensive and frustrating. Torres
got an operator who connected him to his associates. He heard a friendly voice. After
talking for three minutes, he became quiet. He nodded and hung up the phone.
“ We go with the deal. Chuy and I will go to Peru. Lacho and Juan will stay
here. I will make arrangements with Don Chu Chu to take care of both while we are
gone.” Torres was now in charge.
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Peru

The Benito Juarez airport in Mexico City was packed. People were flying in and
out to major cities of the world. Travel to major Mexican cities was also heavy. The
Mexico City metropolis with it’s 20 million inhabitants was the largest city in the world.
The airport was one of the busiest in North America.
“Our plane will take us to Santiago de Chile. We will take a flight from there to
Lima, the capital of Peru. From Lima we fly to Iquitos. That is our destination.” Torres
explained the itinerary. They got passports at the American Embassy.
Chuy had read about the US Embassy in Mexico City. ” They have departments
tat deal with agriculture, heavy equipment, the meat industry, just about anything you
can think of that has potential for trading.” Torres was not interested.
***
Rudy Torres grew up in a suburb of Chicago. Chicago Heights was 40 miles
south of the big city. Al Capone, the mob boss in the early part of the 19th Century was
buried there. The city was the center of a farming region. Farmers harvested crops
which were taken daily to the markets in Chicago.
Torres attended schools in west Chicago Heights. He dropped out in his junior
high school year. He went to work at the Ford Plant in East Chicago Heights. When he
was 18 years old, he moved to South Chicago where he joined the South Side Knights, a
gang that specialized in transporting illegal aliens. He graduated from that to gambling,
then to drug smuggling and pushing drugs in Calumet City, a suburb of Chicago. He
never imagined he would be in South America visiting the poppy fields in the Amazon
jungle.
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***
The flight route took them over the Central American west coast. Those sitting on
the left side in the airplane had a nice view of the bay off Nicaragua. The City of
Managua was barely visible in the distance to east of the bay. After leaving the Central
American coast, it was water and more water until the coast line of Ecuador was seen
as the plane veered a little to the right. The Andes Mountain Range was shining
beautifully as the sun’s rays bounced reflections off the snow covered mountain peaks.
After an hour, the plane started reducing speed. A few passengers who were
sleeping woke up. The loud speaker came on:
“ Favor de abrochar sus cinturones, aterizamos en Santiago de Chile en 15
minutos” The plane stewardess announced the approach to the capital of Chile in
15 minutes. Everybody fastened their seat belts.
The plane made a rough landing. There was a 15 minute wait before the plane
parked to unload passengers. The airport inspection was tight.
“ Where are you going? ” The lady inspector said. She had a cold impersonal
voice. “ Passports please.”
Augusto Pinochet was the President of Chile. He came to the office via a coup
d’ etat, in which the sitting president, Salvador Allende, died. Tension was high though
two years had passed since Allende was killed.
Salvador Allende was the first socialist elected in Chile who was a confirmed
Communist. Several major industries in Chile were targeted for confiscation. The
United States was infuriated that a communist had been elected in a democratic country
like Chile. An uprising by military leaders overtook the Presidential Palace. Allende was
found dead. Augusto Pinochet became President.
The country was in the midst of counter revolutionary terror. Many of Allende’s
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supporters were incarcerated, some were killed, and some were never heard of again.
Foreigners were suspected immediately. Torres and Chuy had American passports but
they did not look like gringos.
“ We are going to Lima, Peru, on personal business,” Chuy said. The inspector
gave him a cold look. She turned to another inspector who came by.
“ No paresen Americanos .” They do not look like Americans. “ What business
are you seeking in Lima ?”
“ We are looking for customers for heavy equipment which we can secure in the
United States,” Chuy said. He had identification cards representing a Caterpillar
company in Iowa. He had prepared himself. He was familiar with the political situation
in Chile.
“ In the United States there are Spanish surnamed persons who are American
citizens, ” Chuy said. They were motioned to move on.
Chuy had warned Torres about the political instability in Chile at the time. But
both were coming from the United States. That was a plus since President Pinochet was
acceptable to American authorities.
The plane to Lima was boarded. The flight took two hours. The Lima Airport
was busy. The plane was placed in a holding pattern because of heavy air traffic. The
quiet group of passengers suddenly start laughing and talking when the plane was
allowed to land.
***
“ Welcome to Lima, we hope you enjoy your stay,” the friendly inspectors said.
Two hours later, the plane to Iquitos was boarded. “ It is the major city in the Amazon
region. We will be close to the heart of the Inca world, ” Chuy said. Torres looked at
him, then turned to look through the airplane window.
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“ Do you understand Quechua,” The stewardess said. “ That language is popular
in Iquitos. Spoken mostly by natives. There are many in Iquitos.”
“ We speak Spanish and English. That will suffice.” Chuy said. Torres was silent.
Immersed in his own world. Thinking.
Don Chu Chu made telephone calls to people in Iquitos. He had contacts there
who would be meeting with Torres and Chuy. A visit to the poppy fields, in the jungle,
will take place the day after they arrive. The poppy fields were two hours away from
Iquitos. Don Chu Chu had made arrangements for a guide and transportation to the
fields.
“ Don Chu Chu said we are going to negotiate price and delivery schedules. He
is sending a special man known to the Peruvians to identify us before we are accepted
by our hosts,” Torres said.
***
The twin engine plane took off. Passengers were returning home. A group of
students attending a special musical event in Lima were singing. Torres took a nap.
Chuy listened with interest. In high school he played percussion. He had been a
member of the Laredo Martin High School Tiger band.
“ They are a secondary school quartet performing Peruvian waltzes in a national
contest,” the stewardess said. Chuy nodded. “They came in second place.”
Iquitos was tranquil when the plane landed. The City was the main population
center in the Amazon region of Peru.
“ We will meet with Lazaro “Chema” Parra, the coordinator with the providers in
the region where the poppies are grown.” Chuy said. He was passing information to
Torres.
There were several taxi cabs and mototaxies competing with each other for
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passengers. Mototaxies were small carts pulled by converted motorcycle units or other
small engine vehicles. They were very popular in Iquitos.
Chuy and Torres had to wait their turn to get their baggage after the youth group
got theirs. Outside the door, in the parking area, Torres waved a mototaxi. They
boarded and headed for the downtown district. “Hotel Pizzaro por favor,” Torres said.
The driver nodded.
The Hotel Pizzaro was busy with tourists from Lima visiting the Amazon region.
There was one room vacant. Chuy took it. He paid with a Traveler’s Cheque.
They had exchanged US Dollars for Peruvian Soles at the American Embassy in
Mexico City. Chuy exchanged $5,000 US dollars. They had $4,000 US dollars in
Traveler’s Cheques. The rest was in Peruvian Soles, the local money.
The room was modest. It had two beds, a bath, and a walk-in closet. A picture of
Pizzaro, the Spanish Conquistador, with an Inca Indian in the background, hung on the
wall. A small vase sitting on a foot stool, surrounded by two chairs was all the adorning
the room had. Hot and cold water were working.
***
“ Don Chu Chu told me to call this number and wait for a return call. I hope it
does not take long. I am hungry,” Torres said. There was a restaurant across the street
from the hotel where they were using a public phone. The restaurant advertised
“anticuchos”, a Peruvian delicacy. “ After we get the call, lets go eat something.”
The phone rang. “ Hola—con quien hablo”-the caller wanted to know who was on
the line. Torres answered in his Chicago Spanish. The contact was made. A woman
would come in a taxi to the hotel around nine that night. She would offer cigarettes to
Chuy or Torres. A question would be asked—“ do you seek housing?”- The answer had to
be “yes I need a chalet.”
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After dinner Torres pointed to the main door. They walked outside the hotel
into a garden with chairs and benches arranged in a large circle. People hung around
talking, smoking, drinking beer and fruit beverages. They were waiting for someone to
come to where they were. They saw a taxi arrive. A woman got off. It was exactly nine
o’clock.
The woman looked where both Chuy and Torres were and walked towards them.
She took a cigarette pack from her purse and offered them to Torres.
“ Hola---buscan casa? ” ( are you looking for habitation)
“ Si necesitamos un chalet” ( yes, we need a chalet)
“ I am Lilia, I work for Chema. He is in the vegetable business.” She said in
English.
“ We are looking for vegetables,” Chuy said. He offered the woman a cigarette.
An American cigarette. They were popular. “ Lumbre” ( light). They went inside the
hotel.
“ We come a long way to shop for special products,” Chuy said. Torres was
observing everything. The woman was pretty. How did she get into this business.
“ Chema harvests the product you want from the farmers in the jungle. He
brings it to Iquitos. Processing is done outside the city. We prepare the shipments.”
The woman crossed her legs, tightening her pants showing off her body. She blew smoke
after inhaling deep, in a sexy manner.
“ We come to purchase finished products ready for transportation,” Torres said.
He seemed eager to strike a conversation. “ When can we meet with Chema?”
“ Tomorrow. I want to make sure you are not DEA. They have been seen here
lately. We got a call from Don Chu Chu in Mexico. We are expecting Lipe to arrive
tomorrow to finalize identification. You do not mind do you?”
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“ Of course not! ” Torres and Chuy replied. Lipe was Don Chu Chu’s envoy to
Peru. Lilia knew him personally. The other envoy who came from Mexico before was
killed when he was suspected of being DEA.
They went for coffee at the hotel restaurant. Lilia was courteous but silent. She
was nervous. Recently, several persons were killed in an attack at a military installation.
She had a cousin who was with the group that attacked the barracks. Every rebel was
killed or was unaccounted for. Lilia worried someone had been captured, tortured, and
identified her as a sympathizer. She could be arrested.
Lilia lived close to the Amazon River docks where boats ferried trade to other
Amazon River cities in Peru, Ecuador and Brazil. Around 10 o’clock she took a taxi
home.
***
Lipe arrived around 10 in the morning. He took the early flight out of Lima. The
plane was almost empty. There were only five passengers. Lilia went to the airport to
pick him up. There was heavy traffic from the airport to the downtown.
Lipe hugged Lilia. They knew each other from previous visits he made for Don
Chu Chu. She showed him the pictures of Chuy and Torres. Lipe smiled.

“ Yes. These

two are acceptable,” he said. Lilia nodded. “ Tell Chema we can meet in two hours at the
agreed place.” Lilia smiled. She dropped Lipe at a hotel entrance and left.
Lilia recently had a gathering of friends at her apartment. She celebrated her 26th
birthday. She had dark eyes that resembled a Condor’s. She studied at the Universidad
Nacional La Amazonia Peruana-UNAP in Iquitos. She started hanging out with liberal
socialist thinking students. One of the professors was arrested for promoting APRA
philosophy. It was a political program made popular in Peru by Raul Haya De La Torre,
one of the greatest politicians Latin America has ever known.
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The government had spies who pointed fingers at Lilia making accusations she
was a communist. A young man she met, who later became her boyfriend, invited her to
join the rebel cause operating in the mountains near Cuzco. There was an initiation
where Ayahuasca was used. Ayahuasca was a brew made from special herbs. It had a
strong hallucinating power. Those who drank the brew swore they saw spirits or visited
with dead ancestors. Lilia drank the brew. She became a spiritual member of the group.
It was the precursor of the Shining Path Rebels, the ‘Sendero Luminoso’.
***
Chema carried a name reserved mostly for mature or elderly persons. He was in
his middle thirties. He had apparently earned the title. He was 5’ 9 “ tall, slim built,
wearing a Panama hat, sport coat, black and white shoes. He looked more like a
sportsman that a trafficker. He arrived early at Restaurante Fonga.
Lilia called Chuy. “ Take a mototaxi to the Fonga Restaurant on Calle Seca, the
driver will find it. Chema will be waiting. Lipe will be with him. I will be there also. Get
there as soon as possible.”
There were three mototaxis waiting to pick up passengers. They got in one. “ Al
Restaurante Fonga por favor,” Chuy said.
They arrived. Lilia made the introductions. Lipe already knew both of them.
Sitting on an outside table on a street side, outside of the restaurant, negotiations
started. Lipe was speaking for the visitors. Chuy and Torres were observing.
“ We are getting $4,000 US dollars per kilo of opium latex, fully processed,
ready to ship,” Chema said. “ The farmers have been visited by Army Helicopters with
defoliant chemicals twice this year. On June, the last harvest yield was good. But
preparations for the new plantations has meant going deeper into the jungle and that is
costly. Clearing roads, hiring men and mules to carry equipment and supplies to plant
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and cultivate. The price needs to go up a little from what it was last year. “
“ We will pay. I will get the first installment for 50 pounds , plus transportation
by air, including the pilots and security staff.” Torres said. “ The rest will be paid in
Mexico when the merchandise is delivered .”
“ Good. This afternoon we meet at a warehouse near here. I will show you the
merchandise. We need the money in five days. Can you deliver?” It was important
to pay the trafficker so he could coordinate the plane flights. Planes had to leave at
night. They must be fueled and ready to fly.
“ I will deliver. Where will this load end? “ Chema had to coordinate the route to
be taken to get the heroin to Mexico.
“ We will go to Ecuador from here. In a designated airport we will pay the floor
space, then fly to Panama. From Panama, we will fly to Honduras. Refueling there,
we will fly to a field in Chiapas, southern Mexico. From there we will wait for orders
to fly to San Luis Potosi. We know the route pretty well. One of you will fly with Lilia.”
Chuy will stay with Chema. Torres will fly with Lilia to San Luis Potosi. When
Lilia returns, via commercial flight, Chuy will fly to Mexico.
They ate a hearty meal of meat cooked over coals, rice made with serrano
peppers, tomatoes, onions and garlic. Beans were cooked over an oven heated with fire
wood. After the meal, cigars were offered. It was the custom. After a brief period they
left.
***
In an old auto mechanic’s shop was a well hidden door that led to a cellar with
a small warehouse with the processing equipment to convert opium poppies into latex
heroin. Chuy, Torres, and Lipe were shown the packaged heroin. Each package was
opened for inspection. Lipe was the expert. He nodded approval on each package.
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“ The airplanes are hidden in the jungle. We have three landing strips. We use
the one that is safest. We have to take off in a hurry or Air Force planes come after us.
We paid for protection but that is dangerous.”
“ What about the airport at Iquitos?”
“ We use it when we are not loaded. It is dangerous to use that airport. The
authorities patrol it constantly.” Lilia was well informed on transportation operations.
She took care of sending the merchandise out of the country. “ We must eat something,”
she invited Chuy and Torres for supper.
Money was wired to an Iquitos bank. The payment made only covered the first
part of the price for the drugs. The rest would be paid upon delivery in Mexico. The
Peruvians were well versed in the procedure to collect. They required hostages of their
selection. Lipe and Chuy were staying behind to “represent” the San Luis interests.
Two planes were loaded. Each one would follow a different route to Ecuador. All
contacts down the route had been made. They would avoid Guayaquil, the big city in
Ecuador. A landing strip was available near the coast line, close to Panama.
“ We must get back to Mexico as soon as possible. Don Chu Chu will be waiting
for us,” Torres said. Chuy nodded. They thanked Lilia. Torres gave her a peck on the
cheek.
“ Come back again, next time we will have some entertainment for you. We were
in a hurry this time,” Lilia said.
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Chicago

The morning was cold. Leftovers from the blizzard that hit the Minnesota plains.
There were no mountain ranges to ward off the cold air blasts coming in from Canada.
Minnesota received the full impact of ice cold wind. The freezing temperature was way
below zero. It was -20⁰ in St Cloud that morning.
“ The car started,” Don Ricardo said. He was warming up the car to take the
kids to school. He installed an electric heating element in the motor. This was common
in Minnesota. Each night he would hook the heating element via an electric cord to an
electrical outlet near the garage door. The motor was kept above freezing temperatures.
The children would attend school if he could take them. It was too cold to walk
to school. “ Get everyone ready, we don’t want them to be late for breakfast,” Don
Ricardo said. The kids got their back packs. With their snowmobile suits on, the back
packs fitted tight.
“ Call me from McDonalds when you get there. I am trying to decide what to
order,” Don Ricardo’s wife said. He was going to get her something to eat after he
dropped the kids off at school.
“ We are not going to the Country Kitchen this afternoon. Paul is coming from
North Dakota. He wants to talk to me. I told him I was going to Chicago tomorrow. The
Labor Training is this month. He may want to go with me.” Don Ricardo said. He
had been attending monthly meetings in Chicago. The Federal Department of Labor
Regional office sponsored trainings every month for Migrant Program staff.
“ Is he driving? The highway is open but the wind may slow traffic from Detroit
Lakes to Sauk Centre. I haven’t heard about the road from there to St Cloud.” Ella was
listening to the weather report on television. The weather was clearing up.
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***
“ Can you take me to Chicago. I need to talk to some people there. “ Paul was
drinking coffee with Don Ricardo. Susan left him in St Cloud. He got a room at the St
Germain Hotel. She went on to St Paul.
“ We leave early tomorrow. I ordered plane tickets for both of us.” Don Ricardo
had access to the secretaries who made travel reservations for program staff at the St
Cloud office. “ I am allowed to bring a parent or a farm worker with me to trainings
anytime. I just selected you.”
“ Thanks. I need to go to East Chicago.” Paul was in Indiana Harbor a couple of
months before. He visited cousins who lived there. “ I remember Euclid Street in
Indiana Harbor. I need to visit Chicago Heights also. ”
“ That is where Al Capone was buried,” Don Ricardo said. It was also close to
Joliet, where he spent time in the Illinois State Prison.
Next morning they drove to the Minneapolis/St Paul Airport. The road was clear.
Don Ricardo had the airplane tickets. They checked in and walked to the boarding gate.
***
The plane left the Twin Cities Airport and landed in Chicago’s O’Hare Airport in
a flying time of 45 minutes. It was a short flight. The bus ride to downtown Chicago
took an hour.
“ Lets pay our respects to our friends at the Illinois Migrant Council Office,” Paul
said. The staff of the migrant services program in Illinois were close friends with the
Minnesota Migrant Council staff.
“ Who are you looking for?’ Don Ricardo said. They were riding the bus from
O’Hare Airport to the downtown area. The ride took longer than the flight from The
Twin Cities to Chicago. The Labor Department Training Center was on Dearborn Street,
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in the downtown area.
“ I am looking for a policeman.”
“ A what?” Don Ricardo was startled. “ Police usually look for us ,” he said.
“ Javier Juarez told me Chino was in Chicago. He was an undercover cop. He
was involved with me and others when a drug deal went sour. Javier and I saved his life.
We took him across the border for medical help, ” Paul said.
“ First time we hunt a cop,” Don Ricardo said.
“ I don’t really know if he is in Chicago or if he is still alive.”
“ We must go to “La Garra, by Halstad and 12th Street. People in La Garra usually
know what is going on and where to find anyone. ” Don Ricardo grew up in Chicago.
He lived several years in the Mexican American section of South Chicago.
“ Chino has a small scar on his left cheek. Tokens of appreciation from drug
traffickers in Texas.” Paul said.
“ We can check with friends who may still be alive. We are not going to visit
the Chicago police department are we?” Don Ricardo said. “ My picture may still be
hanging in the halls.”
“ We will be careful. It could be dangerous. People hang around the Police
Station checking on who goes in and who comes out, who is talking to the cops, you
know,” Paul said.

They grabbed a bus going downtown that made a stop by the

Police Station.
The building looked like a museum, almost a full city block. Hundreds if not a
thousand persons were going in and coming out through several wide doors. Paul and
Don Ricardo went in through the main entrance. The information desk found three
officers named ‘ Juan Reyes’. Don Ricardo suggested they better leave and try a
different approach to find Chino.
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Don Ricardo took Paul to the neighborhood where he once lived. Checking the
telephone book he found a friend still living in the area.
***
“ Rick!- Damn, you are still alive!” Elmo Plant said. He was one of the few black
men Don Ricardo hung around with in his youth.
“ Brother, it is great to see you. Come inside. Bring your friend. ” He shouted to
his wife, “ Rick, my man is here!”
The visit lasted two hours. Elmo, Don Ricardo, and Paul drank coffee, ate sweet
bread, and retired to the living room to smoke. Paul laughed often hearing what the two
friends were saying to each other. They were recalling old times when they were young.
“ Can I use your telephone to make a local call?“ Paul said.
“ Help yourself. The phone books are on the lower shelf of the coffee table if you
need them” Elmo’s wife said.
Going through the telephone book where government services were listed, he
found the police department. He got the number he wanted. In the Southside Station.
He dialed.
“ Officer Juan Reyes, please. This is confidential.” The extension line was
plugged in. A voice which sounded very far in the past came on. “ Reyes speaking!”
“ Chino! This is Pablo Perez, from Laredo, Texas!”
“ Pablo! Man where are you? Can I see you? I need to speak with you!” Chino
Reyes could hardly believe his ears. He had been looking for Paul for the last two weeks.
He updated Paul’s file, contacted Eloy Salas in North Dakota, talked to Sister Naomi
in St Paul, called his informers in Laredo. Nothing. Now Paul calls him from a Chicago
telephone.
“ You told me once that someday you would return the favor we did for you. I
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need help. “
“ Where do we meet? I will be alone, “ Chino said.
Paul had asked Don Ricardo for a safe place to meet with Chino. “ We can meet
at a small café in La Garra, on Halsted Avenue, near Roosevelt Street, in the market
section. When you get there I will be on the corner, outside of Yoly’s Eatery. Can you be
there by 3 PM? ” Chino agreed .
***
The traffic on Halsted Avenue was thick. People were coming and going
somewhere. Paul and Don Ricardo were on a bus heading towards the intersection he
mentioned to Chino. He was beginning to wonder if he would make it on time with the
slow going. Every 10 blocks there was a market section where vendors placed their
wares outside on the sidewalks for customers to view. Traffic was slowed to a trickle
which cursing policemen struggled to move.
***
Paul and Don Ricardo arrived. Chino was waiting. Paul looked at Chino with wide
open eyes. It was not easy to accept him. An undercover man is a traitor to someone.
He was a spy. Paul knew that treason had a frequent occurrence in the trafficker’s world.
He was betrayed, just like Chino. But now, four years later, over 1,400 miles away from
the site where their deaths almost happened, they meet again.
“ You are looking good. “ Chino said. He shook Paul and Don Ricardo’s hands.
They sat down by a sidewalk table outside the café. Chino ordered soft drinks for
everyone. “ I have been looking for you. You are looking for me. Why?”
Paul looked at Don Ricardo, “ I need to be alone with him.” Don Ricardo left.
“ Someone tried to kill me in St Paul. I am interested in finding out who did it and
why. I have not been involved in any illegal activities nor do I hang around with anyone
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doing them.”
“ That is why I have been looking for you. I have personal reasons to find you. I
have not forgotten what you and Javier did for me. I would not be here were it not for
you guys.” Chino said.
“ After you left Laredo we found out you were law enforcement. That was a
surprise. But it did not matter. How do I stand with you since I was involved in illegal
activities?”
“There are things you need to know. I am sorry we have not talked. I did not
know where you were until our department got a call from Minnesota.”
“ Personal friends of mine got killed in an ambush. You were there. Who is
coming after me, and why? You have informers. Have you found out anything?”
“ When things went got bad years ago, everyone involved in the drug transaction
outside of Laredo was a big decoy to lure law enforcement away from where the real
crossing and delivery was taking place. The death of all us at that place was part of the
decoy. A decoy with human sacrifices.” Paul was reacting with facial expressions of
horror.
“ Who in hell put that together! It had to have been someone close to all of us!”
“ We have not been able to confirm that. Someone from Chicago ordered
that carnage. It was a plan meant to eliminate people inside the Chicago mob which
lead to a war within the group itself. Torres was also part of the group to be eliminated,
but he survived and came back to Chicago. “ Torres and his friends were now in charge
of operations in Chicago. The former mobster leaders were eliminated. There were new
bosses now. They were operating again in Texas. The Middle East to Chicago drug
route was closed, “ Chino said, “ We feel that the strategy used before will be tried
again. A big amount of black tar heroin is rumored to be coming .”
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“ What was intended for us? To kill everyone?” Paul’ s resentment began to boil,
against someone he could not picture. “ Chuy, Torres, or who? The guys from Chicago ?”
Chino kept looking at him.
“ Unknown to us, Roy Chapa, was not undercover for us. He was a member of a
notorious Chicago gang. He surprised us all. He is the one who probably was involved
in setting up the whole thing, “ Chino said. He paused.
“ What you delivered in those bundles to the gang members from Chicago was
not dope! The drugs crossed elsewhere!- You, me, and your friends were decoys to lead
law enforcement away from the real delivery site. It was taking place inside the city,
close to the civic center where a major social event was going on !”
The words struck Paul hard. He had been used! Cabrones, his mind was
boggling. I was not alone—there were others with me that day, Paul thought.
“ You were cursing Roy when you got shot. Which one was Roy?”
“ I need to show you a picture. You will recognize him. I have been looking for
you and Javier. I have not forgotten you saved my life.” Chino took a drink, “ I want to
help you get out of your legal problems also. But I need your help. “
“ I have never been an informer. I don’t plan to start now!” Paul protested.
“ No! Not as an informer. There is nothing you can tell me that we don’t know .
I need your help so we can stop the crossing of a major shipment of drugs and save the
lives of men being recruited as decoys, just like you and I were four years ago.“
“ Several people were killed. When is this crossing going to take place? ”
“ Our contacts informed us Mexican traffickers have contacted Peruvian
growers and dealers. We do not have all the particular details. We have contacts in
Iquitos, a City in Peru. They informed us of major purchases of opium latex. ”
“ How will I be involved? What happens to me afterwards?”
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“ Besides a lighter sentence for smuggling, you can be sent to a reformatory
school where you can learn a trade. You will go to a safe reformatory school, not a
regular prison. Six to eight months and you are out on parole. A great benefit is
helping us stop the illegal crossing of drugs which is poisoning our youth. ”
“ I have seen a dark side of drugs I never knew existed,” Paul said, “ I need to
know who shot me, and why am I wanted out of the way. Is it revenge or fear I may
reveal things I really know little about? ”
Chino looked at Paul, took a sip of a Coca Cola, “ I think some people connected
with the reactivation of the Chicago smuggling gang fear you may reveal the inside
workings of the crossing of drugs. You have personal communication with Chuy Infante
and Rudy Torres, and others who were involved before and may be involved again. You
are the one who can warn them or save them, but in the process, you will be key to
messing up the big operation coming up! “ Chino’s words hit like a bomb. He was right!
Paul began to think. I can save those who almost killed me and killed my friends,
those who will continue to hurt Petra and her children and many others.
“ The shipment coming in is big enough to rub you out! One of the leaders in
Chicago is Roy Chapa! He knows who you are. Others in danger are Chuy Infante and
Rudy Torres. Roy does not like or trust Rudy Torres. He will probably order his
elimination once this big load comes in!”
“ You must have high placed informers. Who else is in danger?” Paul said.
“ There may be kidnapping that usually make people yield-and they die!”
“ How can I help ? And how will you help me?” Paul said.
“ We have not figured out how the drugs were actually crossed that time when we
were hurt. We need to know. The warring parties have made peace. They will try their
tricks again. The strategy they used before worked. ” Chino said.
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“ I need to meet with Javier Juarez. We were involved with the last crossing
together. We stashed the drugs in Nuevo Laredo after we brought them from San
Luis Potosi. I must remember the place----At la Jefa’s house—yes it must have been
There, but Chuy and Torres were the ones who went inside to deal with her, Paul was
thinking. “ I need a street map of Nuevo Laredo. The street names escape my mind.”
Paul held back what he thought he had to from Chino at this point. He did not tell Chino
he recently met with Javier.
“ Keep thinking, where did you go? Someone has to have made contacts with the
place’s owner. ” Chino was looking at Paul, Don Ricardo was smoking a cigarette. The
waitress was coming with the food.
“ We had two cars, a Chevy pickup and a Volvo. Javier and I were in the pickup,
Chuy and Torres were in the Volvo. Jaime Aguirre, Pedro Farias, and Juan Chaires were
in the Plymouth. The drugs were in the Volvo. Our role was to be on guard. The place
we took them to is on the southeastern part of the city, by the Parque Viveros.” The
park is a popular place. A baseball stadium is located there.
“ You were with Rudy Torres. You knew he was involved with the Chicago mob.
He almost got you killed. Why hasn’t he been arrested ?” Paul said.
“ Two years after I was shot I found Rudy Torres. He had several alibis. It was
not possible for the District Attorney to hang anything on him. It was his word against
that of an undercover police man.” Chino said. Paul kept thinking, but who took the
drugs? Roy Chapa was right there where the shooting was taking place, if he set
things up, why would he expose himself, he could have gotten shot, for what, the
drugs were not there. Something was not clicking right.
Chino interrupted, “ I have to attend to some police matters at the office. You
know where to find me on a 24 hour basis if needed. When do you plan to return to
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Minnesota?” Not much was accomplished. There was some distrust.
Paul’s priority was finding out who ordered his execution. It had to have
something to do with drugs and Laredo. How was he tied in? Whoever is behind this
knows I am not a stool pigeon, I am not involved with anyone who could throw a
spike in their wheels. He kept thinking. Chino said he would help me.
“We will be in touch—You are my ticket to getting away from the hell of drug
trafficking, I appreciate your offer to help, “ Paul said. Chino looked at him.
“ You saved my life. I would not be here if you and Javier had not taken me to
Nuevo Laredo. By the way, I sent Dr. Gamez $100 dollars from an unknown address in
Calumet City. I have never forgotten what you guys did for me. I will help you.” Chino
got a bit emotional. He would have died if Paul and Javier had not helped him.
***
The hotel was full of tourists. Paul and Don Ricardo had one room for both. “ We
can see Lake Michigan from here. The Adler Planetarium must be close by. I always
wanted to see what was in the sky, all the planets and stars, meteors and all those
things,” Don Ricardo said. Paul smiled. In the lobby they watched tourists walking up
and down.
“ Let’s go eat. We can find a better place than here at the hotel. Let’s walk down
to State Street. It is two blocks away.” Paul said. Don Ricardo nodded.
Walking to State Street, Paul’s mind began unraveling. Chuy Infante went
inside la Jefa’s house in Nuevo Laredo by himself---Rudy Torres waited on the car—
Chuy went in alone—but I do not remember Chuy carrying the drugs into the
house—no----.
“ That Greek food looks good,” Don Ricardo said. They were standing outside a
large picture window. Kid goats were being roasted in an open fire. Several people
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were standing outside the big picture window watching. “ It is just as good as any other
we have seen.”
The restaurant had a waiting line. Paul and Don Ricardo stood in line over 20
minutes before the hostess signaled them to follow her.
“ Still thinking? You have been silent for some time,” Don Ricardo said. He noted
Paul was concentrating a lot. He had that look in his eyes. “ Let me order for you.” Paul
nodded. Don Ricardo knew what Paul liked when it came to tender young goat meat.
The night was long. The room was warm. The wind kept picking up.
***
The Labor Training was boring, as usual. Don Ricardo and Paul attended
the four hour session. They went back to the hotel.
“ We need to get to the airport at least one hour before we board. The bus leaves
the hotel in 22 minutes. Let’s check out.” Don Ricardo was anxious to leave. The bus
trip to the airport was going to be long.
O’Hare Airport was busy as usual. The flight gate where the plane waited was
almost empty. Few passengers were traveling to Minnesota. The flight started on time.
Minnesota was covered with white snow. The flakes reflected the rays of the sun.
The view from the air was fantastic. The plane landed without problems.
Don Ricardo and Paul picked up their baggage. They headed out of the terminal
building. The air was cold. Don Ricardo’s car was covered with snow. He took Paul to
Susan’s apartment.
“ I must go now. You have a standing invitation to visit St Cloud,” Don Ricardo
said. After hugs, he left.
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San Luis Potosi II

San Luis Potosi was the capital of the Mexican state with the same name. The
city had over 600,000 persons with an additional 50,000 in the surrounding
metropolitan area. The city had a rich history from it’s founding to the present.
San Luis Potosi had a strong manufacturing base. An array of products were
manufactured in the City. With a strong labor force, commerce was active. There were
three major Mexican famer’s markets one next to the other in the city. The Central
District of the city had the state and city government buildings, where laws were made,
rules prepared, and enforcement was directed. The Central District had restaurants,
shops, hotels, and book stores. Next to the municipal palace was the City’s Catholic
Cathedral.
Poverty was rampant in San Luis Potosi. Criminal forces concentrated operations
that inundated the population with drugs, alcohol, prostitution, and other social
abnormalities. Don Chu Chu had an organization working electronic smuggling from
the Far East and the United States. He was a housing slumlord for poor people. He had
a tight control on drug distribution and smuggling. He was the main contact for major
supplies of drugs from South America.
***
Chuy Infante, Rudy Torres, and Lilia were waiting for the drugs to arrive from
Peru. There was a landing field on a ranch, 12 miles from the city. The ranch was on the
highway going east, towards the Tamazunchale Mountain pass. The landing field was
well camouflaged.
The landing strip was short. It had to be approached carefully by the pilots. They
could abort a bad landing only once. Additional aborts could bring in the Mexican Air
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Force.
The ranch belonged to Don Enrique Valdez. Don Enrique and Don Chu Chu were
partners in several businesses. They raised cattle, grow wheat, and corn. Don Enrique
cultivated 600 acres of maguey, from which ‘pulque’ was made. Pulque was a drink
with a low alcoholic content, but if consumed in large quantities, it could get a person
drunk.
For some ventures, Don Enrique had to bribe local authorities who otherwise
would harass him. A high turnover in Federal Commanders required making new
acquaintances constantly. The present federal officer in charge of the comarca or
municipio, was reluctant to engage in arrangements with Don Enrique, though he had
not interfered with his operations.
***
“ Lilia will be here momentarily. She is in the restroom,” Chuy said. He and
Torres were inside the Café Potosino. Torres talked very selectively. He was constantly
saturnine. He was concerned about everything taking place. He kept a distance from
conversations. He seemed to like Lilia. Something about her attracted his attention.
“ Don Chu Chu called yesterday. He is worried the money from Chicago may
not arrive in time. The Peruvians will be here tomorrow. Lilia was called yesterday, “
Torres said. He was reading a newspaper. A waiter was coming with his coffee. Little
blue birds were perching in a tree across the street. The chirping caught his attention.
They were across from the Plaza de Armas, the State Government Palace on one
side and the Municipal Government Palace on the other. The big Cathedral was next to
the Municipal Palace. Music was heard nearby. Mariachis were playing.
The Café Potosino was across the street from the Plaza. Lilia was showing off her
beautiful earrings of pure silver from the Andes Mountains. Torres casted side glances
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at her. His eyes strayed her way often.
Torres never forgot the one time he fell in love back in Indiana Harbor. He
never forgot the woman who lost her life because of him.
Lilia attracted his attention but only to a certain degree. She looked at him with
interest but was reluctant to lead him on. Chuy paid little attention to her. To him she
was just a contact in the world of drug smuggling.
“ Here is the menu. They have the best menudo in town,” Chuy said. Lilia smiled.
She pointed to the spot on the menu where menudo was written.
” A bowl with onions, chile, and oregano,” she said. She had tasted menudo
several times. She liked it.
“ Any news from Iquitos,” Torres said. “ The plane from Mexico City should
arrive within two hours.” He kept looking at his wrist watch.
“ They are not here yet. I told them to wait until our own plane comes in. The
planes were held up in Ecuador. The pilots were able to work an understanding with
the authorities there,” Lilia said.
The flight from Peru went first to Ecuador, then to Honduras. From Honduras
to San Luis Potosi in Mexico.
A lively conversation ensued. “ The last time we crossed at Laredo we stopped
at La Jefa’s first.” La Jefa was the drug pusher in Nuevo Laredo. “ Don Luis Trejo gave
us permission to move in with the merchandise after we paid him. Who picked up the
merchandise from La Jefa to prepare the crossing? Do you remember?” Chuy said.
Torres gave him a short cold look. He usually did.
“ I remember you and I went for the drugs. Pablo and Javier waited in the pickup
truck. Tio and Chacho were waiting for us two blocks from La Jefa’s house. We took the
six bundles and passed them on to Chacho. He took them to the river front, but some
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went to the Municipal Presidente’s house.”
Chuy took a sip of coffee while Lilia pressed on a lemon to squeeze the juice on
the menudo. She placed the onion and the diced green chile in the bowl. The lemon gave
a distinct flavor to the menudo. Lilia was quiet but listening. Half a bowl of hot menudo
was sufficient to activate her stomach. She excused herself to visit the restroom.
“ I notice you take an interest in Lilia. You need to be careful. She is the property
of dangerous people who may turn on us any time,” Chuy said.
“ She reminds me of someone I knew in Chicago.”
Torres began remembering events in Chicago after the deal went sour in Laredo
four years before.
***
It was March of 1972. Rudy Torres arrived in Chicago with empty hands. He
thought he was going to be executed. He was received with cool but friendly hugs.
There were news in Chicago that bothered him. Drugs were being distributed to the
corner pushers. Fresh batches of drugs had arrived from Texas, right after the tragic
events in Laredo.
Torres was sent to Indiana Harbor, in East Chicago to meet with pushers. One of
the best pushers lived on Hemlock Street. The night he arrived, there was a dance at
the Pulaski Hall. Elmo Guerrero, the main man in Indiana Harbor was present with his
cohorts. Torres went to visit with him.
Elmo and his brothers had been in control of the Inland Steel Mill workers
union for years. Family members and friends got the best jobs. He received a fee from
the union steward for solving problems in the work place or helping members with their
personal problems. He controlled the drug pushing in Indiana Harbor.
The bosses in Chicago were jealous of Elmo. They wanted him out of the way.
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In the best manner possible a message was sent telling him to retire and let Juanillo
Garcia be in charge. That meant a new union steward also.
Elmo refused. He fortified himself and sent a message back to Chicago. East
Chicago, Hammond, and Gary were his territory. He was not giving it up.
Two of Elmo’s men were killed in an ambush. More action took place on Euclid
Street in Indiana Harbor. There were attempts on three other men in Hammond,
Indiana. A fight in Calumet City, outside of Hammond, resulted in the death of four men
allied with Elmo.
One day, Torres was driving on Halstad Street in South Chicago when two cars
stopped in front of his, another pulled up behind him. He was cornered. They were from
Gary, Indiana. Elmo’s men. He was about to be shot when one of them recognized him.
He was Rudy Torres’ cousin. He was interviewed and offered a proposal to address
things. He would talk with Elmo and his bosses in Chicago. Elmo would surrender
the Calumet City, Hammond, and Crown Point plazas. He would be left alone in the
East Chicago, Indiana Harbor, and Gary plazas. Elmo would keep his union steward’s
position. The men in Chicago refused. Elmo turned on them. Torres joined Elmo.
In the war that followed, twelve Chicago mobsters were killed. The new king pin
that survived was Roy Chapa. Torres had no choice but to work with him.
***
Lilia arrived. She had news. “ Ringo Paez gets here tomorrow. He represents
Chema Parra in all critical matters. I advise you to be straight with him. He has a bad
temper. He is used to giving orders. He probably has orders from Chema for us.”
Torres looked at Lilia, bite his lip, puts his coffee cup on the table and expressed
his frustration. Since he left Peru he had been pushed by the Peruvians for no reason at
all. Torres felt he had complied with all the agreements made. Chema agreed
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to the price paid. The first payment was made. He felt Ringo had nothing to complain
about. He was irritated with the people from Peru.
Lilia crushed a cigarette on the empty ash tray. She exhaled slowly. “ We don’t
want problems. The drugs should have arrived. Don Chu Chu will be here shortly. He
will have more information. ” Torres gave her his familiar cold stare.
***
Ringo arrived. He summoned Torres and Chuy. Lilia was not invited to sit on
the discussion. Drinks were ordered. Ringo was about 30 years old, well built, some
five feet nine inches tall, brown complex with some Amazon Indian blood mixed in. He
had a strange buzzard-like look.
“ Information has reached us Don Chu Chu is involved in a turf struggle with
Some people here. My orders are to make sure our investment is not disturbed. The
airplane has arrived. The drugs will be taken to El Real De Catorce, in the mountains
north of this city. “ I will go to there to make sure everything goes well. I am not sure
who is delivering the drugs, Don Chu Chu or the lieutenant who rebelled against him.”
Torres felt it was time to talk. “ Who is going against Don Chu Chu?” Ringo
looked at him but did not answer. “ I am sure you have a strategy to make sure the drugs
are protected,” he said.
“ As soon as Lilia confirms who is going after Don Chu Chu we must contact that
person. You will stay with Don Chu Chu. Whoever wins will have us on their side,”
Ringo said. Torres kept looking at him and casting side views towards Chuy. “ Don Chu
Chu has the upper hand. We told him we would not interfere in any local arguments. I
have to keep my word, ” Torres said. Ringo looked at him, then at Chuy , then turned
back to Torres.
“ I have communicated with Roy Chapa in Chicago. Call him so he can confirm
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what I am going to tell you. I am in charge of operations here. I want to make sure we
are on the same team, even if we are facing each other in local disputes. Our concern is
the safety of the drugs. They must reach the American border. You are responsible to
help me make sure things go right. Call Roy Chapa and get back to me. I will take a
shower and be ready to move out in half an hour.” Ringo got up, adjusted his coat, and
left. Lilia, got up and followed him. Torres kept staring at them.
***
The Governor’s car will arrive in Nuevo Laredo. It will be prepared so the tires
can be changed. Chuy has made all arrangements. Lalo Cuevas will be in charge of
activities in Nuevo Laredo. Chuy has been calling him from San Luis Potosi.
Lalo has arranged for a small landing field near the city, some 30 miles into the
brush country in the ranch of Joaquin Paredes, a compadre of Don Luis Trejo, the drug
lord in Nuevo Laredo.
***
Lilia has noted Torres takes a liking to her. She got cozy and talked to him about
her personal problems in Iquitos.
“ I need your help to get weapons, ammunition, medical supplies, food, clothes,
and other things to help the revolution. “ she said.
“ I thought you were loyal to Chema Parra. What about Ringo?” Torres said.
“ Ringo is in with us. He is tired of the treatment our people receive from the
traffickers and the authorities. Chema Parra will not remain long in his position. New
men are coming from the jungle, well armed and committed to take him on.”
Torres looked at Lilia in disbelief, “ There is so much division here and in
Mexico. Don’t you know you are dealing with very dangerous people. They can get rid of
you any time. They do not care about revolutions. Drugs and money is what makes the
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world go around.” Torres sounded almost father like. Lilia bowed her head and
just listened.
“We are using the drug money to pay for weapons and supplies. Peru is ready for
a revolt that will rid our country of the rats gnawing blood from our people. We need
a new beginning. The drugs are an accommodation to get what we need to fight!”
Torres was worried. Drugs, Chema, Ringo, Lilia, Chuy, Don Chu Chu, and
the whole Mexican Army to think about besides Roy Chapa, and others.
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San Antonio

Chicago’s O’Hare Airport was busy. Boarding an American Airlines plane were
five men heading for San Antonio, Texas. There will be one stop in St Louis, Missouri.
They were not able to get a direct flight.
Roy Chapa was heading the group. In Chicago he did business from a building
on Halstad & 12th Street. The campus of the University of Chicago was nearby. There
were hundreds of shops on Halstad Street from the south side city limits to the most
northern parts. Mexican Americans visited Halstad Street daily.
Roy Chapa was a drug trafficker. He was one of the top bosses of the Hispanic
drug gangs circulating in the big city. Born and raised in Chicago, Roy started his
criminal career early in life. He had never been incarcerated. He was a tough, no buts
type of a guy. He was good with his fists, and was not reluctant to use guns if he deemed
it necessary.
Roy Chapa had three brothers and two sisters. None communicate with him. His
parents were both dead. A sister, Viola Garza, was a devout Catholic. She lived in
Crown Point, a small town some 40 miles south of Chicago. She prayed for his soul
every Sunday at St Judas Catholic Church in Crown Point. He ignored her.
On two occasions, Roy Chapa was hurt badly. He was shot in the right side of his
chest once in a fight with rival gangs competing for the drug trade in South Chicago. He
escaped death hiding in Chicago Heights, a city about 30 miles south of Chicago. Roy
Chapa was hidden by allies in the Black community there.
***
The plane took off to the north, made a 180⁰ turn and headed south to San
Antonio, Texas. Passengers caught a good view of the Sears Building, the tallest building
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in the United States. Soon, clouds were all that was visible.
San Antonio was known as the Alamo City. Legendary Texas heroes David
Crocket, Jim Travis, and others were defeated and killed by Mexican soldiers in the
battle of the Alamo.
The city was home to four Air Force bases. Kelly, Lackland, Brooks,and
Randolph Air Force bases. The Army had a major medical training center, Fort Sam
Houston. San Antonio was home to thousands of Air Force men and women. The Army
also had thousands of men and women in the city.
The city had a large Mexican American population. Blacks had a large population
in the east side, near the Fort Sam Houston area. The Whites lived mostly in the north,
the north central, and the adjoining northern suburbs.
The Mexican West Side was a cauldron of poverty, crime, and drugs. Roy Chapa
was heading for the Mexican American West Side.
“ We will arrive in San Antonio around four,” Roy Chapa said. His assistant
nodded. Wearing dark glasses, heavy set, Alex Garcia was Roy Chapa’s body guard and
special aide. They had been together several years. Roy Chapa trusted Alex with his life.
Close to four o’clock the stewardess announced the approach to the San Antonio
International Airport. Roy had made arrangements to be picked up at the airport.
***
Javi Alaniz was waiting in the airport parking lot with a suburban. He will escort
Roy Chapa and his group to a special house in the West Side, on Durango Street.
“ I am Roy Chapa, these are my men,” Javi nodded. He pointed to the suburban.
They boarded the vehicle and headed for the West Side. Taking Loop 410, they exited
out on Fredericksburg Road, then they turned off on Commerce Street. Going west on
Commerce took them to the intersection with Durango where the local hosts waited.
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“Come in” a man said. He had dark glasses, a heavy mustache, curly hair, about
five feet nine inches tall, walked with a cane. He greeted Roy and his men. Every one
proceeded cautiously. Roy Chapa had warned his men to be ready for action at all times.
They were not armed.
“ Take care of our needs,” Roy Chapa said. Alex nodded. He was given the keys to
the Suburban. Together with a local man, they headed for a blacksmith shop where they
had weapons stored.
“ There is a contact here we must see before six o’clock. His name is Ramiro Sosa.
He lives on San Fernando and Cupples Road. That is west of Our Lady of The Lake
University, “ Roy Chapa said. He had been in San Antonio several times before.
***
Alex and Roy Chapa sat down to eat at a restaurant near Mirasoles Courts. It was
the huge housing project in the west side of San Antonio. The housing project ran from
Cupples Road on it’s east side to General McMullen Road on the west. Las Palmas
Shopping Center had recently opened for business. The Shopping Center was on the
corner of Guadalupe and Cupples Road on the east and General McMullen on the west.
A Mexican Food restaurant was next to the big JC Penny’s Department Store in the
shopping center.
“ Important people from Mexico will be here,” Roy Chapa said. “ I called a few
minutes ago to confirm their arrival. Don Chu Chu is coming along with some of his
men. He is in charge of operations over there.” The three men with Roy Chapa nodded.
Everyone started looking at the menu to order.
The day was spent touring the West Side of San Antonio where Roy Chapa
resided once while hiding from rivals. He had several friends who protected him when
events in Laredo escalated from bad to worse four years before.
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***
“ Pasenle, come in,” Elma Sosa said. Elma celebrated her 89th birthday four days
before. Her son was not home. Roy Chapa stayed at her house years back. Her son
spoke highly of him. She did not know what business Roy Chapa or her son were in.
“ Ramiro will be back shortly. He went to get tortillas at the corner store,” she said.
Ramiro arrived. He was surprised to see Roy Chapa and his men inside the
house. He got nervous. “ Hello Roy,” he said. He shook everyone’s hands. “ What
brings you to San Antonio? May I be of service?”
“We are just visiting. Can we take a ride to see some friends who may still be here
in Mirasoles?” Roy Chapa said. Ramiro nodded. He said goodbye to his mother and
followed the men.
“ Just drive around the Housing Project, then stop at Las Palmas parking lot.”
The driver nodded. “ Ramiro, we have not heard from you in some time. Is there
anything you want to tell me?” Roy Chapa said.
“ No. I have been working in the San Juan Courts as instructed. I have been
reporting to Meme Silva.” He started relaxing. He must have thought he was going to
be executed. Meme Silva , once a member of Roy Chapa’s gang in Chicago, was an
outcast now.
“ From now on you will report to me. I am assigning Alex to give you
instructions . Do we agree?” Ramiro nodded profusely. “ Don’t worry about Meme Silva.
He was sent back to Chicago two weeks ago.”
“ Fine. I will do as you say,” Ramiro said. He was the local pusher in a housing
project on the other side of the City. He had twelve men working under him.
“ We need a place to set up an alternate operation in San Antonio. The office run
by Meme Silva has to be vacated. We must set up another place. Get us a place we can
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rent. You will go see Chivo Garza. He will help you with your operation. You will
continue to get merchandise from Laredo. Chivo will instruct you on deliveries and
payments. He supervises your new book keeper. I am going to give you $2,000 dollars
so you can distribute a little cheer to your men. You will get an additional $1,000 dollars
for yourself,” Roy Chapa said. He gave Ramiro two envelops. He was told to count the
money in each envelop in front of everyone.
“ By Calle Navidad, close to Durango, near Centeno Supermarket, there is an old
warehouse which was used as a mechanic’s shop. It is empty. I know the owners. It will
be a good site,” Ramiro said. He was more relaxed now. “ I will work on it.”
“ Good. Let me know how much we need for rent and expenses. Make a one year
lease. Alex will give you names to put on the lease.” Ramiro was taken back to his
house. “ We will call you tonight to see how things are going.”
Roy Chapa had known Ramiro for some time. They had worked on border
crossings four years before. “ Meme Silva is out of the picture. Ramiro can be trusted,”
Roy Chapa said.
Ramiro called. Roy Chapa had given him a telephone number where he could
reach him.“ I have the lease. We move into the building in two days. I will have five cars
that need repairs placed inside as a front. There is a small office in the back which can
be converted into a bigger room to accommodate you,” Ramiro said. Roy Chapa agreed.
He closed the phone.
***
Roy Chapa was waiting for a call from Chicago. He was told the previous night
that Don Chu Chu from San Luis Potosi was arriving later in the day. He was waiting
for word where he was to meet with him. Don Chu Chu’s men in San Antonio told Roy
they would pick the old man up at the airport. It was already 8:00 P.M. The phone rang.
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“We go to the St Anthony Hotel in the downtown area. Our guest is staying there.
Alex, Tomas, Florencio and I will go. The rest of you stay here. Wait for my call. Be on
guard at all times. And stay out of sight,” Roy Chapa said.
***
The St Anthony Hotel was a historic relic. Roy Chapa and his men walked into
the lobby. Sitting on a couch, Don Chu Chu waved them over. Roy noted Don Chu Chu’s
men standing near the wall, and close to the old man.
“ Hola Don Chu Chu, welcome to San Antonio,” Roy Chapa said. He extended his
hand and shook the old man’s hand. “ We can go to the cafeteria to talk, “ He pointed to
the cafeteria which was on a room near the hotel entrance. Don Chu Chu got up from the
couch and walked with him. Both signaled their men. They would be alone.
“ We are heading to Laredo, from here,” Roy Chapa said. “ We will wait there for
the merchandise.”
“ It is good to do business again, “Don Chu Chu said. “Bad misunderstandings in
the past must be patched up so we can all enjoy the fruits of our business. “ A waiter
came with menus and glasses of water. He was motioned to leave. Neither wanted to
order anything. He left the water on the table and walked away.
“ All of us went through bad times in the past which hurt business. Some people
do not understand that everyone is hurt when some act in bad faith. I come in good
faith. We paid some money four years ago but we did not receive merchandise for it. We
do not fault anyone. If we could we would have addressed that. We closed the
books on what happened. We want to renew our friendship’” Roy Chapa said. Don Chu
Chu looked at him slowly, up and down-through his eye glasses.
“ We also felt the loss. We delivered the merchandise but we did not get paid for
it. It was difficult convincing our friends in South America that we had nothing to do
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with the problem. We have inquired on what happened without answers from anyone.
In this business one suspects all who are involved. But with no recourse we also find
that our services can still be used effectively if we all play fair. We come with no personal
plans to collect what was not paid for we do not know who took the merchandise and
who took the money. “ Don Chu Chu remembered things well. His men reported to him
in detail how they saw things when the deal went sour four years before.
“ There have been some changes in Chicago. We have new men in charge of
operations. I have associates who are making sure things work out well for everyone.
We are here with intentions to continue doing business beyond the next transactions.
We deal in the United States, you handle operations in Mexico. We respect you. What
happened four years ago has hurt everyone, “ Roy Chapa said. He sounded convincing.
Don Chu Chu smiled with a grin that hid something. “We are expecting some
money here, in San Antonio. Lipe, my assistant, will be with you when the shipment
crosses. We want the money deposited in a local bank, if that’s alright with you,” Don
Chu Chu said.
“ We have already discussed that in Chicago. As soon as we confirm the drugs
have crossed we will have the money wired to a bank of your choice.” Roy Chapa said.
He looked at Don Chu Chu and smiled. “ I will not be in San Antonio to deposit the
money personally. My assistant, Alex Garcia, will be here. He is well known to you and
your men. I will be in Laredo to supervise the crossing on the American side.”
“Very well. One more thing, some friends from Peru want to be present in Laredo
when the drugs are crossed. They lost out the last time also. You understand. There will
also be two men from Guayaquil, in Ecuador. They represent the people that protect
our airplanes when they fly over to Mexico.”
It is agreed. After a cold handshake, both left with their men. Roy Chapa told
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his men he was very hungry. “ Mi Tierra, downtown on Commerce Street. “ The
restaurant was well known for it’s Mexican food. There was a Mexican Mercado
next door to the restaurant. Anglo and non-Hispanic tourists visited there often.
After the meal, Roy gave instructions to Alex and his men. They will stay in San
Antonio while he and Florencio go to Laredo. Alex leaves for Laredo later with men
coming from Chicago.
“ Make sure you get mechanic’s coverall pant suits, some tools, and other things
to make it look real. “ Roy Chapa set up the San Antonio operation as a decoy, in case
things went wrong somewhere along the pipeline. Rudy Torres ran the other office.
A man few had seen before came up to Roy Chapa . He whispered something in
his ear. Roy acknowledged him, nodded, and turned to Alex. “ Pablo Perez is in Denver.
He was seen by Efrain Reyes in a boxing match last night.”
Alex was standing up, waiting to visit the restroom. He looked at Roy Chapa with
curiosity. “ Any news from RudyTorres? ”
“ He and his men will be arriving in Laredo in the next two days. He called me
from San Luis Potosi. He expects to be in Laredo on February 12th , “ Roy Chapa said.
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Denver

The snow stopped falling right before 8:00 a.m. The snow plows were working on
the main thoroughfares of the City since 9:00 last night. Traffic was kept under
constant watch. Police made sure storm speed was maintained. The private wrecking
services were manned by their owners, ready to pull motorists out of problems. Flights
out of Stapleton Airport were on standby. Plows cleared the runways but within 20
minutes they were clogged up again. Paul had flight tickets to San Antonio.
“ Chino called last night. You were asleep. I did not want to wake you up. He will
meet me in the San Antonio Airport. He arrives there after noon. I will get there one
hour later.” Paul said. He was talking while watching the weather on TV. Susan was still
sleeping. She responded to Paul’s comments with murmurs and utterings. Paul smiled.
He kept watching the TV.
They had been in Denver the last two days. The motel was not the most expensive
but it was comfortable and warm. Driving from Cheyenne was tiring. Paul had to keep
his eyes on the road all the time. Ice spots were dangerous. Several cars and one pickup
truck were lying on the side of the road near Ault, Colorado.
Susan will be leaving Denver within three days. She will be staying tonight at her
brother’s house. He lives in Wheat Ridge, a suburb of Denver. Later today she will visit
him.
***
Henry Ley purchased a house in Wheat Ridge. The community is an extension of
Denver. The dividing line is a street. It grew rapidly. Middle class Hispanics started
buying houses there.
Early in the morning, Henry was driving on Colfax Street in downtown Denver.
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He was intercepted by police.
“ Drivers license,” the officer said. Henry reached for his wallet. “ You are a
professor at the University.” Henry nodded. “ Please follow me to the police station.
They want to ask you some questions.”
At the police station he was ordered to sit on a bench along with others who
were waiting to be called by the officer in charge.
***
” Sir, I would like to know what this is all about. I have to teach a class at the
University in one hour.” He was directed to an office down a hall.
“ You have been visiting with a man wanted by the FBI in Chicago,” the officer
said. He had a pad with notes on it. He showed Henry a picture of Paul.
“ That is Paul Perez. He is my sister’s boyfriend.” Henry said.
“Do you have any idea where he is. We are not going to arrest him. He must
report to the FBI office to clear a warrant from them,” the officer said.
Henry thought for a minute, “ He might be with my sister but I do not have her
telephone number. She was vising my mother in Ft Collins. She and Paul live in St
Paul, Minnesota.” Henry did not know where Paul was. After a few more questions,
he was allowed to leave.
Susan’s parents were due to arrive in Denver that evening. Her father was going
to attend meetings at Denver University the following day. Her mother will stay with
Susan at Henry’s house for three days. Susan will leave for San Antonio and Laredo
after that. Her father advanced her monies to help Javier travel with Paul. Paul had
enough money to get to Laredo.
***
Mankato seemed so far away from Laredo when Paul lived nearby. It was at a
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Democratic Farmer Labor Party meeting that he met Susan. Meetings were held in the
downtown Mankato community center. They met at a friend’s house before attending a
politicalmeeting
There are few cities that can boast of having a downtown and an uptown.
Mankato can. The downtown is on the main northern entrance to the city. There is long
steep hill going to the southern part of the city. Once the top is reached, a business
sector opens up. That is the uptown of the city. Minnesota State University is on the
uptown of the city.
The Democratic Farmer Labor Party (DFL) was not very strong in Mankato.
Those who labored in the Party were treated with care. The DFL’ers were thick in
the Twin Cities ( Minneapolis/St Paul) and the Iron Range in upper Minnesota. Where
they are strong was where there was intense competition among the party members for
positions, offices, and endorsements. That was not the case in Mankato. Paul was
accepted without question.
There were quite a few Hispanic migrants and residents around Mankato that
could make a difference in an election. Migrant Council staff were important. Paul
worked for the Migrant Council. Susan started working for the Migrant Council.
***
Javier arrived in Denver the previous night. He left his wife and family in Fargo.
The weather was still bad in North Dakota. “He flew to Minneapolis. From there he flew
here,” Paul said. Susan nodded. She was busy eating a taco. They were at a Mexican
restaurant on Larimer Street.
‘Don Lalos’ Mexican food was well known for its breakfast tacos. Denver had
nice weather. The cold front had passed. President’s Day was two days ahead. February
12th was celebrated with a parade in the downtown area.
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Javier walked into the restaurant. Paul waved at him to approach their table.
“ Sit down. Susan and I were just talking about you. Order something.” Javier
looked at the menu. “ Eggs over easy, coffee and toast.” The waitress smiled, wrote
on a paper pad and left for the kitchen. She returned with coffee for Javier and refilled
Paul’s cup. Susan did not drink coffee.
“ We will go to Laredo. The plane leaves late this morning. It will be strange
since both of us have not been there in almost four years,” Paul said. Javier nodded.
Javier was quiet. After two sips of coffee he felt like talking. “ I have been
thinking about going to Laredo. My mother does not know I am coming. This will be a
surprise. I wonder what Chuy Infante is doing, “ he said. “ I want to talk with him. He
needs to tell me a lot of things. ” Fresh coffee arrived.
“I am not interested in trafficking drugs. I want to do something to stop hurting
people. Petra is still on my mind.” Paul sensed Javier was letting out steam. He was
not making much sense. Something was bothering him.
“ What is the problem? You can tell me in front of Susan,” Paul said. Javier
looked at him, scanned the restaurant as if looking for someone.
“ Going back to Laredo means reliving things that happened. You say Chino is
in with us. Like you, I am concerned with drugs and what they do to others. Sometimes
I wonder if its up to me to do what police are supposed to do.”
Paul looked at him. “ Police can’t go inside the world we know. It is dangerous
but our lives have to have meaning. What we do can help others. I want to know what
happened four years ago also. Maybe we were decoys. It all gets complicated. It gets
too mixed up. Why was a decoy needed in the first place? Does that mean the drugs were
crossed in the downtown area? What about the bundles we crossed and took to Chuy’s
house,” “ Paul said. He paused to drink coffee.
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“ Does not make sense. We drove to the Mines Road delivery site, then waited
until Torres and Chuy arrived. There were three cars coming in the distance, raising
dust. Another car was coming also, way back from the first three cars. I remember
Chuy Infante telling me to follow Rudy Torres to meet with some guys from Chicago on
the yard. Who was that guy that bought the first bundle to be opened? Yes, who was
that guy? “ Javier said. He was suddenly excited like one who has just found something
he had been looking for. Paul looked at him closely. Susan stopped reading a newspaper
and looked at Javier. Then she turned to look at Paul.
“ I have never heard this before. Yes, a guy went to the car, opened the trunk and
took a bundle to Rudy Torres. You were standing close by. Who was that guy? He was
not from Chicago. He has to have been from San Antonio.”
“ Ramiro! Both Paul and Javier said at the same time. “ Ramiro!”
“ This is important because he went alone to the car which was parked next
to the entrance to the yard,” Javier said. “ He could have picked up a bundle with no
drugs but left the ones with drugs in the car trunk. And I remember correctly, someone
else walked to open the car trunk so Ramiro could pick up the bundle.” Paul placed his
coffee cup on the center of the table. He was very interested in what Javier was saying.
“What if Ramiro made a mistake and picked up the wrong bundle?” Paul said.
Javier nodded. “ We are flying to San Antonio. We need to pay Ramiro a visit.”
Susan never participated in Paul’s drug smuggling conversations. This time she
felt compelled to say something. “ Pardon my nosiness, but you have something here. Is
Ramiro a violent person?”
“ He is not. It is possible he made a mistake. He was close to Rudy Torres. Who
knows? ” Javier said.
Javier turned his head upward. He had a blank look in his eyes , staring at the
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ceiling. “ We need to figure out who was left in the area after the shooting ended. Who
was carrying the money Chuy Infante was supposed to receive after the drugs were
delivered? That guy was standing about 12 feet from Rudy Torres and me,” he said.
“ When I felt a sting in my leg, I squatted down. I went flat on my stomach and
started crawling. What happened when the shooting stopped? Where were you at that
moment?” Paul said. Javier looked at him, then at Susan, then back at Paul.
“ Torres and I ran for the bushes, next to where the cars were parked. Chino
was next to a guy who gunned him down. Another guy walked over to Chino and fired
at his head but missed. Someone shouted that they had to get out of there. That saved
Chino’s life.” Javier said.
“ Ramiro was no where to be seen. We have to visit him in San Antonio. I just
hope no one else gets to him before we do. He can help us unravel this puzzle,” Paul
said.
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San Antonio II

The plane landed in the San Antonio International Airport around 2:00 PM,
Central Standard Time. Time in Denver was one hour earlier. Mountain Standard Time.
Javier and Paul were hungry. “ Planes make it a point not to fly during lunch
time so they don’t have to feed you.” Paul said. Javier nodded.
Walking to the baggage pick-up section they saw Chino sitting on a foam bench in
the hallway. Paul and Javier had not contemplated letting Chino in on what they
suspected about Ramiro. Paul expressed concern Chino may be playing with them to get
information.
“ Chino is still a cop,” Paul said. “ He has a tie with us because of what we did for
him when he was wounded. But he is still a cop. We must be careful with what we tell
him.” Javier nodded.
***
“ Hola Chino, “ Paul said. Chino got up, shook their hands. “We need to get a
rental car. Do you have access to one?” Chino nodded. They headed for the car rental
section in the airport lobby.
Driving to a motel on the western part of the city, Chino talked about the
Chicago mob operations in San Antonio.
“ They have men here. They have offices with fictitious names. They receive
drugs from Laredo, process them, send some to Chicago and sell some here. They also
supply drug gangs in Kansas City.”
“Why would the Chicago mob have operations here, don’t they have enough
clients in the big city? ” Javier said.
Chino was driving. “ The relationship between Chicago and San Antonio is one of
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family. They trust each other. Daily, buses and vans loaded with passengers travel to
San Antonio from Chicago and back. The route is crowded. It is easy to hide men
coming and going without causing suspicion. They can be loaded with heroin or coke.”
The vans don’t travel over set routes. They make all kinds of cutaways which are hard
to detect. They leave and arrive where they want to. Passengers are dropped off at their
selected places in San Antonio or Chicago or other sites.
“ The route is quite long, over 1,400 miles,” Paul cut in.
“ I have to visit the local police department. They will provide me with telephone
access and whatever I need while I am in San Antonio. I am staying at a motel in the
downtown area. Where do you want me to drop you off?” Chino said.
“ Take us to a relative’s house. Keep driving on Guadalupe, I’ll tell you when to
turn.” Paul said.
“ I want to meet with you tomorrow morning. Call me at this number. The motel
clerk will ask for a room. Say you are looking for Manuel Samudio.” He gave Paul a
piece of paper with the telephone number of the motel. “ I have also written the phone
number in Laredo where I can be contacted. I will be in San Antonio four days. The
Laredo number is not at the police department. I will be at a private residence in
Laredo.”
He left both men with an aunt of Paul’s who lived on San Fernando and Cupples
Road near Our Lady of the Lake University. He excused himself. “ I have to pay a visit
to an old girlfriend I have here.”
***
“Hola Tia—how are you.” Paul said. Vilma Tellez embraced her nephew. “This is
my special friend from Laredo, Javier Juarez.” They were led to the kitchen where
Vilma was cooking. “ We are visiting San Antonio. In two days we head for Laredo.
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How is everybody here?” The conversations started. Coffee and sweet bread were on the
table. Her husband died the year before. She had eleven grandchildren, three of them
visited frequently. Others came on weekends.
“ We have problems with Leonzo. He is hooked on heroin. He and Ninfa have
three children. I do as much as I can to help. It is a nightmare without relief,” Vilma
said. She was crying. Paul and Javier got somber. Here we go again.
“Has he tried to get help?’ Javier said.
“Yes. He went to Serenity Rock Rehab Center. He came out fresh and cured. But
soon after he was visited by pushers. He got hooked again. I feel for his wife who is
constantly tempted to leave him and the children. He is driving everyone crazy.”
“ What can be done to help him. Does he want to quit ?” Javier said. Vilma
stopped stirring the bean pot. She had just deposited salt and two medium size salted
bacon slabs in it.
“ He does not. His wife dreams about it. Ninfa is a waitress at ‘Mi Tierra’ , the
restaurant downtown. He claims he wants to leave drugs but he does not try hard
enough. He has to leave San Antonio . He must stay away from the pushers and friends
who do drugs.” Vilma wiped her tears with a paper towel.
” Have you heard of Victory Outreach, the group that helps addicts. They have a
church near here, over by General McMullen and Guadalupe, past Las Palmas Shopping
Center. ” Paul said. Vilma shook her head.
“What do they do? Are they part of some rehabilitation center?“ Vilma said.
“ They use religion to cure addiction. If a person has enough faith in Jesus Christ
and asks for his help, he can be cured. But he must have faith. They break heroin
craving cold turkey. Prayer and aspirin are used to help them go through the pain
during withdrawal. Those who break clean offer themselves to Jesus Christi and work
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with the group to help other addicts.”
“ Excuse me, without noticing we have been here two hours,” Javier said. He
turned to Paul, “ We must get to the hotel before we lose our reservations.”
They said goodbye but promised to return. Paul and Javier took a taxi to the
motel on General McMullen near Bandera Road. It was affordable.
They started looking for Ramiro right away. “What makes you so sure he will
meet with us? Javier said. “ He is in with people from Chicago. We must keep Chino out
of this. He may scare him off. Or he may set the mob after us.”
***
Paul was nodding and shaking his head slowly up and down. Javier has matured
a lot, he is not the same quiet guy we knew in Laredo.
“Where do we find Ramiro? His mother owned the house he grew up in, but that
was some time back. I wonder if he still lives with her or maybe with someone else. I
would hate to visit his mom, if she is still alive, ” Paul said. But he knew they had to find
him. Four years before, he was the one who got the heroin bundle from the car trunk
and took it to Rudy Torres. When the bundle was opened, the shooting started. Ramiro
was one more piece in the puzzle.
“ Lets get a car and go bar hopping on Guadalupe Street. There are at least two
bars in every block. Well, they used to be. Unless things have changed,” Paul said.
They walked over to the nearest public telephone and called a company that
leased used cars. They got a Malibu Chevrolet for $20 dollars a day plus gasoline,
unlimited mileage.
“ It will do,” Javier said. It was now close to 8:00 P.M. They were hungry but first
they would visit the bar strip on Guadalupe Street.
“ Lets go back to Tia Vilma, we need to speak to Leonzo. Addicts know who is
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selling and where they hang out. It is part of their lives. “Leonzo may know Ramiro, “
Paul said.
They arrived at Vilma’s house after supper had been served. Paul felt remorse
having to use Leonzo to find Ramiro. But he had little choice.
Leonzo was at home with his family. Vilma gave Paul his address. She had told
Leonzo Paul was in town. He lived on the southern part of the city. He will probably
hit me for some bread, Paul thought. Vilma warned him about that.
Driving on Zarzamora Avenue, Paul turned east on Wagner Street, heading
toward the expressway. The neighborhood was populated with Mexican Americans,
middle class to low income families. Most of the houses were built right after the Second
World War. They were purchased by families moving into the area. Driving slowly, Paul
found Leonzo’s house.
***
“ Hello, I am Pablo Perez, a cousins of Leonzo, from Laredo,” Paul said. He was
standing by the fence. Leonzo was constantly expecting trouble. A voice came from the
house. The lights were turned off.
” Primo! I am coming. Wait for me. ” Leonzo sounded weak. Very weak. Paul
expected that from what Vilma said about his addiction.
“ Man, what are you doing in San Antonio. It has been a long time. “ Leonzo was
happy to see Paul. “Come in-meet my family.”
Paul and Javier went in the house. The walls needed painting, the sheetrock had
mold in some parts. Three children were watching TV. The eldest, a girl about sixteen,
was taking care of the smaller ones.
“ Ninfa is not home. She works at ‘Mi Tierra’ downtown, “ Leonzo said. “ She will
be home soon. She gets a ride with her sister who also works there.”
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“ How are things Primo?” Suddenly, Leonzo’s eyes rolled back revealing the
white in them. He was having a seizure. His eldest daughter came running. She
screamed, “ Overdose!”
Paul grabbed Leonzo, putting both arms through his arm pits. He turned to
Javier, “ Lets keep him standing and walking. He must not lie down .” He started
slapping him gently. He turned to the girl, “ Call an ambulance!”
Paul had discussed procedures for overdose situations with Susan before. “ Get
me a syringe, salt, and a glass of water,” He said. The girl was shaking profusely. She
ran into the house. She knew where the syringes were kept.
Paul mixed water with salt and injected Leonzo. Main line in the vein. He shot
another injection. Javier kept him standing up. ‘ He must not lie down or go to sleep on
us!”
It took over 30 minutes but Leonzo started reacting positively. His heart beat
slowed down. Javier wondered if his heart was going to bust. The beating was fast and
loud. Leonzo started breathing normally. No ambulance was called. The girl was
shaking so bad she forgot to call them. No need to anymore. Leonzo will live. The
children hugged Leonzo. They were all crying. Leonzo was crying also. Paul and Javier
were sweating.
***
“ I am in trouble. Man, you guys came in time. “ Leonzo said. He was weak but
he did not want to sit down. He was half smiling and half silent. “ I know heroin is going
to kill me but what can I do.” The children went back to watch TV. All were crying.
“ I have some bread for you.” Paul gave Leonzo twenty dollars. “ Never shoot by
yourself. Have a companion present. You are prone to OD. ” Paul said.
“ I guess you know all about me now,” Leonzo said. “ I wish I could shake this
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monkey off.”
“ I am going to try to help. It is possible to shake it off. But it will take a strong
commitment and will power. You have been there before and you know how hard it is,
” Paul said. Javier kept silent. He would cast side views at the children watching TV
eating chips from a half empty bag. The smallest one constantly wiping her tears.
“ Remember Ramiro, the guy who pushed in the San Juan Courts, have you heard
anything about him, is he still active ?” Paul said. Leonzo looked at him. He had a look
of suspicion an addict had when being interrogated.
“ Why are you looking for him? ” Leonzo said. He raised his head slowly,” You are
not trying to connect are you?”
“ No, I don’t do drugs. I met him in Laredo. He was looking for Mexican Curios
across the border. He told me he brought them here and sold them at the flea market.”
Leonzo raised his head. He had a serious look, “ No, I have not heard anything.
Last I heard he was pushing near the San Juan Courts. He is well known in that area.
I stay away from him.”
“ Who could tell me where to find him ? I need to talk to him.” Paul said. Leonzo
would not say. Addicts protected pushers because their lives depend on them. Paul knew
that. Having saved Leonzo’s life would not make him yield. Paul respected that.
Paul and Javier left Leonzo. The children never turned to look at them as they
left. They were wary of strangers. Specially the kind who visited Leonzo.
***
The parking lot of Mi Tierra Restaurant was full. The parking valet took the
car and drove it to the back of the restaurant where additional parking was available. He
brought the keys to Paul. Javier gave him a two dollar tip.
The place was packed as usual. A Mariachi group was playing and singing
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traditional Mexican songs. Paul and Javier were led to a small table. They asked for
Ninfa. She was working another section of the restaurant. Paul walked over to where
she was.
“ I am Pablo Perez, a relative of Leonzo’s. Vilma, his mother is my mother’s
first cousin.”
“ What can I do for you,” Ninfa said. She was suspicious. “ I called home. My
husband said you were visiting.“
Paul made sure no one was near. “ I am looking for Ramiro, you know who he is.
Where can I find him? “
“Leonzo will not tell you, I am sure. He hangs around Yayas Bar on Alazan
Street, near the San Juan Courts. That is all I can tell you. And I appreciate it if you do
not tell Leonzo. I have enough trouble.”
***
The San Juan Courts were one of the oldest housing projects in San Antonio.
Built right after the second World War, the houses were set in an area better known for
it’s colorful theaters, grocery stores, ice houses and recreational parks. The project
housed hundreds of families. On the western side of the project, there were residential
houses owned by families who had been living there since the late 1940s. Mexican
Americans owned most of the houses.
Substance Abuse was a serious problem in the neighborhood. Gang wars flared
up frequently. This was the breeding ground for criminals. They got first class training.
Ramiro was drug turf king there.
“ Lets visit Yaya’s Bar.” Paul said. Javier nodded. They drove around until they
got to Yaya’s. It was a little hole in the wall place with sweat smelling walls, a hanging
roof of dilapidated sheetrock, an old senseless picture hanging on a wall, three tables
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with four chairs each, and a nice small bar, stocked with liquor bottles. There was a
custom made icebox full of beer bottles under the bar top.
“ Two beers, a salt shaker, and some lemons,” Javier said. The five men in the bar
gave him and Paul a strange, cold look. They were playing cards, drinking beer, and
eating pork skins with tabasco hot sauce. The bar tender called Paul over.
“ You’re looking for Ramiro. He knows, He is coming .” Leonzo must have told
him, Paul thought.
***
“ I am Ramiro, you have been looking for me.” Paul stood up and shook his
hand. He seemed friendly. Javier kept his seat but stretched to shake Ramiro’s hand. He
sat down. Two vicious looking men stood by the door. They arrived with Ramiro.
“ We are from Laredo. You may not remember us but we met before.”
Ramiro kept looking at Paul, tossing side glances at Javier. “ We want to discuss
some things which will bring back memories. We only came to talk.” Ramiro nodded.
“ Four years ago you, and us were involved in a drug deal that went sour in
Laredo. Remember?” Ramiro’s eyes spread wide open. “ We were on different sides at
the time. We are no longer involved in trafficking.” Ramiro kept looking at Paul, tossing
fast, side glances at Javier, turning to stare momentarily at the men by the door.
“ That was four years ago. I lost personal friends that time,” Ramiro said.
Paul took a drink of his beer, squeezed the lemon half, added salt and turned to
face Ramiro. “ We are hoping you can relate some of the things of that day so we can
figure out what happened. You were the one that got the bundle with the drugs from
the trunk of the car and took it to Rudy Torres.”
Ramiro kept quiet. –these guys know Roy Chapa and other people from
Chicago. “ If I remember correctly, when I gave the bundle to Rudy Torres, he opened
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It and there were no drugs. That’s when the shooting started,” he said.
“ Yes. Javier was standing next to Rudy Torres and another guy , Chino was right
behind you. I was over by the car where the drugs were kept. I am the one who gave you
a cigarette. Remember, I could not light your cigarette, your hand was unsteady .”
Ramiro’s eyes shot wide open. He remembered. It all came back to him now.
“ There were 12 bundles in the car’s trunk. We only put in eight. You drove
the car when cars were switched at the gas station. Did you make a stop somewhere
in between after that? Did some one else follow you? Were more bundles put in the car
trunk?” Ramiro was not nervous. He looked at Paul,
“ I was told to stop on the highway. I did not ask questions. I did as I was told.
Another car stopped behind us. I could not see who it was because the trunk was
opened and blocked my view. Something was dropped into the trunk. I never gave it a
second thought. It was not my place to ask questions.”
“ Did the car that stopped behind you follow after they dropped something in
the trunk? “ Paul said.
“ No. I mean Yes. But they followed after we were already gone. I saw them in
the mirror. Way behind ,” Ramiro said.
Paul turned to Javier, “ That was the third car we saw coming in the distance! “
He was excited. Like he found something he lost a long time ago.
“ Did they tell you which bundle to get out of the car when Rudy Torres called
you to take the drugs to him?”
“ Yes, a guy from Chicago. I did not know him personally. He pointed the bundle
I was to take out.”
“ Who was that guy?”
“ Chino.”
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Nuevo Laredo

Rudy Torres, Chuy Infante, and Lilia were eating at El Rancho in Nuevo Laredo,
one of the most popular restaurants in the city. Tourists from Laredo and points north
arrived in a bus. There were several young persons with a group of elderly couples.
Chuy had personal contacts in Nuevo Laredo. They were part of his network. He
relied on them to secure drugs after they arrived in Nuevo Laredo. Crossing them into
Laredo was not hard if his contacts cooperated.
“ Don Luis Trejo will arrive soon. He is at the doctor’s office. They are checking
his eyes,” a runner said. Don Luis Trejo sent him to advise his guests he would come as
soon as possible.
It rained a little in the early hours of the morning. The street vendors waited until
the skies were clear before setting up their portable carts on Guerrero Avenue. Shoe
shine boys were setting up in their stalls on the plaza.
***
“ Pass the salt,” Lilia said. Chuy gave her the shaker. “ What is the occasion for
the parade? What does it include ? ”
The Washington’s Birthday Celebration Parade was discussed. There would be
marching bands, army units, floats, and dancing groups from all over Texas. It would
also include marching bands from Monterrey, Saltillo, and Ciudad Victoria, and other
places in Mexico. Mexican bands and para-military units participated every year.
Visitors in Nuevo Laredo filled motels and special housing units in the city. People
from the Mexican interior arrived early for the parade and other festivities. With free
passes to the US, they also went shopping in Laredo.
“ The governor’s car will be loaded in Nuevo Laredo. The tires will be stored in
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a hotel garage until the dignitaries arrive. The tires will be mounted one day before
the parade starts,” Chuy said.
“ There will be special security for those tires, I am sure.” Torres said. “ They
must be protected day and night until they are mounted on the car. Everything must
be worked through Don Luis Trejo.”
“ I met with Don Luis twice this week,” Chuy said. “ He agreed with what we are
doing. He wants us to deliver his share as soon as possible. He has obligations. “ Torres
nodded. He was in charge of getting the money to pay Don Luis Trejo.
Luis Trejo had a tight organization. They handled drugs, clothing, electronic
equipment, and a host of other things Mexicans couldn’t buy on their side of the
border. The quality was better on the US side.
***
Laredo was known as the leading American inland port. Friendship between
leading business persons on both sides of the border was constantly reinforced. There
were several fiestas and celebrations throughout the year where pledges were made.
Food, liquor, and music always flowed freely.
Many Mexicans crossed the International Bridge daily to work on the US side.
That was irritating to labor groups in Laredo. Jobs were competed for with Mexicans
who offered a better trained labor force and accepted lower wages. Hundreds worked
in freight forwarding warehouses, retail stores, as maids, construction labor, and other
jobs. The competition for limited jobs in Laredo was tough.
Smuggling along borders in the world was common. In Laredo the illegal traffic
went south with electronics being the main commodity smuggled. All kinds of
international trade went through the import channels where wheeling and dealing took
place daily.
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***
Lilia was with Chuy and Torres. She was representing Chema Parra, the drug
lord in Iquitos. She was 26 years old, educated at Universidad Nacional Amazonia del
Peru in Iquitos, single, both parents dead, no siblings. She fell in love with a guerrilla
leader who was killed during a battle with the Peruvian Army.
“ You will like the food,” Chuy said. Lila smiled. She was looking at the menu. A
waiter was standing by, waiting to take orders. El Rancho was known as the best ‘carne
asada’ restaurant in Nuevo Laredo.
Food was not on Lilia’s mind. She received a telephone call from Chema Parra.
Things were not going well in Peru. Some of her friends were captured by the Peruvian
Army. They would be tortured.
“ The enchilada plate is good,” Torres said. He pointed to the item in the menu so
Lilia could consider it. She was not familiar with Mexican dishes. Her specialty was
“vacio”, an Argentine dish of beef heart meat cooked over an open fire. “ There are no
“anticuchos” here,” she said. Anticuchos were a delicacy in Peru.
“When is Chema coming?” Torres said. “ I will have the money ready in Laredo.”
Lilia nodded. She turned back to look at the menu. She was not in a talking mood.
Chuy put his menu down, “ I contacted La Jefa by Viveros Park. She is ready to
stash the merchandise as soon as it gets here.” La Jefa was a well known pusher. Her
clientele were mostly young people who bought marijuana. She was a bad security risk.
Local gangs could try to steal the drugs. This had happened before, but never with so
valuable a cargo as the one that was coming.
“ I have an alternative sight prepared in case you decide to switch places before
we load to cross. I ordered an extra set of tires so the first ones can be a decoy, just in
case. “ Chuy pointed to another menu option signaling Lilia that it may be more
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delicious than the enchiladas. Glasses of fresh squeezed lemonade were brought by two
waitresses.
“Tonight is the opening of the Washington’s Birthday Fiesta across the border.
The organizers of the two week event have a big party with plenty of food and liquor at
La Posada Hotel,” Chuy said.
“ Tell me about this fiesta on the American side,” Lilia said. She had just ordered
her food. The waiter left for the kitchen. She had never heard of George Washington
before. “ Was he a local hero ?”
***
Finding a place to stash 50 pounds of heroin worth millions of dollars in the
black market was a security nightmare. There are no loyalties in the drug trafficking
world. The only authority was violence.
Torres went to eat at Fonda El Negro, near the bus terminal on the highway to
Monterrey. Three men from Don Luis Trejo’s gang were going to meet with him. They
had problems with the old man and were looking for support from the Americans.
“ The time is ripe to get rid of him,” Juan Martinez said. He was the leader of the
group. “ We have been shortchanged enough. He keeps 70% of everything we smuggle
and steal. He threatens to turn everyone to the police. He even steals from us!”
“ We don’t get involved in local problems. But you are related to Aurora Saenz
and I owe her. What do you want me to do?” Torres said. He knew he was asking for
trouble. The people in Chicago told him to stay out of local conflicts but there are times
when personal interests are stronger than life itself.
***
Aurora Saenz was Torres’ emotional love in East Chicago. She was married. Her
husband treated her badly. She found refuge in Torres. It was three years ago-----195

back in Chicago,
Torres was sent to visit Elmo and set things straight with him. Elmo had been
skimming from the top of the pushing take. He had been fingered. He had a bank
account in his name with over $100,000 dollars.
Elmo moved from Hemlock Street in Indiana Harbor where he used to live. He
purchased an old well kept house on Euclid Street. He and his wife had no children.
She had two brothers, one was working in the Inland Steel Mills, the other lived in
Nuevo Laredo, Mexico.
“ I am his wife,” Aurora said. Torres was observing the lady and everything that
moved around. Suddenly he got locked eye ball to eye ball with the most beautiful
woman he had ever seen.
Aurora was 5’ 8 “ tall, slim, round buttocks, firm legs, long black hair that hung
down to her waist, and green eyes. She had a slim medium size nose, her hands were
light brown with a very soft touch. Torres was mesmerized by her looks, he was caught
by her manners. Every word she said caressed him. He had never felt this way before.
“ What can I do to help you? My husband is working at the school. He will be
home shortly. Classes have ended, he shouldn’t be long,” she whispered. Her smile was
a tempting sign. She was bewitching him. He was being seduced.
Torres had something to offer. He was about 5’ 10”, slim built, curly hair, blue
eyes, light brown complex, strong hands, and firm body. His voice had a shy tone that
melted in front of Aurora. He had never done that before any other woman. She was
married but that never crossed his mind.
“ I come from Chicago. Do you work?” he said. She fixed her eyes on his. He was
shy but could not turn away. She worked at the local antipoverty agency, the Lake Side
Community Center, helping poor people with emergency services of different kinds.
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“ I am a Case Worker,” she said. “ Today I was absent from work. I have a doctor’s
appointment in two hours. Is there anything I can do for you?”
***
Three days later, Torres walked into the Lake Side Community Center looking
for Aurora. “Can I speak with you,” he said. She nodded, pointed to her office and with a
head motion signaled him to follow.
“ Did you tell Elmo I was looking for him?” Torres said. He kept looking at her.
She had a way with her dress colors that adorned her eyes, and made her whole face
stand out. She forgot to tell Elmo Torres was looking for him.
“ I am sorry, I was so impressed with you I forgot why you were in my front
door,” she said. Both started laughing. It was the magic of something that could not be
explained. An electricity that drew them to each other. Rudy Torres lost control of his
manners, his speech became utterings mixed with giggles, reciprocated by her. Like two
children who had just found each other. Purring like kittens.
He found the strength to speak . “ You have very pretty eyes, I am very impressed
with your hair.“ She smiled shy-like, head bending down slowly, her eye sight heading
to her feet. “ May I sit down?” he said.
“What is happening ,” Torres said. She looked at him without speaking. Finally,
she said, “ Something is in the air. Would you like to go to dinner with me and my friend
Cecilia? We eat at the Panaderia Vela. ” Of course he would. He had already forgotten
what he came to Indiana Harbor for.
Indiana Harbor was incorporated into the city of East Chicago. Situated by the
waterfront on Lake Michigan. The big industrial attraction was the Inland Steel Mills
where thousands of Mexican Americans worked. Most came from Mexico and South
Texas. Their Spanish was not Tex Mex , it was Mexican, common Castillian.
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***
The affair began to bloom. Aurora started seeing Torres every week. They left
East Chicago and lived a few hours each week in a motel in Calumet City. The romance
had Torres mesmerized. He couldn’t shake Aurora off, knowing very well that an affair
with a married woman meant fanning the fires of hell. Death was always nearby. Love
was stronger than life for him and Aurora.
Several times she tried to separate from Elmo but he would not let her. With
tender offers and threats he kept his marriage together. One day he found out about
Torres.
Elmo knew Torres was tied to the Chicago mob. He had to go against them if he
wanted to defend his honor. He opted for the best route. He filed for divorce. She would
be free from him. But he never divorced himself from the hatred he nurtured for her
and Torres. He dreamed of revenge. Against both.
Rudy Torres and Aurora started living together as man and wife in Chicago. She
would not visit Indiana Harbor. Elmo had several relatives there. But there are things
which always draw people into areas where a fire is burning. A wedding in Hammond,
Indiana joined Aurora’s brother Jimmy with Alicia Ortega, a girl with relatives in Nuevo
Laredo. Aurora and Torres attended.
The Falcon Hall was lively. People were singing and laughing. Rudy Torres
walked into the big hall with Aurora. Unknown to them, Elmo and a brother of his were
in the audience. Both were armed with 357 Magnum guns loaded with hollow point
bullets. Torres carried a 38 Special with a short barrel.
Torres was congratulating the bride and groom. It was the custom. Behind
them, Elmo approached. He had an evil look in his eyes. He was casting deadly blasts
at Aurora. A young girl standing next to the couple saw him pull out his gun. She
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screamed but it was too late for anyone to do anything. Three shots were fired. Aurora
was dead before she hit the floor. Her head gushing blood from two wide open holes
where the hollow point bullets made their mark. The other bullet skimmed Torres‘ left
shoulder. The screaming and commotion allowed Elmo to run out of the hall. No one
ever heard from him again.
***
The funeral was like funerals for murdered victims. The casket was covered and
the body could not be seen. The embalmer was not able to repair the damage done to
her face. The hollow point bullets destroyed her face completely. Torres was without
consolation. He had fallen in love for the first time in his life. Why did it have to be with
a married woman. He suffered from a constant pain in his conscience.
Juan Martinez attended his sister’s funeral. He traveled in a van from Vargas
Transportation, a small company that ran mid-size vans from Laredo to Chicago. Most
of the passengers were from Nuevo Laredo.
Juan resented Torres. Aurora was killed because of him. He barely talked to him
during the funeral. He was close to Elmo before his divorce from Aurora. Elmo visited
Juan once in Nuevo Laredo after his separation from Aurora . Juan had no love for
Elmo. He killed his sister.
Juan was involved in drug trafficking in Nuevo Laredo. He coordinated with
Chuy Infante under orders from Don Luis Trejo.
Juan was a good swimmer, fast runner, and good car driver. He was paid well.
For years he had been associated with Don Luis. He recently found out he was not paid
that well. He was always willing to take the blame in case the authorities ever caught up
with his group or if Don Luis had to make an exit.
Torres returned recently from Peru. He came with Lilia, the Peruvian girl. Chuy
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met them in San Luis Potosi where the 50 pounds of black tar heroin were flown to
from Peru. The drugs were under the protection of Don Chu Chu in San Luis until they
could be moved to the border to prepare to cross them over the Rio Grande.
Torres was eating at La Fonda with Chuy and Lilia. He was surprised to see
Juan approach him. Juan worked for Don Luis Trejo.
***
“ We are ready to move. I want to assure you we will respect the arrangements
you have with Don Luis.” Juan was motioned to sit down.
“ Things have been tense lately. I have to be careful about getting involved in local
disagreements. I have to protect the merchandise coming in. I hope you understand
that. Don Luis Trejo may call me in to request my assistance also. It is best I do not get
involved. It would be dangerous to participate. “
Torres was careful not to show any favoritism for Don Luis Trejo. He did not
know who was still supporting the old man. If he took a side and they lost he could pay
with his life. If he sided with Don Luis Trejo and Juan won, he was in trouble also. Juan
did not harbor good feelings towards Torres. It was personal.
***
Don Luis Trejo’s operations included an abandoned motor replacement shop
near the Narciso Mendoza Plaza. It was on the northern part of the city, four blocks
west of the railroad lines coming from the American side through the railroad bridge.
The old warehouse had two cannibalized cars and one medium size truck. All
were iron steel skeletons. It was the gathering place for meetings, planning, and a
contact point for Don Luis Trejo’s operations in Nuevo Laredo. Torres and Chuy had
been there several times.
Don Luis Trejo called a meeting to finalize plans for the crossing of the drugs to
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the US. He wanted to meet at the warehouse. He ordered cabrito and a bathtub full of
beer and soft drinks, all iced up. This was done every time there was a meeting or any
kind of gathering at the warehouse.
Don Luis was by the door, sitting in a wheel chair, on the inside of the warehouse.
His men were walking up and down. Cooking the goat meat, preparing the tables,
making the pico de gallo, a hot sauce with tomatoes, serrano pepper, onion, and vinegar
added. A man came in with about eight dozens of corn tortillas freshly made at a local
tortilla factory.
“ Lets go to the back room, I have something to show you,” Don Luis said. Chuy,
Torres, and Pedro, one of Don Luis’ men, walked ahead of the old man. Suddenly, Don
Luis turned his wheel chair to one side. A man pulled him quickly out of the isle, Pedro
was walking with Chuy and Torres , but quickly backed up and ran to a side.
Firing started. Chuy was hit with a shower of bullets. He died instantly. It was a
trap. Torres and Chuy were being executed.
Torres pushed into a little room used as an office while bullets flew all around
him. A man was sitting on a wood pallet platform pulled by a hoist hanging near the
front wall of the building. He had a perfect view of his targets. Torres turned, aimed and
fired, hitting him. The man fell head first near where Don Luis was. As men looked for
a second at the man falling down, Torres fired two more shots. Fire was returned and to
Torres’ surprise, it was Lilia swinging an AK47 aimed at him.
The devil was helping him. Torres hid behind the hood of the cannibalized truck
as bullets struck all over the iron castings of the cannibalized truck frame. Sparks made
hissing sounds as bullets struck and ricocheted all over. Rifles, guns, and an AK47 were
making a lot of noise. The warehouse was filling up with smoke from the firing.
Torres kept down. He saw a pair of legs hanging from a wheel chair through an
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opening between steel rims where an old truck had been stripped. He fired three shots.
He heard the groans of a man who fell to the ground dead. Don Luis Trejo.
The shooting stopped momentarily. Lilia shouted, “ Acabenlo! Acabenlo! ” She
screamed. It meant “finish him off”. The firing started again. Torres replaced bullet
clips on his gun. He had four clips with him at all times. One was gone now. He had to
get Lilia. She was giving orders. Once she was gone the others had no reason to stay.
Keeping low, behind good cover, he started seeking Lilia’s legs the same way he
found Don Luis’. She was behind a car, but jumped up momentarily to use her AK 47.
Torres caught sight of her in a split second. He fired hitting her a little bit above her
eyes, thru the head temple. She gave him a strange look as she fell forward, dropping
her weapon, blood gushing from two bullet holes on her forehead.
“ Vamonos! Vamonos!” the cry was repeated. Four men left stopped firing and
started for the door.Torres jumped up and could have shot a young man who looked at
him terrified. He signaled him to leave with the others who had already run past the
door.
He had to leave the area. So many shots were sure to bring the police any minute.
He gave Chuy one last look. They had been together for some time now. He passed by
Lilia, kicked her on a shoulder, took her AK47, and got out of the warehouse fast.
Police had not arrived. When they arrive they will find Chuy Infante, Don Luis, Lilia,
and three other men dead.
The newspapers had their headlines. Six bodies were found in a warehouse,
Five men and a woman had been shot to death. The motive was figured to have been a
drug deal gone sour.
***
Chema Parra was at La Posada Hotel drinking coffee with Roy Chapa. They have
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much to talk about.
“ Things have not gone smooth like we planned,” Roy Chapa said. Chema
nodded. “ Somebody talked to Don Luis and convinced him he was not going to be
paid. He must have decided to take it out on Torres and the other guy.”
“ Well it got Don Luis out of the way. That is what Juan Martinez wanted. He will
be in charge now. The crossing continues as planned. By the way, what about Rudy
Torres?” Chema said. Roy Chapa looked at him, lowered his eyesight down to his coffee
cup “ We will find out what happened to him soon.”
Several men, apparently Peruvians, came to give Chema messages. The pool side
festivities started. The Washington Birthday Celebration was about to start. The
organizing committee members were being recognized with plaques for the work they
had done.
Chema received news from Peru. “ They know Lilia is dead.” The runner was
bringing word about the guerrilla group in Iquitos, in the Amazon region, about the
vows for revenge made at a rally.
“ Lilia was not really one of us. She was a guerrilla fighter. Her interest was
using money from the poppy fields to purchase weapons and military supplies. She was
a threat to everyone. She brought the Army on all of us. Our orders were to get rid of
her and blame the two guys who went to purchase opium.” Roy Chapa nodded and took
a sip of coffee. Rudy Torres is a wounded lion, very dangerous for everyone. Don Luis
was supposed to have to have taken care of him.
***
The fiesta is now going at full speed. “ ladies and gentlemen—may I introduce
the chairman of the organizing committee who will make the presentations of the
plaques, ” the announcer said.
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Where do you think Rudy Torres may be? What about Chicago-does he still have
allies there?” Chema said.
“ This is Meme Hicks, he will introduce his group,” the announcer said.
“ If he does he may be trouble for you.”
“ Meme, thanks for all you have done, we are grateful,” the announcer said.
Roy Chapa looked at Chema. He was having trouble hearing him because of the
fiesta announcer doing his Master of Ceremonies bit. “ Chicago had a reorganization of
the leadership. RudyTorres is out,” Roy Chapa said.
***
Juan Martintez was born and raised in Nuevo Laredo. He grew up in the Colonia
Juarez, on the south west side of the city. It was a tough neighborhood where many
criminals learned their trade at an early age. He was barely 16 when he killed a man in a
fight. He hid from the authorities but his reputation was spread all over the city. He
grew up to be a gang leader getting protection money from the Custom Brokers who
preferred to pay him rather than go to the police.
Juan joined the group headed by Don Luis Trejo. He was treated like a son for
years. While there was discontent in the ranks, he was loyal to the old man. For the
last three years he had been waiting to take over the group having learned all the tricks
and met all the important parties involved in the drug trade and the smuggling business.
He was speechless when he found out Don Luis was dead. Who ever convinced Don Luis
to go after Chuy Infante and Rudy Torres must have had orders from higher men in
Chicago, San Luis Potosi, or Peru.
Two days after the death of Don Luis and the others, a funeral was held. Mostly
relatives and very close friends attended. Juan did not attend, though he grieved for Don
Luis. He could have been arrested if he went. Nobody claimed the body of Lilia. She was
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buried in a shallow grave. No name, no tomb stone. Far away, in Peru, her name was
well remembered. People grieved for her. Specially Joaquin Irau, who had been in love
with her since they were adolescents.
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El Barrio

The sun came up early on February 12th . Azucena started mixing flour, baking
powder, lard, and water. She was making dough for flour tortillas. The stove had a pot of
coffee boiling. The kids were arguing. Jaime was inside the toilet, Jerry and Silvia were
waiting their turns, fuming. It was still early.
Using the ‘palote’, Azucena rolled the dough back and forth, stretching it, slowly
forming the tortilla. She had prepared the refried beans the night before. In the morning
she refried them a little more with pure lard. The additional refrying gave the beans a
special bewitching flavor.
“ There is a car outside. Go see who it is,” Azucena said. Jaime opened the door.
He saw who it was. “ Pablo!” Azucena dropped the palote and almost ran outside.
Her son was home.
Hugs and kisses started. Javier was lead into the kitchen while Pablo kept
hugging and kissing his brothers, sister, and mother.
You look great,” Azucena said. Pablo smiled. He was happy to see them. The last
time he saw his mother, Jaime, Jerry, and his sister was two years before when they
went to work in the beet fields near Grafton, North Dakota. His sister Elva was not
home.
“ Are you going to stay?” Jaime said. He was the youngest of the family. Paul
noted he had stretched himself up at least six inches. Paul nodded. He was coming
home.
“ There is still danger here,” Azucena said.
“ I know mother. I have to find out who is after me. I can’t hide forever.
Time has passed and nothing has changed. I will be careful,” Paul said.
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Azucena smiled. “ Will you go to the police?” the question came from Jerry, his
brother.
“ I need to know what happened. Who did what. Then I will go to the police.
I want to see Angel Benavides first. I have a wife. She will be here shortly. She is a
guera, a gringa. Her name is Susan. “ Paul said. Everyone nodded. Azucena smiled. “ I
am taking Javier to his parent’s house. I will be back. ” Paul said. Jaime and Jerry had
unloaded the things he had in the car.
***
The drive to Javier’s parent’s house took Paul through familiar streets. He was
getting re-acquainted with the City. Driving on Santa Maria Avenue, Paul noted things
had not changed much. Time seemed to have stood still. Thoughts began to circulate
regarding some old friends and flames he had. Javier’s parents were home. His mother
came outside the house running to embrace him.
***
“ Hey-Carnal!- What in the world brings you here?” Angel said. He was shaking
Paul’s hand feverishly. Hugs and pats on the back followed. They were standing outside
Angel’s house. His parents heard the voices and went outside.
“ Pablo! Pablo! ” Both said at almost the same time. They were his uncle and
aunt. “ Come inside son. Come inside.”
After small talk, Angel invited him to go outside to look at his car. A brand new
Ford Mustang. It was an invitation to talk in private.
“ Who claims my territory now?” Paul said.
“ There are new players in the barrio. I don’t hang out with them. They have new
ideas. Always getting into trouble.” Angel said. He handed Paul a can of beer.
“ Have you seen Chuy Infante, or any of the old gang?’ Paul said.
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“ I saw him two months ago. He hangs out with heavy dudes from South Laredo.
They are always driving nice cars, sporting gold chains around their necks. Slick dressed
dudes who barely wave when they pass by.”
“ Have you seen Javier Escobar or any others ?”
“ He is married. He pretty much keeps to himself, always with his wife and two
kids. Hector Gamez is constantly drunk. He hangs out at an old gas station playing
checkers with friends .”
Conversations turned to old times when Paul was one of the barrio leaders. Chuy
Infante moved from the barrio. He lived in the new Del Mar section of the City. He was
married. Angel did not know who his wife was. Paul invited Angel to a restaurant for a
cup of coffee.
***“ No more sarderas,” Paul said. Sarderas were the Mexican American girls who
dated the White Air Force fly boys years back. The barrio people resented the girls going
out with the fly boys. They called them ‘thrash’ and other lively names. Fights ensued
several times in the downtown area where the girls hung out to be picked up. Paul was
involved in one of those fights. He broke a beer bottle on the head of an airman outside
El Aguila Café in downtown Laredo.
***
They left the café. Paul wanted to visit the public library. He did not want to stay
in the downtown area long. He was afraid someone might recognize him. Someone he
did not want to see.
He wanted to look at newspapers stored on microfilm in the Library. He was
curious about what was reported on the sour deal four years before. Paul went to the
records section. He wanted to see newspaper from the years 1972 to 1974.
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The library clerk took him to a room where the records were kept. He showed
Paul how to operate the film viewing machine. “ This section over here has the
newspapers from the years 1972-1975. You will find what you want here. Just place the
films back in the same order you find them.”
He picked up a roll of film marked Feb 1 to March 28, 1972. That was the time
when the drug violence incident occurred. He started rolling the film until he hit the
newspaper dated February 26, 1972. “ A drug deal gone sour leaves six people dead on
a Mines Road ranch. The police found the bodies lying near a small shack. A lot of car
tracks raised speculation that several persons were involved. The names of the dead
have not been released pending notification of next of kin. Some of the dead appear to
be from out of town based on identification found on them. Drugs are suspected as the
motive.”
He found the newspapers where the obituaries of Juan Chaires, Jaime Aguirre,
and Pedro Farias were announced. He got somber. They had been very close friends.
***
Paul called Javier. He was surprised with what he heard.
“ Chuy Infante is dead! He was killed in Nuevo Laredo !” Javier said.
“ Bad news. What about his family? His mother and his brothers?” Paul said.
“ They had a private funeral. Only family and close friends. Pick me up so we can
talk. ” Javier said.
It was close to an hour later when Paul drove to Javier’s parent’s house. “ Hey
man, things have been happening here.” He said. “ I called Chino. He is in San Antonio.
He said men from Chicago have been seen in San Antonio. Rumors are they are headed
to Laredo.”
“ When is he coming,” Paul said.
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“ He will be here tomorrow. He is staying at La Quinta Motel, on San Bernardo
and Baltimore streets. Denny’s Restaurant is on the corner, by the side road of the
Expressway.” Javier said.
“What about Chuy Infante. Who killed him? Have you heard anything in the
barrio?” Paul said.
“ Rumors are it was the mob in Nuevo Laredo. Apparently Chuy took a girl and
four men with him. Some rumors are six men involved in the shooting left without a
trace. Chuy’s family had a lot of trouble bringing the body over to the US for burial.
Chuy had a wife and a kid. ” Javier got information from friends in the barrio.
“ Did you find out who was killed along with Chuy ? ” Paul said. Javier nodded.
“ My grandfather reads El Diario. He read me the names in the obituary. Except
for two persons, I never heard of the others. Besides Chuy Infante , I recognized Luis
Trejo. He was in charge of the traffickers in Nuevo Laredo.” Javier said.
Paul started putting things together. “ There must have been a revolt in the ranks.
Luis Trejo was a powerful man. He was in charge of crossing drugs from Nuevo Laredo
to this side of the border. Remember him?” Javier nodded.
“ Let’s wait for Chino. The police have better information. Remember the
rumors are that a big load of heroin is going to cross.” Javier said.
***
The day passed quickly. Javier was resting at his parent’s house. The telephone
rang. “ Its for you son.” Javier picked up the phone. “ Hello.” The voice on the line
changed the color of his face.
“ This is Rudy Torres. I need to talk to you.” Javier was mum for a minute.
“ Fine. Where do we meet?”
“ It has to be in a car. I am being followed by men from Chicago and from Nuevo
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Laredo. Can I pick you up? “ Torres said. Javier paused for a few seconds. He was not
taking chances. He was told the night before that Torres was with Chuy when he was
killed in Nuevo Laredo. Torres could be setting me up--“ We can meet at a restaurant. I want people present when we talk, ” Javier said.
Torres understood. “ I will have a friend with me. Paul Perez. “
“ We meet at the Southland Café. Is that okay?” Torres hung up.
***
The Southland Café was full. There was a funeral across the street at the
Jackson Funeral Home. A distinguished member of a wealthy family passed away.
The Southland Café was packed with mourners, relatives and friends. Some were
there for other reasons. Torres, Javier, and Paul had serious things to discuss.
***
“ What brings you to Laredo?” Paul said. Javier ordered coffee and the evening
special .The waitress wrote the order on a paper pad.
“ We know each other well. We thought you were back in Chicago. “ Double talk.
Feeling each other out.
“ We were involved in bringing curiosities from Mexico four years ago. You were
part of that. Things did not go well that time, but here we are.” Torres said.
Paul asked for coffee. “ What can we do for you? How did you get my telephone
number?” Javier said. He was concerned . How did Torres know where to reach him.
Torres looked at him. He cast side glances at Paul, then turned back to Javier again.
“ Chino has been talking to me. I am working undercover with him. “ That was
a bomb shell. “ For some time now Chino and I have been trying to pin down the drug
scene in Chicago. Too many kids have been hurt because of drugs. That includes a kid
brother of mine, “ Torres said.
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“ We don’t participate in smuggling or anything that has to do with drugs
Anymore,” Paul said. “ Why do you want to talk to us?”
“ I have close ties to the drug lords in Mexico and Peru. I was working with a
friend of yours, Chuy. He told me about both of you. He was killed recently across the
border when someone ratted on us. We were set up by Luis Trejo and his people for
execution. The Chicago mob must be after me also. “
“How much do you know about the drugs that are supposedly coming, “ Javier
asked. Torres has crossed over for protection—
“ I was involved in the negotiations in the States, in Mexico, and in Peru.”
Paul was trying to figure out Torres. “ Did Chuy know you were undercover?
“ No,” Torres replied. He looked at Paul, “ Chino told me you want to help stop
crossings,” he said.
“ Apparently you are informed about a major load of drugs planned to be crossed
any day now, ” Paul said. Javier put his coffee cup on the table. The talk suddenly got
interesting. “ What happens now that Luis Trejo and his men know about you?”
“ Luis Trejo is dead. Juan Martinez is in charge. He is not as bright as Trejo. He
is a hot head. He resorts to violence when he suspects anything. That usually destroys
whatever is taking place. Juan was in the confrontation four years ago when both of you
and I were involved.” Torres just opened a new versions of things.
“ On orders of Don Luis Trejo, Juan called friends in Chicago to go to St Paul and
get rid of you lest you cooperate with the police and spoil the crossing of the shipment
coming in.”
“ How sure are you of that?” Paul said.
“ Juan called me to get Samuel to take care of the orders from Don Luis Trejo.”
“ And you did what?”
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“ I refused. I called Chino. Someone contacted Roy Chapa. That’s when Roy
Chapa put a price on my head. He must have contacted Don Luis Trejo to take care of
me. Chino is a witness.”
“ We need to talk to Chino before we talk to you again. Too many things are
happening. I am confused.” Paul said.
“ Chino arrives tonight. He is coming with a team of FBI, DEA, and special
Federal Narcotics task force officers. They have information on what is being planned
though few know how things will be played out,” Torres said.
“ When we talked with Chino he did not tell us any of that. There is confusion.
Chuy Infante is dead, we lost three special friends four years ago, Javier and I had to
leave town, two months ago someone tried to get rid of me in a drive by shooting, we
are back in Laredo and nothing has been clarified. ” Paul said. He was expressing
frustration. “ Who is behind this whole thing? Why am I targeted? Why was Chuy
Infante killed? Where is all this heading ?” Now Torres changes sides…….
Torres waved at the waitress to refill coffee cups. “ Chino will explain a lot of
things. It has taken time to get close to where we are on this situation. There is much
to discuss. Tonight, when Chino arrives we must meet with him. He will explain things.
Not only are drugs coming, some of us are targeted,” he said.
They agreed to meet at a friends house in the Sal Si Puedes neighborhood. The
only ones attending would be the three of them, Chino, and two special agents who had
inside information on what has been taking place the last three months.
***
It was 7:30 a.m. Julio was in a hurry to get to Holy Redeemer Church. The
parking lot will be full by 7:45. His mother is irritating everyone. “ Get ready! Hurry!”
Mass starts at 8 am sharp. Father Antonio gets angry when people come
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late. Luis Mejia, the old man, was the head usher welcoming the parish members. The
altar boys were putting their regalia on in the church sacristy.
Mrs Ciros has been distributing flyers in the parking lot. There were breakfast
specials after each mass. People drank coffee and ate tacos at the parish hall. Some
visited with friends while they ate breakfast. The conversations usually centered On
rumors, gossip and politics. Elections were coming in March.
“ Politicians attend mass every Sunday from now till election day,” Frita said. She
was a volunteer helping serve food. Her husband got up around five each Sunday. He
was on the cooking committee. He made good barbacoa.
Paul has not attended church in a long time. He was baptized, confirmed, and
made his first communion at Holy Redeemer Church. There was chocolate and sweet
bread for the Godparents afterwards. His Godfather was Don Samuel Garza, a revered
member of the parish.
The Barrio is peaceful on Sunday mornings. It was time to honor Jesus Christ,
visit with family and go home for dinner. The afternoons brought beer busts and visits
to taverns to watch the Dallas Cowboys play football on TV. When evening came,
many attended the dance hall on the Mines Road. Conjunto Primavera was playing.
***
“ The radio program starts at 5:00 p.m.. It is the Sunday special. There will be
two guests. Joe Puntsman will put it to the heart of things. He holds nothing back, “
Ema said.
Ema was excited. She paid her taxes the previous Thursday after her loan was
approved. She had to borrow money to make the quarterly payment. The City has a
plan where taxpayers can elect to pay their taxes in four equal payments. The financing
makes the total tax cost a little more but it is the only way many know how to afford
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them. She did not mind paying. She objected to the way they spent her money. “The
lazy bums have little to do but gather votes during elections to keep the rats in office.
That is their main occupation, “ she said.
Lacho liked to listen to the program also. He laughed at the ridiculous solutions
proposed for complex problems . Paul has never met Lacho. He was from another
barrio, far from where Paul was raised.
It was time. The radio program was on. Puntsman came on the air. “ Good
afternoon ladies and gentlemen, another beautiful day in Laredo, Texas, we are
about to start the annual Washington’s Birthday festivities, but we have pending
business to discuss first, so sit comfortable, and get ready, we have two guests with
news of importance and we also have a report on the investigation of the City
Council, but first, we have a commercial that helps us pay some bills. ”
Paul, Javier, and Sergio were drinking beer while Johnny Caves, a friend was
cooking fajita skirt steaks over coals. The radio station had changed programming
from Tejano music to English. The station sponsored a right wing talk show.
“ Well, here we are again, surely the lecherous are listening, they know we
are coming, we have had enough of those who live off the rest of us, Tuesday I went
to pay my school taxes, Boy did I resent giving those people my hard earned money—
You see, I know what they do with it, and educate children is not on their agenda.
They hire their friends and compadres to do a little as possible, except collect a
paycheck, They have people paid for doing nothing, the grades are not improving,
graduation levels remain static, Some Supervisors can’t even speak English, yet
they are in charge of very important departments! Figure that out! Small pause,” It
looks like we have someone on the line, yes, yes, you are on the air go ahead.’’
“ Yesss—I just wanted to say I admire your program—people like you should be
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in office instead of those leaches who suck the life out of our tax money and produce
nothing worth anything,….. Like you, I am tired of paying my hard earned money for
the corruption that goes on in our schools, our city and our county---where is the
decency required that these degenerates lack with no compunction whatsoever of any
kind , I am fed up, thank you.” The beat goes on. Comments attacking public
officials.
***
“ Drive by where the protests are taking place. The marchers are singing and
praying. It goes on every day. They have shifts that picket the place from early morning
to closing time in the evening.” Clara Garza said. Her mother was a devout Catholic.
“Father Antonio requested pickets to march, pray, and sing while children are being
killed inside the clinic. “
Paul drove the car slowly. He did not recognize any of the pickets. He saw a
woman carrying a baby, extremely thin, with a face marked by hunger and poverty. She
sang while she marched. Paul observed her carefully. She had something that drew his
attention. She had the markings of an addict.
Everywhere we go I find someone that reminds me of the destruction caused by
drugs. My conscience is no longer functioning. I told Susan I had to do something to
make amends for the life I have lived—but there is something inside of me that won’t
let go….
“ Abortions are not the monopoly of the poor. Check the PEWS survey and You
will find that the majority of abortions are by middle class people. Millions of them. “
“ Is it true that it is murder as the church says, ” Facundo said. “ My mother says
it is up to a woman to decide if she wants to have an abortion, not up to the priest or
anyone else.”
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Facundo was attending classes for First Communion. Eliza was the teacher. She
was a devout Catholic. Her parents almost agreed to a doctor’s recommendation that
Eliza be aborted due to danger to her mother, and health problems Eliza could have.
Her mother decided against that. Birth was left in the hands of God. Eliza was born a
healthy child.
“ The issue is not whether abortion is murder or not. It is not who makes a
decision to have an abortion, “ Eliza said. “ In order to have an abortion, the embryo,
must cease living, cease breathing. What do you call that?”
“ What about the attacks on the church by the intellectuals who push secularism
instead of religion?” A visitor in the class said. The lady was there to pick her son up
after classes were over.
“ Man must believe in something. Or he will go crazy. Our people have always
believed in the Holy Mother of all Mexicans—La Virgen de Guadalupe.’ In a nation like
ours we have the freedom to believe what we want. People have that freedom all over
the world, but not all people have the freedom to worship or practice their religion
without fear. To believe is different from practice.” Eliza said. The subject was discussed
in the church, the barrio, and even in the cantinas .
***
Susan arrived in Laredo. Paul picked her up at the airport. “ Welcome to Laredo.
The land of many suns. The weather is nice but when winter is over it is unbearable. My
mother has a small two room hut in the back yard. We can stay there until I can find
something more appropriate.”
Susan nodded. She was glad to see Paul. After hugs and kisses, and introductions
to the family, they boarded the car and headed for the barrio.
“ What do you believe,?” Paul said. Susan looked at him. She shrugged.
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“ I feel there is a super being who rules over us. It is just too complicated to
believe nature has done everything. If it is not a super being, then one has to ascribe
things to nature. Who or what else? Nothing just grows. Even that is nature,” Susan
said.
“ The secularists say religion is pushed on people,” Paul said.
“ Yes it is. And so is secularism. So is education. So is everything that goes
through the minds of humans. We do not learn by ourselves automatically. We study we
wonder, we search. How is all this tied to our lives here in Laredo? I don’t really know
but somewhere along the line, everything ties in.” Susan was educated. She knew logic.
“ Do you feel people involved in crime believe in God?” Paul was wondering. She
looked at him.
“ I have a feeling that having seen what drugs do to people has changed your way
of thinking. It has forged it away from where it was before. What made you change your
mind to the point you are willing to risk your life to help stop the crossing of drugs, to
help those who suffer from addiction. Surely it was not nature!”
Paul looked at Susan and smiled. “ I don’t know if it was God or it was you, but
since I met you I have seen a different way of life. I was never in the drug world to hurt
people. I felt that someone was going to provide the drugs, either me or someone else. It
never crossed my mind that people close to me would be hurt by them.”
“ Here we see secularism unable to cope with reality. Something got inside your
mind and made you see what has always been there. We all see what we want to see,
until someone like Petra or Leonzo shake us up. Our eyes open wider than they ever
did,” Susan said.
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Fiesta

The bridge was cleared. The bugles began playing on the Mexican side. The
delegations started walking. Politicians, military officers from the Mexican Army,
soldiers, the Nuevo Laredo Police Chief and a contingent of aides carrying the
Mexican flag started walking on the bridge. The group included young children with
escorts, chamberlains, and the Catholic Bishop from Nuevo Laredo. They were heading
to the American side.
Waiting on the US side were an equal number of dignitaries and political figures.
The dignitaries mixed in with the crowd. The Laredo Police Chief, Border Patrol officers
High School bands, a Mariachi High Band, and several high school Pep Squads.
Next to the Master of Ceremonies was the Mayor of Laredo, several council
members, the Governor of the state, three State Senators, eight State Legislators, and a
host of visitors from San Antonio, Corpus Christi, and Austin. Paul, Javier, Susan, and
Chino were also there. There was no platform nor elevated canopy for the announcer.
“Ladies and Gentlemen, distinguished guests, Damas y Caballeros, distingidos
Invitados, “ The Master of Ceremonies started introducing dignitaries according to
protocol.
The Mexican Delegation crossed the border dividing line on the middle of the
bridge. The heads of each delegation embraced each other to the sound of bugles and
drum rolls. Following the warm applause the group continued walking to the US side
with drums beating and bugles blowing at high volume.
When they reached the American side, the Mexican delegation stopped. The US
delegation continued moving towards them. The official ‘abrazo’, (embrace), ceremony
was about to start. The Master of Ceremonies started announcing,
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“Now, the Police Chief of Laredo will meet his counterpart from Nuevo Laredo
and exchange an abrazo. The Laredo Mayor embraced the Nuevo Laredo Mayor, and
others met with counter parts and hugged each other. A lot of cheering and applauding
filled the air.
“ To give us the invocation, a sign of peace among ourselves and our nations,
please help me welcome their excellency, Bishop Garza, and Bishop Mansera –
Paul kept looking at the crowd, wondering if Roy Chapa was there, he was sure he had
seen him.
“ In the name of the father-en el nombre del padre” It had to be him over by the
bridge rail, near the boundary marker.
People, Catholics and others, crossed themselves. The American and Mexican
National hymns were played. Paul saw a person in the crowd who resembled someone
from Minnesota. She was standing next to the Mexican bugle corps. Yes, it was,
Sister Naomi!
“ She is not wearing a Nun’s cassock. What could she be doing here? .” Paul’s
mind was working in double time. He turned to Susan, “ We have a visitor from
Minnesota over by the bugle corps, do you see her? What could she be doing here?”
Susan looked at him and nodded. She started looking over the crowd’s heads searching
for Sister Naomi. She could not find her. Too many men with hats blocked her view.
Chino made his way towards Paul and Susan. “ We have visitors from Chicago. I
just saw Roy Chapa on the other side of the crowd , with the Mexicans.” Paul nodded.
He kept looking over the crowd trying to regain sight of Sister Naomi. She got lost in
the crowd that kept getting bigger.
“ And now, we will have our honorable Mayor deliver the official welcome to
our guests from Mexico” The Mayor was introduced. He had a prepared speech.
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“ Ladies and Gentlemen, distinguished guests, welcome to Laredo-welcome to
the greatest border celebration where two nations join in friendship and peace. “
Paul, what are you doing here?” Sister Naomi was standing behind him. “ So that
we may all benefit from the peace and friendship our people enjoy, “
“ I live here. What are you doing here?”
Our Governor will welcome everyone to this great state
“ I am visiting the Mother House of the Ursuline Sisters,”
And now our whole delegation moves on to La Posada Hotel for the friendship
Breakfast….
“ You are not dressed like a Nun. Is there something special about that?”
Please follow the Golden Spurs to the hotel restaurant -and join us----The people started moving to the hotel where music and food waited. Paul, Susan,
Javier, and Sister Naomi stood by a small tree looking at each other.
“ We have something to discuss in private,” Sister Naomi said. Paul nodded. He
followed her.
“ I am not a Nun. I am a special investigator from Chicago assigned to the state of
Minnesota to research illegal narcotic activity. I was placed in the Migrant Center to
look into drug smuggling among the Mexican American population.”
Paul looked at her in disbelief. “ You look better as a Nun,” he said. “ I am sure
you know Chino.” She nodded.
“ We work together. He has oriented me on operations here on the border. He
told me you are willing to help us.”
Paul got over the shock. “ Am I supposed to keep you a secret?” She nodded.
They went back to join the rest of the group. They headed back to the hotel. Both kept
looking into the crowd, trying to find people they knew. People who could be dangerous.
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“ I know for sure Roy Chapa is here with some of his cohorts. Chino saw him, ”
Sister Naomi said.
“ I saw Juan Martinez with a group of Mexican Taxi Cab owners walking with the
Mexican Delegation on the bridge.” Paul said. “ He was heading the Taxi Cab Owners.
Don Luis Trejo always did that. He was the big man there.”
“ Was!” Sister Naomi said. “ He was killed two days ago in a gun fight near the
Rail Bridge on the other side of the City,” Sister Naomi said. Paul nodded.
Paul was wondering. Luis Trejo was a powerful man. “ Who shot Trejo?” Sister
Naomi looked at him, turned sideways gazing at the crowd, then faced him again.
“ Rumors are it was Rudy Torres. Trejo prepared an ambush to hit Torres and
Chuy. They got Chuy but Torres managed to kill Trejo, a girl from Peru, and three
others.”
“ Were drugs involved ? ” Paul said. Susan stood next to him. She kept quiet.
“ Our information is Rudy Torres and Chuy Infante were working with Luis Trejo
but the deal went sour. Rumors are drug providers from Peru are here.”
“ What do they want?”
“ They supplied the drugs. They want to make sure they get paid. Three twin
engine planes landed near Nuevo Laredo five days ago. They were loaded with Peruvian
black tar heroin. The drugs are headed this way. ”
“ How big is the load?” Javier said. He had joined Paul and Sister Naomi.
“ Fifty pounds of black tar heroin, ” Sister Naomi said.
***
“The bridge ceremony was boring. Too many introductions and too many hugs.”
Roy Chapa said. He was back at the hotel. He had breakfast catered to the room. The
food included Mexican pit barbeque, hot tortillas, coffee, and plenty of pico de gallo, a
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salad of pepper, onion, coriander, and tomato, all mixed.
“Turn the TV on. The parade is due to start in one hour. The introductions are on.
Try the Mexican channel. It has better announcers,” Roy Chapa said. Alex turned it on.
The parade participants were lining up. The dignitaries were about to be taken to
the line up on the parking lot of the Laredo Civic Center. There was a lot of commotion
as floats, marching units, dance groups, and others waited their turn to be positioned.
Alex changed the TV channel. Ramiro jumped up from the couch where he was
sitting. “ Change it back! Quick. I saw Chino, on the sidewalk, behind the people sitting
on the curbside.”
Roy Chapa laughed. “ You are seeing things.” He turned to watch the TV. Alex
interrupted, “ It is Chino! ”
“ Chino is up to something.” Roy Chapa said. “ We must find out if there are
other people with him.”
The cameras are focusing on the crowd near the Grand Stand where the parade
judges sat. The Princess Pocahontas entourage on horseback follows the Parade
Marshall. The Mexican movie and singing star, Paco Chacon is the Grand Marshal.
People walked on the street and the sidewalks. Policemen on motorcycles drove
up and down, admonishing the crowd to get off the street. Children were pulling on
their parents shirts and blouses pleading for cotton candy, balloons, and paper horns.
Alex left the hotel, heading for the Grand Stand pavilion. Roy Chapa wants Chino under
observation. He is concerned other people from Chicago may be with him.
Paul, Susan, and Javier were standing besides a hot dog vendor. They were
heading towards the Grand Stand pavilion. Sister Naomi was two blocks behind them.
She has been contacted by Chino.
Paul turned to Susan as a young girl cut in between them, heading for the street.
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The traffic was getting tight as people juggle for spaces to sit before the parade started.
“ Wait for Javier,” Paul said. Javier was slowed down by small crowds formed in
front of him as he tried to make his way towards Paul and Susan.
“ I was thinking, you know when we took the drugs to hide them in Nuevo
Laredo something crossed my mind as I saw the Mexican vendors right now, ” Paul
said. He was pointing to a group of snow cone vendors who came from Mexico. They
were allowed to cross the border for the parade.
“ Wait a minute, wait a minute. When we went with the drugs to La Jefa’s
house by the river, there were three persons in the back room who never came out. We
ignored them. A lot of drug traffickers visited her. But she got nervous when I looked
at the tires piled up in the back room, ---remember?”
Javier looked at Paul, “ Those tires, what were those tires doing there. They
were brand new. If I remember well, she must have gotten them in exchange for
marijuana. Are you thinking what I am thinking? “ Yes, both were thinking the
same thing. “ They were loaded with the drugs! Wrapped and taped tightly inside
them!”
“ That is how they crossed them over. On the Washington’s Birthday Parade!
The Mexican Governor’s car! Yes. It was the governor’s car. That must be what they
are planning to do again,” Paul said.
“ We got the bundles to cross right there at La Jefa’s house, remember? “
“ We were in the living room when Mateo came with them. He wrapped each
bundle with two inch plastic tape for the river crossing. We never saw what was
in them. We just took it for granted the drugs were in the bundles !”
“ What was placed in the car Ramiro was driving on the Mines Road ? It was the
fake bundles! Ramiro lied. No one stopped him on the road when he was driving on the
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Mines Road. No one loaded his car!”
“ We must find Chino. He has to know. The Parade starts in 20 minutes-“
The Mayor of the City gave Princess Pocahontas the keys to the city. It is a
tradition that goes back to the start of the ceremony in 1898…..” The announcer
continued speaking but the noise of the crowd drowned his voice. The microphone he
was using was heard but what he was saying was not understood. Applause applause..
Rudy Torres was not with us when we crossed the drugs, nor was he with us
when we delivered them. He knew all the time the drugs were not in the bundles. He
was in on what ever was happening…But Rudy Torres was also targeted-betrayed by
Roy Chapa, almost killed at the ranchito, …
“ It was Roy Chapa all the time. It had to be. He was on top of everything from the
beginning. He must have planned the whole thing. He probably knew Chino was
undercover. Or was he?” Chino said one of their own had betrayed them—or did he
mean him?
***
The Civic Center parking lot was full. Security guards would only let cars in if
they had special parking placards pasted on them. Paul and Javier parked across the
street, on the east side of San Bernardo Avenue.
“ Point the binoculars across the bow, over to the far end. The only thing visible
is the top of the cars. We can not see the Governor ‘s cars, “ Paul said, “ our best bet is
to wait here. This is the main exit out of the parking lot. The car has to come through
here.”
There was another exit on the north side of the parking lot. “ We only have one
car! Let’s park on the corner next to the fire station. We can see both exits from there.”
They drove in heavy traffic. The half block drive took them eight minutes.
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The luncheon was now taking place inside the dance hall of the Civic Center. The
place was packed with dignitaries from Austin, Washington, several cities in Mexico.
Laredo’s social elite and business community leaders were there.
It was 33 minutes after 12 when two cars left the parking lot by the north side
exit. Both were Mexican cars with diplomatic plates. One turned right heading towards
San Bernardo. The other turned left heading towards Santa Maria Avenue. A hunch
got Paul to drive after the car going to Santa Maria avenue.
***
On the corner of Jackson Street and Santa Maria Avenue, the Mexican car
entered a tire shop. Four heavy duty hydraulic jacks were stationed to change four tires
immediately. The car drove in. Before the driver could step out of the car, the jacks
were slid under it by four men while another four went to work on the tires. Four
hydraulic tire nut wrenches were hooked on the nuts of each tire rim. In seconds, the
nuts came loose and the tires were pulled off. A complete set of four replacement tires
was installed. The nuts were tightened. They could have made race car teams look
amateurish with their skill and speed. The whole process took less than four-minutes.
The driver never got off the car.
Javier pointed to three vans approaching the tire shop from two directions. Roy
Chapa was in one, Alex was in another. Each van had two armed men. The tires loaded
with the drugs were loaded in the van Roy was in. The Mexican Governor’s car sped
back to the civic center parking lot. The third van had four men, all heavily armed.
They had three AK47 automatic rifles.
Javier and Paul sported 357 Magnum guns. One shot was enough to render the
target helpless. Each had three extra ammo magazines fully loaded. There would not be
time to order anyone to surrender. Shooting was the only way to stop the vans. It was
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impossible to call the police, Chino, or Torres for assistance. Time was flying with each
second speeding towards a minute.
“ I am going to drive past the red van, shoot the two tires on the drivers side,
one on the front and one on the back! That will stop them. Let the others go! We can’t
stop them.“
The vans drove away, going north on Santa Maria Avenue. Javier got the car in
gear. Paul pulled his weapon out. In the imperceptible fraction of a second, Roy Chapa
saw what was happening. “ Move! ! Vamonos! “ he shouted.
Shots rang out. A back tire of the van driven by Alex started bleeding air. A
front tire was hit with three bullets. It blew out on the spot. The other two vans sped
away. Paul was the only one firing a weapon.
The vans were obscuring Paul’s eye sight. The van with the drug loaded tires
sped away in front of the other one. Police sirens were heard heading their way.
Javier turned the car, heading after the driver who just got off the disabled van.
He started to run, heading into a house. Paul and Javier caught up with him. He was
trembling. It was Alex! He recognized Paul. He turned face down, and knelt when he
was caught.
” Where are the other vans going! Or you die right now!” Alex was shaking so
bad he could barely talk.
“ El Ranchito! El Ranchito! ”
The same site where four years before the sour drug deal took place! “ They must
have decoys who will be killed unless we get there to stop them, ” Paul said. It took
three precious minutes to tie Alex up and place him in the trunk of their car. “ Before we
die, you will be dead!” Paul said, “ Pray we live, sucker!”
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***
Roy Chapa was angry. “ Hurry—we must get to the Ranchito! The plane will pick
us up! Get this thing moving faster!” Ramiro pressed as hard as he could on the gas
pedal.
There was a landing strip at the Ranchito, on the north side of the small house.
Paul did not remember the landing strip. Javier did. “They must have a plane coming in
or already there!” he said.
Paul turned the car to the Mines Road heading west. He knew where the two vans
were heading. “ They are way ahead of us. For sure they will set up an ambush. There is
another entrance to the Ranchito from the west. We must look for it so we can reach the
back of the shack.” Paul was almost shouting. Javier nodded. Paul was reloading his
gun, making grim faces as he did.
***
The police arrived at the tire shop. Attendants told them what had happened.
“ We were told to change tires on a car. Then there was shooting, and we took cover! “
The police did not believe them.
Chino, Torres, and Arturo Juarez arrived right after the police did. “ They are
heading for the Mines Road, it has to be to El Ranchito, ” Chino said.
***
“ Set up the men, I want two AK47s on the bush, by the fence. I want two rifles
on the back and two on the front of the shack, and an AK47 inside. I want everyone
wasted!” Roy Chapa gave rapid orders. Ramiro nodded. He started positioning the men.
Roy Chapa was nervous. He was sure it was time for the airplane to arrive. He
kept looking to the north. The landing strip was on the other side of a small hill which
obscured it from where he was standing.
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“ Get the blue van to the other side of the brush,” Roy Chapa said. He was
leading the van with the drugs to a sight close to where the landing strip was. Ramiro
was shouting orders to his men while casting side glances to where Roy was. He knew
his safety hung on Roy Chapa.
“ Watch who is on the blue van,” Ramiro said. “ We are going to be fed to the
lions while others escape. ” Ramiro was convinced he was going to be sacrificed, or
worse, executed while Roy Chapa and Samuel Leal escaped. Samuel was from the
Chicago Mob.
“ Keep looking for the plane, he has to be signaled, we do not want him to miss
the strip,” Roy Chapa said. The landing strip was close by. The plane would come from
the north, from an airstrip near Pearsall, 100 miles north of Laredo.
***
Everyone waited anxiously for the noon speech. The Mr South Texas Luncheon,
after the Society of Martha Washington Colonial pageant , was the main attraction of
the festivities. The elite of the community, state dignitaries, Mexican dignitaries, and
federal officials from agencies and some from the US Congress were in attendance.
The other events targeted the general population. The Jalapeno Eating contest,
the air show, the big parade, the bridge ceremony, were opened for everyone.
The Martha Washington event showcased young ladies and their escorts from
the organization’s membership, and sometimes included a few members from Mexico,
San Antonio, or other major local social groups. The South Texas Luncheon was the
high point for the visitors who came from outside the city.
The South Texas honoree was someone highly connected politically or from the
elite social groups in the community. The rule of ‘politeness’ was amply expressed
among the membership as it was in social groups throughout the United States.
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Everyone was extra nice to each other.
***
The Mines Road was lonely. There was little traffic. International Trade which
unleashes thousands of tractor-trailer trucks on the road daily was off that day. It was
a day of Fiesta. Paul and Javier were racing to the Ranchito. Both had been there four
years before. They dreaded what was waiting. While not anxious to arrive, their task
was clear. Their destiny waited.
In a split second, Paul’s thoughts took command of his mind, “ Javier, Susan,
Chino, Torres, what a crowd- all professionals in their own fields, history of death,
drugs, smuggling, the Peruvian Mob—drugs are a business, they despise Americans
but take our money- the Chicago Mob, killers with guns with drugs that spare no one.
Javier was driving at a safe pace to the Ranchito—both knew what was waiting. The
confrontation was going to be deadly. Paul’s mind had a hold of his thoughts. The
pending confrontation was in his head. The past passed by in seconds. His heart beat
was tachycardia. His blood pressure was rising. Adrenaline was pouring in his
cardiovascular system.
***
“ Ladies and Gentlemen, we have been waiting for this moment which culminates
the best annual fiesta we have ever had. The woman about to address you has a public
record that magnifies itself each day. But never does it surpass the record of a mother, a
sister, and a daughter, unique qualities she was blessed with, and qualities she has
honed with her special skill, delivering courtesies with each word she pronounces,
with every handshake she gives, with every smile she radiates. A former
Congresswoman, a state Lieutenant Governor, a State Representative, City Council
member, Texas State Health Department Commissioner the last two years, I could go
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on and on--………….applause—deafening –deafening applause-a standing ovation--people smiling, happy to be present-happy to be in the company of such an august
body—South Texas at it’s best.
***
Ramiro waited, dreading every minute he was living. He was in the same spot
four years before. He remembered too well what happened when the firing started that
time. The bushes had not changed, a shortage of rain probably kept them in a sorry
looking stage. The old shack never got the painting it needed. The only thing he noticed
different was the green grass on the trail that lead to the landing strip on the other side
of the small hill. The mesquite trees were flowering their malodorous smell. The odor
of death was reaching Ramiro’s nostrils.
Ramiro was having second thoughts. He dreaded getting deeper into trouble
than he had to. Smuggling drugs was one thing. Murder was something else. Way high
in the sky, to the northeast, he heard the sputtering motor of an airplane. Maybe it was
the one they were waiting for. He had to be careful not to cause suspicion in front of Roy
Chapa or the other men.
**
No matter what happens, Susan will be better off. She will probably go back to
her family in Colorado if anything happens to me. We have to stop the mob, my mob,
where I hurt so many people- Petra, her little children, Leonzo, so many people who
got hooked , God will forgive me if I help curtail the smuggling. El Ranchito, I must
concentrate on the Ranchito, Roy Chapa will be waiting for us, we will come in from
the rear, will the police figure where we are going, to hell maybe, maybe, Javier has a
family, he needs to stay back, Susan can take care of herself, we are getting close. So
many things roamed in Paul’s head.
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“ Keep going straight. There is a back road we are taking, half a mile from here,”
Paul said. They had just gone past the Tiendas Road turn which lead to the Ranchito.
Paul was sure there was a road that lead to the back to the shack.
***
The air was humid. It had rained slightly the night before. The grass was dark
green. The mesquite trees were humming with their malodourous fruit. Only goats
could eat that fruit. Along the Mines road there were ranchettes with corrals, one or two
cows, and a nice house. There was a ranchette on mile 11, towards the river, where the
small house included an altar to the Virgen de Guadalupe. Along with parties, special
vigils were held each year on December 12, the day the Virgen appeared to the Mexican
Indian, Juan Diego. The faithful and their guests held fiestas there each year.
***
“ Ladies and Gentlemen, it is indeed an honor to be selected as Mr. South Texas,
and it is a pleasure to return to this city where peace, prosperity, and goodwill
highlight the relations between two nations who live side by side as brothers and
sisters.” Applause. A lot of applause.
“ My life has been dedicated to promoting a better standard of living for all who
dwell in our great country, I feel humbled with appointments and offices where
the public decided I should be, to serve them. -“ Applause—a lot of applause.
“ We, who were born along the border, who have grown up breathing daily the
clear air that blows through our streets and into our hearts, we know what hard work
is, we know what dedication to public service is—today we recognize not just the
person who stands before you-but all of you who are present and many who could not
attend for in this audience is a reflection of the grandeur of our society—the
combination of Spanish blood and Anglo bodies, the meshing of world dreams, the
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stirring of emotions that make us quiver with ecstasy as we realize our positions and
march to our destiny—we are one people, united – descendants of Spanish
conquistadores and American heroes who have made Texas the modern day land of
milk and honey .” Applause. Lots of applause. Some tears.
***
Life is so cheap. We kill each other without hesitation so that others can get
hooked on drugs, and others make money, money that does not last. A bullet is
always waiting. Our world is so corrupted we must do what ever we can to stop that
last load of drugs coming in. Yes there will be others, but others will have to stop
those. We must do our duty. This is our duty. This country is corrupted. Public officials
have been bought. They look the other way when drugs come by. Paul is getting
confused. His mind is playing tricks on him.
We are the scum of the earth. This city is so full of drugs and illicit businesses.
Who is worse? The one who smuggles drugs or electronics? Both are rats gnawing on
the carcasses of the poor. ” Paul’s eyes were wet.
***
“ So, I accept this honor on behalf of so many who will never know how much
they mean in our daily lives as we strive to make the border and the State of Texas the
greatest piece of earthly land God has created!’ Applause-Thunderous applause.
The speaker stopped to clear her eyes, wet with tears running down her cheeks
like water falling from a fountain. She could not compose herself. The Master of
Ceremonies moved quickly to help her, lest she fall down, to the thunderous applause
from the audience who were standing up in ovation, foot stomping started as the
orchestra blasted “ the eyes of Texas are upon you……”
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***
The car stopped. A high bush, on the shoulder of a small hill kept it out of sight.
One could hear a pin drop as Paul and Javier moved up slowly. Chino and Torres were
driving in through the front gate of the Ranchito. Roy Chapa signaled Ramiro, pointing
to the dust raised by a car approaching. Ramiro signaled back. He checked with his
snipers. They were ready. Chino and Torres were coming in.
Without knowing it, Chino and Torres were drawing attention away from Paul
and Javier. Roy Chapa kept looking at the northern sky hoping the plane arrived. He
had two men guarding the landing strip. One had an AK47 automatic rifle.
Chino and Rudy Torres approached. They felt, by intuition, they were in several
gun sights. But they had to approach. Slowly they walked a few yards. It was open land
and they knew it. Chino dropped to his knees when he heard the clatter of an AK47.
The screams were loud as a man fell. Paul was firing. Javier covered him. Roy
Chapa turned around, in shock! His eyes were about to pop out, he turned again to face
Chino who was pointing an AK47 at him from a distance of 12 yards. Death was
coming. Chino fired at will, severing Roy Chapa’s stomach in half. Through his
stomach went 12 bullets, high caliber.
Ramiro saw Roy Chapa fall. He threw his AK47 on the ground and signaled to
Chino he was surrendering. Samuel Leal aimed at Ramiro but he was shot before he
could pull the trigger on his AK47. One of Ramiro’s allies from San Antonio fired his
rifle at Samuel Leal when he saw him aiming at Ramiro.
Six vehicles from the County Sheriff’s office, four Border Patrol vans, and a DEA
car arrived. Everyone who sported a weapon dropped it on the ground. Samuel Leal,
who was mortally wounded, pulled the trigger of his AK47, lying next to him, without
realizing it, three stray bullets found their mark in Chino’s upper torso, killing him.
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A Border Patrolman quickly shot Samuel Leal three times. Paul and Javier dropped
their weapons like everyone else. They were taken into custody by the Sheriff’s deputies.
Rudy Torres was placed in a police van, together with Paul and Javier and others.
The van with the tires loaded with heroin was seized and hauled away by a wrecker
truck. A Cessna plane flew by the gathering. It headed back to the north from where it
came.
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Life

Pressing his face on the window; he could almost touch the raindrops hitting the
outside of the glass. The bus moved at a steady pace. A child was crying in the seat back
of his. His mother hurriedly prepared the milk bottle to feed him. An old lady with a big
hand bag kept staring at him. She had to swing her head around to do so since she was
seated two rows in front of him. She had that “ I have seen this guy somewhere” look
each time she stared at him.
You have been a good inmate. I have read your evaluation carefully. There
are no demerits in your file.” The warden reviewed his case for parole. He wanted
an early release. The government did not want to keep feeding him. He did ask me if
there were any questions? What questions can an inmate have? All standard, all
standard, standard.
Paul looked at the landscape as the bus reached Dilley. The bus always stopped
in Dilley. It was the only stop before arriving in Laredo.
Thoughts were racing in Paul’s mind. Much had happened in the last two years.
Susan went back to Colorado with her parents. He had not heard from her in the last six
months.
The last letter she wrote was still in his mind. He had memorized it. It was the
second letter she had sent him since he was in prison.. She knew prison regulations
regarding letters would get others besides Paul into her personal life. She sent it anyway.
“ Dearest Paul, I hope you are well-under the circumstances. I am still working
for the Minnesota Migrant Council in St Paul. I spend much time reminiscing about
our lives and what meaning they have. It is not a reproach for all that happened but a
serious observation on things. Life has many surprises. We have ventured into many
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of them. The hardest challenge I have is waiting for you. Ten years is a long time in
our lives. I was hoping your friend, Chino, would have put in a good word for you,
but fate reached him. The judge acted more in spite than otherwise. Who can blame
him with all the damage done to humanity by drugs. I spend time visiting the state
zoo like we used to do when spring time was here. Sometimes I talk to the animals and
they appear to understand. The parrots are the most interesting, their colored
feathers remind me of the flowers in the gardens we visited at the Minnesota State Zoo
in Apple Valley. You told me about the early release you are applying for. I hope it
works. Take care of yourself. Stay out of trouble. With love and hope, I wait for you……
SusanThat was two months ago. There were no more letters, no more contacts. His
mother wrote every month. She sent Mexican candy, magazines, and other things
allowed by prison regulations.
The Warden lectured his group every week on Thursdays. stay out of troublekeep outside contacts within family and your time will go fast---“
“ I don’t have any questions Sir. My counselor and I went over my record in
detail. I look forward to my release-I respectfully request that it be approved.” That
was two months ago. It was approved.
***
The bus turned into the parking lot outside of the café. There were several women
and two men waiting to board. They were standing outside the main entrance to the
café, next to a wooden bench where an elderly man sat. Paul stayed on the bus while
other passengers went to the bathroom or into the café. Memories have a way.
The last 12 months have not been easy- the visit from ward three was the most
Dangerous.. Those guys came with blood on their hands. I was lucky I escaped
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without having to create suspicion or ask for protection. Smith was adamant I should
reveal my sources in Mexico, but the men from Chicago had other plans. I sure
sweated when they visited. Elmore and Elias were great. They helped me…. I must
return the favors once I get out. I wonder where Susan is. I don’t blame her. The death
of her father left her mother helpless—her Aunt Greta .. I wonder where she is. Coming
out of prison creates a strange feeling. Wondering what lays ahead. Thinking, constantly
thinking,
Javier is probably back in Colorado with his family. He was lucky he did not
get time to serve. Don Ricardo keeps writing, things are okay in St Cloud. The cold
weather is about to arrive. Maybe I should visit, but that would bring back memoriesand Susan would be tied to them. I must get back to my barrio. They are all
probably gone by now. Mother is still there-my mother... ”
Paul is going home. He was placed on parole after serving two years. The first
year Susan came to visit twice. The second year she came once-then she sent the
letter.
***
The bus entered the terminal parking in Laredo. Azucena, Elva, and Angel were
waiting in the lobby. They hugged and kissed Paul. He seems to be very light colored.
Paul was happy to see them. They got into Angel’s car and drove to Azucena’s house.
“ Son, we have a surprise for you, “ Azucena said.
“ Come out now.” Paul’s eyes opened wide and a big smile roamed across his face. It was
Susan.
***
There was a note in the Laredo Morning Times. A car loaded with six bundles of
marijuana was stopped at the International Bridge. Three young men were arrested and
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charged with smuggling drugs.
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